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C. H. Nickerson, aged 60 years and 10
months, died last Tuesday evening at his
home in West Anaheim after an illness of
some weeks.
He had been in poor health
for months, a fall from the West Anaheim
school building about two years ago having
induced a complication of troubles that his
constitution failed to throw- off. The immediate cause of death was heart’disease. Mr.
Nickerson’s passing was as that of Mr.
Fletcher, the removal of an honored, highminded citizen. A native of Maine, he
served in the Union army during the civil
war with the 32d Maine infantry.
He was
a member of the Orange county veterans
association. His only brother, Frederick,
was killed in the battle of the Wilderness.
A sister, Mrs. C. W. Marden of West Anaheim, is the only immediate relative surviving, beside a wife and two children. Two
half brothers and a half sister of the deceased reside in Maine.
Mr. Nickerson came to California in lsiw,
and until 1869 taught school in Sonoma
county. In that year he came to Anaheim
with George Greeley, an uncle of School
Superintendent Greeley. In 1872 he left
Orange county and went to Virginia City,
where for ten years he was engaged with
Mr. Marden in the erection of quartz mills.
Later with Mr. and Mrs. Marden he came
back to Anaheim and until his death resided here.
Until within the last several
months he was actively engaged as a build-
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C. C. Chapman conducted
the funeral services at the late home of the
deceased Thursday afternoon. The body
was taken to Los Angeles on the evening
train by Mr. Marden and Mr. Greeley for
cremation, in accordance with the wishes
of Mr. Nickerson expressed during the last
years of his life. [Anaheim Plain Dealer
October 27, 1900.
Mr. Nickerson was the son of Eleazer
Nickerson of Swanville, and many of his
old friends and associates in that town will
be sorry to learn of his death.
School
Superintendent Greeley, also a native of
Swanville, was with him daily during his
last illness. The surviving members of the
family in Swanville have the sympathy of a
large circle of friends.
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After a long and painful illness Mrs.
Grace Mathew s Munroe passed to her rest
Oct. 21st.
She was born in Cambridge,
Mass., Nov. 23,1878, and came to Lincolnvilie
with her parents, Riley W. and Clara E.
Matliew-s, about five years ago. She married Sept. 15, 1898, Mr. William J. Munroe
of Lincolnville.
Mrs. Munroe was beloved by all w-ho
knew- her; for her kind and sympathetic
nature, with the sweetest of dispositions,
endeared her to all. She was active in both
social and religious life of the place, being
a member of the Hopeful Workers Circle of
Kings Sons and Daughters and of the Union Church Choir.
During her long and painful illness she
preserved a cheerful and hopeful disposition and raised her voice in songs of praise
to Him who doeth all things well. Mrs.
Munroe leaves beside her husband, father
and mother, two sisters, Mrs. Harry D. Joll
and Miss Minnie Mathews of Cambridge,
and one brother, Harry V. Mathews, also of
Cambridge, to mourn her loss. [C., in Camden Herald.
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The annual meeting of the N. P. Alliance
held with Mrs. Kate Conant, Congress
street, Friday, Nov. 2d. The threatening
clouds of the previous day gave way to
glorious sunshine, and nothing was wanting to make the day full of enjoyment. The
forenoon was spent in a social way, and
happy greetings given those who had not met
with the ladies for a long time. A notable
feature was the reunion of three ladies who
last met in California, and among the guests
were two ladies over eighty years of age,
whom the Alliance are always glad to have
with them—Mrs. M. Garnmans and Mrs.
Noyes. At 12.;to the ladies were called to
the dining room, where a bountiful dinner
awaited them and which was heartily enjoyed by all. Everything was marie delightful by the hostess and the ladies in
attendance, and the only regret of the day
was the absence, by illness, of Mrs. Fred
Griffin— the President, and that even one
member should be kept away from such a
was

happy gathering.
The business meeting was called to order
soon after dinner, and Mrs. Pilsbury called
to preside, with Mrs. Garnmans as secretary
pro tern. After Scripture reading and prayer
the election of officers for the ensuing year
was

in order.

The board of last year were

menu:

re-elected, unamimously: Mrs. Annie M.
Griffin, President; Vice Presidents, Mrs.
( has.A. Pilsbury, Mrs. Sanford 11. Mathews,
Mrs. Albert Garnmans, Miss Mary Jackson
and Mrs. Geo. F. Ryan; Sec’y and Treas.,
Mrs. Mary E. Hubbard; committee on sewing school, Mrs. J. Havner, Miss Carrie
Cutter, Mrs. Mary FI Hubbard, Mrs. A. C.
spring: some walking Sibley and Miss Lillian Ryan.
backward and, in fact,
The sewing school was arranged for, with
t known to members of
Miss Lillian Ryan as teacher. Money and
a very
satisfactory result,
the party were Misses contributions of material for its support
Marie Ward well, Laura were received and much interest expressed
Moody, Ephra Kneeland, for its continuance.
Many matters were
"iiora Doty, Clara Atwood,
•d
Messrs. J. Treat, Jr., E. discussed, among which wras the curfew
i spencer, Wade Watson,
law', and the need of such protection to
"i‘gc Weed, Roscoe Doty,
the children, and the united desire of the
hard Tai liter.
meeting was forcibly expressed, that it be
given a trial. A vote of thanks was given
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Protection of Animals

satisfactory condition of the Alliance, and with hearty good cheer,
>»f the islands along the the “goodbyes” were said.
ticularly as regards pro\eatlier during the winter
High School Notes.
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The Sophomores had a class meeting at
last Thursday, and elected Frank W.
Twombly president, and Miss Evelyn P.
Mori son secretary and treasurer.

recess

The school pins came last week. They
little Hags in blue and yellow enamel,
with “B. 11. S.” in silver on them.
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At their second class meeting on Monday,
the^Sophomores chose purple and gold for
their class colors and the pansy for their
Hower. They intend getting their pins soon.
Miss Evelyn Wood, 'Of, plays the piano
this week.
Tiie Adventures of a Little Hot.
Once upon a time there was a Little Hoy who
lived on a farm. The Brown and Gray and
White house was situated on a large Hill,
from which one could look down and see
the Ford in the river below.
This Little
Boy's father kept a Henery, and although
the Little Hoy had many amusements he was
not satisfied. He could watch the eggs
Hatch, shoot Woodcock and Kill, gore the
bull, walk in the Wood, see over the high
Wall tons of hay, or make the ram either
Buck or Shoo man. Hut still he was not
satisfied. He had a sister who had both
Prudence and Grace, and who could sing a
Carrol very prettily. Hut the Little Hoy
did not wish to live on the farm, he wished
to enter High school, so one day he did.

[to

be

continued.]
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Meeting

of Waldo

County

Veterans.

The Waldo County Veteran Association
met November 1st with Dana B. Carter
Post, Freedom. President Higgins called
the forenoon meeting to order, and the
records of the last meeting were read and

MAINE, THURSDAY,
CITY

NOVEMBER 8, 1900.

GOVERNMENT.

The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening.
Alderman Russ
was absent on account of illness, and there
were three absentees from the Common
Council. The roll of accounts as passed
contained the following amounts under the
various appropriations:

SEASIDE

GRANGE

NUMBER 45
FAIR.

McKinley re-elected.

The annnal fair of Seaside
Grange was
held Tuesday, Oct. 30th, and was a success
in every particular. The various
departments were all well represented
by exhibits;
the supper was nice and was
liberally patronized, and the dance waj enioyed and well
conducted. Following are the exhibitors:
Poultry. Mrs. H. J. Chaples,
Plymouth
Rocks and Light Brahmas: Adelbert
Knight.
Plymouth Rocks; Geo. W. Miller, Rhode
Island Reds; -I I. Wilson, Light
Brahmas;
J. W Wallace, Brown
Leghorns; Prescott

approved. The committee on time and place
of next meeting, comrades Fernald, Stinson,
and Adams, reported as follows: Time, De- Contingent. $594 41
cember 6th; place, North Searsport. The Cemeteries.
20 50
509 05
dinner call then sounded and the comrades Highways and bridges.
Fire Department.
198 10
and ladies repaired to the dining-room, where Paupers.
000 00
a bountiful dinner had been prepared by Free library.
184 92
Carter, Swiss; Clyde Pettee, Rantams;
49 85
Dana B. Carter Belief Corps and the good School contingent.
Ross Cunningham, ducks; Chas. T. French
General
school purposes.
010 74
dinner
the
meetBramahs.
light
After
Freedom.
of
people
Repairs and insurance.
40 35
Fruit. Rufus Mayo, X. Slides, D. L.
ing was again called to order, and the fol- Permanent repairs to school houses,
80 85
G. G. Abbott, Fred X. Savery, J
Pitcher,
135 45
C. Townsend, Mrs. E. M. Bennett, II. Murlowing program was given: Music by the Free text books.
A.
of
phy,
Knight, A.
S. G
choir; prayer by Rev. Mr. Richmond
Total.$3,084 28 Norton, lannie Stevens,Wadsworth,
J. II. Braley.
Freedom; address of welcome by Mrs. RushThe Cemetery Trustees were instructed
Farm Produiie. j. c. Townsend,grains;
er, as follows:
to extend the fence in front of Grove Ceme- J. r. Wilson, vegetables and corn: II. MurVeterans of Wai.do County : To me
phy, S. G. Norton, A. Wadsworth, J. C
tery westerly so far as they think proper.
has been assigned the pleasant duty of welTownsend, G. G. Abbott, A. J. Chaples, G.
A claim of L. C. Dean for $2,000 for dam- W. Miller, Asa
here
to-day.
coming you
Sholes, F. X. Savery, genYour old comrades welcome you to their ages alleged to have been caused by a de- eral produce.
and
social
Domestic
the
and
hall and to
Fancy Articles. Mrs.
good fellowship
fective highway was referred to the City
E. M. Bennett, preserves and
cheer which you And within its walls.
pickles; Mrs.
Mrs. Lois V. Chaples, state house
The Relief Corps bid you welcome to their Solicitor.
steps
to
the
need
An
with
all
Idled
order
for
an
quit,
Miss
satisfy
ordinance in
doily, quilts;
Sarah Chaples,
tables,
you
providing
cravings of the inner man, and which no relation to the curfew law passed the Hoard slumber robe, yarn rug; Mrs. A. T. Stevens,
worsted quilt; Mrs. E. M. Bennett, blackdoubt your long ride has helped you to apof Aldermen and was laid on the table one bear
skin, mountain lion skin; Mrs. B.
preciate. The citizens of Freedom welcome
Johnson, all wool yarn rug; Mrs
you to to their little \ illage and to the best month by the Common Council.
of
the
therein: but amid
meeting
pleasure
The owner of the Belfast Opera House Carter, stand cloths;' Miss Fannie Stevens,
vases, cup and saucer, mats; Mrs. Bralev,
you to-day there comes a note of sadness.
was directed to
provide suitable means of books; Miss Gladys Carter, plates: Misses
Since you met with us a year ago four
comrades of this Post have passed over the ingress and egress in case of fire, as requir- Mattie and Mabel Johnson, dolls; Asa
river and joined the great majority on the ed by law, the same to be made under the Sholes, gun, canteen; Miss Gertrude Patterson : picture of cat; Mrs. G. G. Abbott,
other side. Who is there among you that direction
of the Chief Engineer and Inspecdoes not miss the kindly face and welcompicture of vase; Mrs.
Patterson,
tor
of
stool: Mrs. J. W. Wallace, stool, antiques;
Buildings.
ing voice of Ur. Billings, and who shall till
the vacant chair of Comrade Boulter, alThe City Marshal w as instructed to see Miss Gertie Shuman, drawn work; Mrs.
ways so ready with cheering words for that the lunch car be removed from the Jennie Leavitt, drawn work, handkerchiefs,
those in trouble and /Strong words for the
antiques; Sirs. Etta Savery, drawn work,
corner of Main and High streets.
handkerchief: Mrs. J. O. Black, drawn
cause of right.
work, doilies; Mrs. S. A. Knight, sofa pilAn order directing the City Marshal to
Sadly each recurring year,
low; Miss Lena Leavitt, sofa pillow; Mrs. P.
Ye who still are lingering here,
remove all slot machines in the
city was D. H. Carter, canned fruit: miss Daisy HowScatter flowers of sweet perfume
passed by the Board of Aldermen and laid ard, mats, picture throw.
O’er each fallen hero’s tomb—
Dairy Produce, Etc. Mrs. S. A. Knight,
on the table one month
Comrades who have gone before,
by the Common
butter, Dutch cheese; Mrs. Otis K. Ryder,
Tenting on the other shore.
Council.
butter.
But, as one by one they fall out by the way,
Miner I. Rankin resigned as a member of
Cats. G. Havener, G. W. Miller, Asa
how much stronger grows that cord of love
that binds the remaining ones together. No the Hoard of Overseers of the Foor, and Sholes.
of
affliction
sooner does the dark cloud
George T. Read was elected.
enter one of our homes, but its shadow is
cast over all.
The claim of Mary E. Dickey for damages
Some Near By Farms.
With us Fraternity means
something.
on account of injuries alleged to have been
Friends, let us not forget the living. Let received
The Journal is pleased to note, from year
by falling from a sidewalk was reus strive to fill the few remaining years of
ferred to the City Solicitor.
to year, a gradual but sure improvement in
our lives with sweetness; speak approving,
M. C. Hill, Collector of Taxes, reported the condition of the farms, and in the methcheering words while their ears can hear
them and while their hearts can be thrilled that
he has collected and paid to the City ods of work and the implements employed.
and made happy by them. The kind things
There is a general increase in the amount
you mean to say about them when they are •Treasurer 51,251 since Sept. 1st.
The following proposition from the Bel- of neat stock kept, the Hocks of
gone, say now ; the flowers you mean to send,
poultry are
Now' in their weary and fast Water Co. in
give them to-day.
regard to the two hy- much larger and more attention is paid to
troubled hours do they need your sympathy
drants on 1-inch pipe on Waldo Avenue them; grains are grown more
and help.
largely from
A year or so ago, when we had our war was referred to the Committee on Fire De- year to year, and with
improved methods of
with Spain, what a craze there was among
cultivation increased productiveness repartment :
our society ladies and leaders of fashion for
If the city will accept these hydrants as sults. The Journal lias noted
recently a
helping the soldiers.
now located on l-inch pipe, the Water Comfew farms visited by its representatives,
Now-a-days you hear very little about it.
Those line ladies have found some newer pany will accept an annual rental of 520 and this week we
give a few particulars in
fad. Do they ever think of our boys in each, and in all other respects said hydrants
blue in far off Manila, I wonder?
There are to be goverened by the original contract regard to two others.
between
the
of
Belfast
and
the
Water
City
are homes to-day all over our fair land made
James I’. Wight has for 23 years past
desolate by the loss of those who fell under Company. Otherwise the Company will re- lived on what is known as the Goodell
farm
move said 1-inch pipe and
replace it with tithe same flag you fought to save.
ineh pipe in accordance with the original on the Lineolnville road.
This, and the
But it was something more than petty fad
llicks farm, which joins it on the west,
with our mothers in the Civil war.
How contract.
Adjourned.
many thousands were there who gave their
comprise 150 acres, GO of which are under
husbands lor their country’s sake, and with
cultivation, and this year eight acres were
their helpless little ones around them strove
in hoed crops and grain. Mr. Wight keeps
to keep the home for the husband and
THE CHURCHES.
father who perhaps never returned. It was
12 cows and H horses.
He separates the
something different to be a soldier's wife
The services at the Universalist church milk and sells the cream at the Belfast
then.
He will build a silo for next
creamery.
To-day the Relief Corps is quietly and next Sunday will he as usual.
steadily try ing to work along the same line
Rev. G. E. Edgett will preach at Poor's season’s corn crop. Several years ago Mr.
with us as with you.
means
love.
Charity
Last comes loyalty. No wonder we love our Mills next Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o'clock. Wight opened the sand bed on the farm,
and has furnished building sand therefrom
dear old flag when it has cost us- so much.
Representatives bi Jie Maine Bible SoOne of our statesmen once said: “1 have
for a large proportion of the buildings erectare canvassing Belfast, selling Bibles
ciety
seen the glory of art and architecture, the
ed in the city. He lias a handsome and
beauties of mountain and river; but the and receiving contributions for the cause.
promising colt, (1 months old, by Silver
fairest vision my eyes ever rested on
The Lord's supper will be observed and a
was the flag of my country in a foreign
Spray, dam by Young Tliackainbeau.
land.’’ And every American citizen who number of candidates admitted to memberAnsel Wadsworth has been on the R. W.
stands beneath its protecting folds knows bership in the Methodist church next SunEllis farm on the Belmont road six years
that it means liberty and justice for all.
forenoon.
day
and has made many improvements both in
Veterans, in Fraternity, Charity and Loyalty, we bid you welcome, and when tlie
Meetings will be held at the Peoples’ Mis- the land and buildings. The lumber for the
the
last time on sion in the Frye school house, Miller street,
taps have sounded for
buildings was all cut on the farm, and the
earth, and the lights are all out, may you
all meet on the other side and join in the every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All liard-wood Hours show that our native forranks, true comrades forever, and all answer, are welcome.
ests furnish material for the nicest of
“here” at the final roll-call.
Morning service at the Unitarian church work. The improvements to the buildings
In response Comrade Stinson said: We next
Sunday at 10.4") a. m., with sermon by are not completed, but include a general
miss the faces of those who met with us in the pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton; Sunday
overhauling of the premises. Water is
tiiis hall one year ago—I)r. A. J. Billings school at 12 m.
supplied to the buildings from an artificial
The
at
the
Methodist
and comrade Boulter, both members of the
revival meetings
pond made by damming the stream which
under
of
Robchurch
the
Rev.
leadership
lhth Maine, but their smiling faces and kind
runs north of the house.
The water is
ert Sutcliff are largely attended and the
words still remain with us, although they interest is increasing.
forced up by a hydraulic raiu, which proves
are no more.
Mr. Wadsworth
The Thursday evening Scripture at the perfectly satisfactory.
Then followed a recitation by Josie Brown; Baptist church will be James 2:1-18. The hail 10 acres under the
plow this year, inwill
meet
FriBible
class
at
8
o’clock
Lorenzo
reStudy
reading bj
Jones, Jr.; music;
cluding three acres in yellow corn, which
marks by Lorenzo Jones; recitations by day evening. The Sunday services will be he estimates cost 40 cents
per bushel
as usual.
Nutter
and
Lena
Russell:
remarks
Gland
an average retail price of 55 cents
will be the usual mid-week prayer against
There
by comrade Furbush; recitation by Josie meeting at the North church this, Thurs- this fall. He also had three acres in buckBrown; remarks by comrade Rowell; song day, evening at 7.15; topic, Lessons from wheat, a crop but little raised in this secby A. Stinson; remarks by Mrs. Five; reci- the Gospel by James. The Sunday services tion. He has a large orchard. Ilis crop of
will be as follows: Sermon by the pastor at
tations by Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Higgins.
merchantable baldwins this year was about
10.45 a. m. ; Sunday school at 12 m. ; C. E.
A rising vote of thanks was given to the
meeting at 0.15 p. m., “A decision for Christ;” 400 barrels, in addition to a few barrels
lecture by the pastor at 7.15 p. m.
good people of Freedom for hospitality.
killed by the frost. He keeps 11 head of
The meeting was not an exception toother
At the annual meeting of the North grade Jerseys, and winters about 150 laying
meetings, but was [first-class in every re- church V. P. S. C. E., Nov. 4tli, the follow- liens.
officers and committees were elected:
spect. All agreed to meet at North Sears- ing
President, Mabel R. Mathews; Vice Presi
port, December «>th. [A. Stinson, Sec'y.
dent, II. M. Prentiss; Recording Secretary,
Yachts and Boats.
Maude Steward; Corresponding Secretary,
Mrs.
C.
M.
Mrs.
Treasurer,
Evelyn
Craig;
A New Book by Mrs. Richards.
YV. A. Kimball lias got out the frame of a
II. Carter; Lookout Committee, Margaret
I>unton, Avis Morison, Louise Ferguson, rowboat he is to build this winter.
Laura E. Richard’s latest book, “Snow- W. W. Knowlton ; Prayer Meeting CommitThe steam yacht Aria, E. II. Blake of
white” or “The House in the Wood,” is tee, Cordelia Ilills, Mrs. II. M. Prentiss,
Mrs. W. W. Knowlton, B. L. Davis; Mis- Bangor, owner, called at this port Sunday.
written in the delightful style that characsionary Committee, Mrs. G. S. Mills, ElizaThe yachts Edna and Glide were out Sunterizes all her works and made famous the beth Jones, Margaret Harrison, Ralph
Social Committee, Edith Dunton, day, but have since gone out of commission.
Stickney;
much-loved “Captain January,” “Melody”
H. M. Prentiss, Ada Warren, Clara Steward.
It is a charmand the Jlildegard stories.
The Boston Globe reports that CrowninLaid. The corner-stone
shield is designing a 21-foot raceboat for G.
ing story of a little run-away girl, who of Corner—stone
the new chapel at East Northport was
finds herself in a wood. Instead of being laid with
appropriate ceremonies Nov. 1st. C. Sliattuck. She will be sailed at Islesfrightened she immediately sets about to The chapel is to be built on a lot opposite boro, Me.
look for the little house she confidently ex- the post office and was contributed by II. L.
Capt. Fred Coombs of Islesboro has the
Kochersperger from the George M. Know lpects to lind. She fears it may prove to be ton farm. There was a large attendance steam yachts Guinevere and Orca to care
the habitation of an old witch, but, and the exercises were interesting and im- for this winter at Ileal’s
Cove, Islesboro.
cheered by the remembrance of the happy pressive. Rev. C. II. Bryant performed the He is
putting new tubes into the boiler of
ceremony according to the Methodist discithe
seven
reception given Snowwhite by
Beneath the stone was placed a the Idalette, which is hauled up at E. L.
pline.
little dwarfs, she merrily continues on her sealed box containing copies of the New Macomber’s.
way. After some little time she suddenly Testament, the Sunday School Quarterly,
The syndicate that has volunteered to
The Republican Journal, Zion’s Herald,
comes upon the house she seeks, and enterBangor Commercial, New Age, a list con- build a defender of the America’s cup next
ing, finds the only inhabitant to be a little taining the names of the pastor and officers year is composed of Vice-Commodore AuBelmont, Cornelius Vanderbilt, Rear
humped back dwarf, whose winning smile of the church and of the*Ladies’ Aid Socie- gust
the year hnxj. The Commodore C. L. F. Robinson, former Comand kind eyes reassure the little maiden. ty, and three coins of
ladies laid the stone in place and shoveled modore Edward M. Brown, YV. K. VanderThe dwarf proves to be a millionaire who the earth about it.
Miss Adelia Ilills read bilt, Jr., and Commodore Lewis Cass Ledand
world
a
selection and Manassali Whiting, Esq., an yard. There cou d not have been selected
the
had retired from contact with
a more able coterie of up-to-date, competent,
had made friends and companions of the original poem. The exercises closed with enthusiastic
yachtsmen. Of course, the
and benediction by the pastor. Work
wood-land creatures. The incidents of her prayer
will be forw arded as rapidly as possible and Ilerreshoffs will build the new boat, which
insures
a
good one. It is reported that E.
stay, his story, and their return to the the chapel will be dedicated at an early day. A. YY'illard
will manage the new craft inworld together, go to make up the dainty
a
Rev. Geo. S. Mills gave very interesting stead of Mr. Iselin.
little volume, sure to find favor with old and ami impartial discourse at tlie North church
At Pulpit Harbor C. F. Brown is making
on “Some ante-election
young alike. Dana Estes & Co., Boston, last Sunday evening
thoughts.” He said it will he an impressive extensive alterations in the smack Arena,
publishers.
spectacle, next Tuesday, when the sover- which Dr. F. C. Sliattuck, a summer resieign people exercise their right to rule, in
Transfers in Keal Estate.
preparation for which there ought to be a dent of Islesboro bought last summer of J.
thorough searching of the heart. Every M. Witherspoon. When completed she will
Tlie following transfers in real estate selfish motive and partisan prejudice should be one of the most commodious and best apbe put away. The supreme wish should be
at Islesboro. Among the imwere recorded in Waldo County Registry of to
promote the glory of God by promoting pointed yachts
Reedsfor theweek ending November 7,1900: the highest good of all the people. What- provements will be a 10 II. P. gasoline enNathan H. Wall, Monroe, to Lydia E. Clem- ever the issue, the country will survive. gine. Elisha Thayer will be sailing master
The fathers and others builded too well to the
coming season and will also carry along
ents, do.; land and buildings in Monroe. have the foundation of the
Republic easily
Belinda Littlefield, Winterport, to Frank shaken.
We ought to have faith in our another man. The yacht Thetis, recently
A. Littlefield, land and buildings in Winter- country. AVe ought to believe in our lead- bought of Brown by Dr. Geo. Sliattuck, is
ers.
Both of the chief candidates'are very
port. D. William Gilkey, Boston, to Nellie worthy men. They have been criticised also undergoing extensive changes. The
Mabel Gilkey, do.; land and buildings in severely, but it is to be believed that they men employed at Brown’s shop now are
Waldo. E. A. Noyes et al., Portland, Or., are honest, earnest Christian men. It is a Russell Whitmore, Harry Whitmore, Elisha
to A. W. Ames, Searsport ; land and build- very hopeful sign that the moral bearing of I Thayer, E. L. Dyer, Edgar Cooper and
the questions is uppermost in discussion.
Orzilla B. C’ookson,
ings in Searsport.
See the emphasis which Mr. McKinley puts | Everett Beverage.
Unity, to Philip Blethen, Thorndike; land upon the moral argument in his letter ot acFrank W. Gowen, who has been in the
in Unity. Nancy J. Day, Camden, to Edgar ceptance, while Mr. Bryan’s reads like a life insurance business for several years in
sermon. Every voter should have a sense
F. Day, do.; land and buildings in Lincoln- of the sacredness of the ballot. No one Philadelphia, has been commissioned one of
ville. Ephraim L. Sherman, Lincolnyille, has any business to vote unless he can vote the managers of agencies of the Union
of PortMutual Life Insurance
to Abbie Higgins, Camden; land and build- intelligently and conscientiously. And we land and will make hiscompany
headquarters in
should abide by the result with equanimity,
B.
R.
J.
Dinsmore, whatever our
ings in Lincolnville.
personal disappointment. Waterville. He has secured quite a large
China, to Mary E. Welton, Palermo; land “God reigns and the Government'at AVash- amount of business over the State since the
first of October. [Waterville Mail.
in Palermo.
ington still lives,” and will live.

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Margaret Jones is visiting relatives
in Brooks.
Fred T. Chase went to Boston Saturday
business.

on

B. O. Norton

Portland,

was

at

home Tuesday from

to vote.

Frank K. Woodcock went to Boston Monon business.

day

Mrs. A. G. Hunt left Saturday to spend
the winter inJBoston.
Arthur F. Brown came home from Newport Tuesday to vote.
Tileston Wadlin, Esq., visited relatives in
Sabattus the past week.
a

I). Peirce Ellis was at home from Boston
few days the past week.

George
day from

Patterson returned home Tuesvisit in Boston.

A.
a

John F. Rogers and wife returned home
Saturday from a visit in Boston.
Mrs. Wm. F. Swett of Holden returned
home Tuesday from a visit in Belfast.
Mrs. Charles K. Patterson is rapidly
recent severe illness.

re-

covering from her

Mrs. Etta S. Patterson has moved into the
house, opposite the Revere
House.

Stephenson

Miss Abbie M. Caldwell left Tuesday for
South Berwick, where she will spend the
winter.
HE HAS 284 ELECTORAL VOTES AND
MAY

HAVE 305.

BRYAN

TURNED

DOWN BY THE PEOPLE.

[Special to the Kennebec Journal.'
New "i okk, Nov. t». New York is wild
with excitement. The Democrats concede
President McKinley's re-election bv an electoral vote of 281.
Every State under the direction of the
Eastern National headquarters has been
carried for the Republicans. We shall have
the House of Representatives by an increased majority.
Bryanism and Crokerism has received its
death knell.
The American people have repudiated the
man who sought to set class
against class.
J. H. Manley.

Chicago, Nov. 6—At 10.13tonight, Henry
C. Payne, vice chairman of the Republican
national committee, said: “McKinley has
surely carried every State claimed by me.
with the possible exception of Kentucky,
ami the returns indicate that we have beaten
Bryan in Nebraska."
New York, Nov. 7.—At 12.,SO this morning, National Committeemen Manley, Gibbs
and Bliss held a conference, at the conclusion of which the following statement was
given

out:

Mrs. A. L. Lincoln of Dorchester, Mass.,
arrived last Friday as a guest of Mrs. A C.

Sibley.
Judge Win. 11. Fogler will preside

at the

December term of the supreme court in
Rockland.
F.. R. Thompson and wife took a carriage
ride last week through Kennebec ami Somerset counties.
Richard L. Filingwood and wife went
Hampden Monday to attend the funeral

to
of

Mrs. K.’smother.
Chas. Furbish, w ho is employed in Buckscame home the first of the week, and
remained to vote.

port,

(Dias. O. Fernald of North Searsport left
to visit his son

Monday for Lowell, Mass.,
George, who is ill.

Misses Pauline M. Webster and Carrie K.
returned Saturday from a visit in
Boston and vicinity.
White

Dr. and Mrs. W. P. llawkes of York,
Maine, visited Mr. and Mrs. \\. R. Howard
a few days last week.
Percy I.. Nickerson of Swanville came
home Monday from the Pniversity of Maine,
voted for McKinley, and returned Tuesday.

“On tlm returns received at Rebubiiean
head quarters up to this hour,tlieUepubliean
national committee claim to have elected
McKinley and Roosevelt by an electoral
Geo. R. Poor went to Boston Saturday on
vote of 2N4, with the possibility of 21 votes
in addition, making a total of .•<>;». These business. His mother and sister went w ith
21 votes consist of the is votes in Kentucky
him and will visit Mrs. C. F. Robinson of
and S in Nebraska.
“The States we surely claim for McKinley Somerville.
and Roosevelt are California, Connecticut,
Mrs. L. A. Knowlton ami Mrs. ( has. M.
Delaware, Illinois. Indiana. Maryland, Iowa,
Kansas, Maine, Massachusetts. Michigan, llazeltine returned homo Tuesda\ evening,
Minnesota. New Hampshire, New .Jersey, the former from Cambridge and tin- latter
New York, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon,
from Wellesley.
Rhode Island. South Dakota,
Pennsylvania,
l tali, Washington, West Virginia, WisconAll the officers of the battleship Texas
sin and Wyoming."
have been detached and assigned to other
Tin: HKSI LT IN MAIN!'..
duties,
('apt. M. 1! S. Mackenzie has been
Returns from 2.5s cities and towns in
placed on waiting orders
Maine give Rryan
070: McKinley. 51,0;>2.
Same in 1s«m; gave Rryan 2-1,024: McKinley,
Mrs. J. Y. Cottrell went to l.osf.ni Satur♦
Tliesc -Jiow a Republican loss of Hi
day for a visit of about two w--»-ks, alter
per cent, and a Democratic gain of 21 per
cent,
(in this basis it is estimated that the whieh she will go to llockkmd, i•; 1 ia 1 *!\ to
probable Republican plurality in tin1 State spend the winter.
j will be 2s,5imi.
Mrs. Joseph Ileal and son .1. Fo-t»-: Ileal,
rm. kiti i:ns in
hkikk.
wont to Mangoi Frida\ fora siirgo-ai operaTin1 New York Herald gives Kent nek \
tion on the young man’s r.ose, mad*- m-eesto McKinle\ by l,.*»oo.
The total vote of Rostonis: Rryan, 15.150:. sar\ h\ a fall on the ire last wintot.
McKinley. .iii,177. .\ pi lira lit;, for Rryan of
Mrs. Charles Maker left Momla\ for Moss,ta;2.
McKinIc\ s plurality in New York state, ton. where she will make a short Alt. a ft or
based on returns reeeiv *d up to ,..;n \. m., whieh she will go to < Tange, N. ,).. to
-pond
Nov. 7, will be 155,200.
the wither with her hrotlier. Meter ( arePresident McKinley received a tremen
dons ovation in Canton from his townspeo( apt. S.
M. Milliken left \fsto;da\ for
ple at 12.:;o, Nov. 7th, and addressed them New \ ork, to resume liis business, aftei a
bis
porch.
briellj from
Chairman Haw son of the West Virginia term of service in the F. s. arm\ u the
state Republican committee claims the
Philippines and a vacation at home.
State for McKinley b\ 17,ooo plurality.
F. 1\ Craig of < ambridge. Mass., who is
Practically complete returns show that
McKinley will carry his home county by employed in tin Most otliee 1‘epaitmoih in
2.000 majority, a gain of l,n;o over lsoo.”
Washington, M. c.. spent Sunday with his
A message from Rurton of the New York
World to President McKinley says: ‘*<>ur mother in this city, and went to Cambridge
figures at s i\ m. show your election by 2sl Monday.
electoral votes against iso for Mr. Rryan.
Mrs. Nicholas Mratt left last Frida\ to
Indiana is conceded to you.”
President McKinle\ has carried Massa- join her husband in China. She made a
chusetts by about so,ooo plurality, a reduc- short visit with her son, Kdgar <!. Mratt in
tion of nearly loo.onofrom that of four years New
York,and will sail from Sm Fiam-isco
ago. The Republicans have elected in and
November i Jtli.
possibly 11 of the Congressmen.
At midnight N ice Chairman Payne sent
A dispatch received yesterday morning
the following telegram to Col. Roosevelt:
“The countrr is saved. We have beaten announced the re-election of lion. 1* icderick
I Pettigrew and captured Nebraska, Legisla- P. Stevens as Representative to Congress
ture and all.”
from the St. Paul District, Minnesota, by a
The returns indicate that California lias |
of <>,ooo.
gone Republican by in,ooo to 15,ooo. The plurality
Republicans will elect five Congressmen.
Dr. F. A. Porter, who has been in V»w
The 2d and 5tli districts are running ver\
York fora number of weeks taking a specclose. The city of Sail Francisco will give
ial course in the New York Postgraduate
at least 7,don plurality for McKinley.
Republican State Chairman Charles Dick Medical School of that city, has returned
has given out the follow ing statement: to his
practice in Pittsfield.
“Returns received up to this hour ill p. m.)
The Pongregationalist announces that its
justify claiming that Ohio has given McKinley a plurality of from 75,non to so,ooo, Christian World number for next month.
and the election of 17 and possibly is out of
December, will contain an illustrated article
21 congressmen, making a gain of two and
from the pen of Miss Frances .J. Dyer that
possibly three1 members of Congress.
President McKinley carried Raltimore will describe Holy Year in Rome.
city by a majority of til05. The returns
Mr. and Mrs. (Jeorge A. Q nimby went to
from the counties are meagre, but official j
advices from si scattering prencincts out Boston on last Saturday’s boat for a few
of 554 give him is,885 as against 10,1*17 for days visit. They were accompanied by Miss
Rryan, thus assuring him a majority of at Elena Phase, who is en route to Salavery,
least lo.ooo in the State. The defeat of the I
Democrats is thorough and surprising, it Peru, to join her parents, (’apt. and Mrs.
being certain that they have lost live out of I (J. W. Chase. She goes from New York to
the six congressmen, with the probability Colon
by steamer. Tlienee across the lsth
in favor of a clean sweep. This means a
mils of Panama, and down the Pacific coast
net loss of two congressmen.

by steamer.
Y KST Kill) A Y *S DISH A TCI I KS.
About two weeks ago Mr. R. K. Patterson,
McKinley carried Indiana by 50,000. Tin1
entire State ticket and Marion county arc j who lives on
North-port avenue nearly two
Republican.
The Louisville Courier-Journal claims! miles from town, was taken ill in town and
The reached home with difficulty.
that Rryan carries Kentucky bj 1,501.
A physician
Republicans claim the State by K,000 Two was sent for and prompt and skillful attendRepublican and H Democratic Congressmen ance averted what might have been serious
aie elected.
Nebraska is claimed b\ the Democrats by
4.000 and by the Republicans by 5,000. The

state ticket is
( ongressmen.

Democratic;

Improvements

at

2

consequences.
very

Mr. Patterson has since been
is still conliued to the

comfortable, but

Republican house.

Temple Heights.

If the plans materialize which are now
under consideration, next year will witness

Dr. (leo. F. Fames of I’t; 1 Beacon street,
was recently
elected a membei of
the New York Institute <»f Stomatology of
New York city, and has just been re-elected
Vice-President of the American Academy
of Dental Science. “Stomatologist" is the
latest and most scientific term for “dentist
and instead of saying, “I have been to my
dentist" you say : “I have been to my stom-

Boston,

great improvements at Temple Heights,
Xorthport. W. L. Lath rop of Boston has
bargained for and made a deposit on the
payment for the “Pioneer cottage” of John
X. Stewart, and has bought the adjoining
atologist.”
cottage of Mrs. Etta Lancaster and intends
to remove the present buildings and erect a
commodious and up-to-date hotel.
Mrs.
Lancaster has also sold a lot of land which
she owns on the opposite side of the Park
to Mrs. Myra E. Carson of Kockport, who
will build one of the linest cottages on the

grounds.
Conductor Owen Clements, whose run is
between Waterville and Ilangor, is taking a
vacation for hunting, and James Lowe of
the Waterville and lielfast freight takes his
place. The lielfast train is in charge of
William McTaggart.

The marriage in Manila of Lieut. Henry
C. Merriam and Miss Bessie Ray of Faribault, Minn., was recently announced.
Lieut. Merriam is a son of (’apt. Lewis
Merriam, U. S. A., retired, and a nephew
of Brig. (Jen. Henry P. Merriam, both natives of Houlton. He was lately promoted
from the ranks and is one of the youngest
officers in the regular army, lie has been
assigned to the lsth infantry and is now
serving on the island of Panay. Miss Ray
is the daughter of a wealthy widow. The
young couple became lovers three or four
years ago, when young Merriam was a student at the Shattuck Military college at
Faribault.

COUNTY

The Hatch Family Reunion.

CORRESPONDENCE.

[Deferred

from last week.]

Palkiimo. Mrs. Polly Couillard and Mrs.
Flora Couillard, the mother and wife of
Henry Couillard, both died last Wednesday
afternoon within an hour of each other, and
a double funeral was held at the Baptist
church Saturday afternoon, Rev. II. W. Abbott otliciating. Mrs. Polly Couillard had
had been sick for a year and was 84 years of
She
Flora had a shock of paralysis.
age.
The bearers were four
was 4.‘» years of age.
old men. Rufus Row, George Rowe, Amos
Gardner and William Turner, and four
young men, C. K. Carr, Thomas Rowe,
Charles Arnold and Frank Wood.
East Skaksmont. Mr. and Mrs. S. II.
Cables and Mr. and Mrs. II. Libby of Rockland were in town OK. 21st, the guests of
Mrs. Edgar
Mr. and Mrs. II. M. Donnell
1*. Mahoney and Cora Mahoney left Oct.
25tli for Union, where they took the train for
1 >amariscotta to visit relatives.... Mrs. F. A.
Tower of Relmont called on friends in
town Oct. 21st.Mr. and Mrs. Donnell
were in Rockland Oct. nth and 10th—Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph lleald of Camden were in
town Oct. 21st.Henry Mahoney is shingLeslie Marriner has built a
ling his barn
new
hrn house.Miles Rrewster has

Crouching
In every cough there
lurks, like a crouching
tiger, the probabilities
of
consumption.
The throat and
lungs become
rough and inflamed from
coughing and
the germs of

consumptio n

find

shingled

his

porch.

Troy Ci ntri-:. At a recent meeting of
the Troy t .»nier Heading Club the following ohirers were elected for the ensuing
1'iesident, I»r. M. T. Dodge; vice
yeai
president, David I iper: secretary, Mrs.
Addie Hiper; treasurer, Mrs. Alice Harding: i
:arian. Mrs. Clara Hagley ; assistant
librarian. Mrs. William Knowles; book
committee, Mrs William Knowles, Mrs. J.
K
Mi» H:m,ies*. Weymouth. The
m \i nn-eting
! the club will be at David
Piper’s IT:da> evening. Nov. 2— The Sunshine
,ub held its first meeting for the season last week and re-organized. The otticers
are
a>
follow-: President, Mrs. Hattie
W:iiiiif \ vie*- re-.dent. Mrs. Thomas Tyler
K. Stevens: treasurer,
:ar;.. M
Aug «■ (laixelon: librarian. Mrs. Viola
Ward. Tbt next meeting will be held with
M;- T P. Tyler Thursday afternoon, Nov.

Take
chances
with the danfoe.
gerous
For 60 years
there has been a perfect cure. What a record! Sixty years of cures.

jgyeius
ch«mr»
Pectoral
soothec and heals the
wounded throat and
lungs. You escape an attack of consumption with
all its terrible suffering
and uncertain results.
There is nothing so bad
for the throat and lungs
as

•'

—

1

—

s a n i»v i*ojn i.
Mrs. I., s. Perkins has retimed 1 nun a visit with her sons in Milo
and Birohville—Mis. John Littlefield is in
Boston lor several weeks.Miss Jennie
Perkins lrom Penobscot is here attending
school.Mrs. Meralda Black has been in
Buck sport several days....Mr. and Mrs.
Ban Bara and son of Gardiner visited Mr.
and Mrs. A. F. FJlis last Sunday-Mr.
Stevenson of the Bangor Theological Seminary preached here last Sunday... .The
Belfast Hay A: Fuel Co. have leased ( apt.
B. f. Bice's coal and hay sheds here and
have coal for sale. Enquire of Fred Black.
Fred Grant got a lobster weighing eight
P 'und> in his scallop drag last Saturday_
Messrs. Perkins a Curtis have nice fresh
scallops for sale every day
...Miss Addie
Part ridge, who has been in Buck sport several weeks with Miss B. B. Trott, has returned home.
....

—

Ci.vi»;r. Mom \ ii.i.i:.
The school at the
closed last Friday with a very pleasant entertainment at the Grange Hall in the
evening.... Mrs. Clara Palmer has gone to
Massachusetts for the winter_(). c. Cushman has returned lrum his
trip to Lewiston
and Bethel, somewhat improved in health.
....George Carter is at Shaw's Business
College in Bangor, assisting in teaching and
Liking lessons in short hand and typewriting.... Mr. \\ ing of \\ aterville was in town
last week buying apples.M.
Gordon
had his grain threshed recently, and
everyone who worked in the barn at the time
is
or has been sick.
The work was done by
Merservey and Stewart of Morrill, and Mr.
Gordon was assisted by his son and his
neighbors. There were seven in all, and
they were taken so suddenly that the job
was finished with
difficulty. At the present
writing George Gordon is confined to his
bed threatened with a fever. lie is attended by Dr. Ramsay. While cutting the
grain
Mr. Gordon noticed something like a mildew
upon the cutter-bar.
None seem to know
the exact cause of the sickness. It is
surely
a peculiar case.
Nothing like it was ever
known in this section.
'-litre

I ’ITT-j-

Oramel Murray, Preston
Hersey, W. B. Chamberlain, H. W. Carr,
A. .1. Harding, L. A. Harding and J. W.
i base were among those who Iiave attended
Mechanics' Fail in Boston.Mrs. F. P.
Dyer, accompanied b\ her husband's mother,
Mrs. Dyer, visited her sisters, Mrs. .!. H.
Davis and Mrs. J>. M. Parks last week....
ilddiey P. Johnson, an old resident of this
place, died Oct. ilgud,agedTt years_A. II.
Conant and wife attended the Mechanics'
Fair in Boston....C. M. Barbour, who has
been the popular clerk at the post office for
a long time, will leave his situation Nov.
1st,
to take up the study of
stenography and
typewriting. Mr. Murray has secured the
services of Buy Lord to till Mr. Barbour’s
The King's Daughters are to give
place
an entertainment at the Universalist
parlors, >ov. 7th.The Sunshine Circle of
King's Daughters observed their Old People's Day" Thursday, Oct. 25th, in carrying
each one some little gift. We were remembered by several little girls, who gave us a
very pretty speech and a tumbler of delicious jelly.Many people of this place
have learned that “all work and no play
makes Jack a dull boy,” and they are, perhaps, going to the other extreme, for they
are getting up every week
many excursions,
ball games, hunting parties etc., all healthful, no doubt....Miss Nellie Osborne, who
has been in Portland all summer, has returned to her home with her sister, Mrs. H.
S. Nickerson, in the village.J. S. Davis
and wife spent a day last week with friends
in West Pittsfield.D. M. Parks, E. N.
Shaw, F. J. White, Archie White and four
gentlemen from Boston left here last week
for Spencer Pond, Mooseliead Lake, for a
hunting trip. They have a fine camp and
will be absent several weeks. Sirs. Elisabeth Coffin visiteil her sister in Thorndike
last week
Mrs. S. J. Stevens and her
daughter, Miss Stevens, of Troy, were in
town one day last week.
ik m

—

—

coughing.

A 25c. bottle will

cure

ordinary cough; hardcoughs will need a 50c.
size; the dollar bottle is
cheapest in the long run.
an

er

“One of my sons was spitting
blood with a high fever and was
very ill. We could hardly see any
signs of life in him. The doctors
did him no good. But one bottle of
your CherryPcctoral cured him and
saved his life.” C. G. Anderson,
Nov. 10,1898.
Pukwana, S. Dak.

.:"1 n

••

easy

no

1st.

Fi.i
The Freedom Academy Echo
lia> in.A g« :m to press-Mrs. A.*J. Millings
has 1 •■turned from an extended visit to
Perli; mi.. Tin- W. ( T. F. met with Mrs.
(o-.ii
Wurth '>-t. o. .Mr. Leroy and Miss
Av
Weeds entertained a party of young
hum
>et. 2dth... Mrs. Carturned to Washington. 1). C.
te; Kern: i.:i>
1 "i
lu v. ;:itei...AV, are anticipating having a !eetuia- e mr.-e liei e this winter... .The
’i'.ii1 tern
>f Ereeii-jm Academy closes Nov.
< oiigregatiunal church of Fiee•th ...T
h
ntly received a gift of sjr» under the
vei
late Mrs. s. A. Marlow
The
A co"
mint) Veteran Association will
—’
! Lana M.
arter Post Nov. 1st.
*:ttCon.-table Meat s searched tlie
Lai\ lb >• last week.\lhert Stevenson
i :i>t
Mrs. (diaries Fuller of
N‘
'ai-cwoek is visiting friends in Freedom.

an

entrance.

—

—

The Hatch reunion for 1900, held at the
old homestead in Montville, differed from
the ten previous, because of its longitudinal
In former years there had
dimensions.
been a reunion day, but this year it was reunion w eek. Dame Nature was not very
kind to us this year, but still none should
complain if only once in a decade the
weather is not propitious. The first stranger
to arrive came on Tuesday, and Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday brought different reunionists. The old legend, whether true or
not, that Friday will be the fairest or the
foulest of the week, surely proved the.
fairest this time. The threatening weather
and rain began Monday and continued until
Friday morning, when the clerk, of the

Write the Doctor.

If you have any
and desire the
complaint
best medical advice, write the Doctor freely. Address
Dr. J. C Aver, Lowell, Mass.
whatever

W;.>r M;.\r.sroHT. A. C. Crosby was at
Mr. and
home from Camden last week
Mrs. 1*. 11. Monroe has returned from
.J.. where they have visiting relatives....
Mrs. Frank llerriek has returned from Melrose, .Mass., where she visited relatives and
friends-Those who attended the complimentary ball at Cuiiliingham's hall, Swan\ ilie,
last Friday night enjoyed a very
pleasant time. This ball was given by Mr.
Kd. Cunningham in honor of his recent
marriage.The Fast Belfast sociable and
circle met with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Howard last Thursday.Those who attended
the dance at George W. Nickerson's last
•Saturday night had a very pleasant time—
J. W. Brock is doing quite a business dealing land. He has hired Colby Howard with
his ox team
W. II. Ames has returned
from Islesboro, where he has had employment for the last two months
Alice Ford
is working for Mrs. Flden llarriman.
—

—

—

w eather changed the order and placed upon
the calendar a perfect day.
As usual the dinner was eaten under the
spreading maples, and though the tables
were not so long as in former years they
were laden as heavily with delicious bounties. Perhaps the only article of diet worth
special mention w as the beans, w hich w ere
pronounced by both voice and appetite as
the best in the history of the reunion dinners.
They nearly equalled the bean porAs this inridge of nine days old fame.
stance is so remarkable, The Journal readers are given the benefit of their preparation.
Monday night the host carefully
picked over and put in soak five quarts of
beans. Thursday forenoon these wrere parboiled, and, with a liberal amount of pork,
put into two good sized iron kettles. During
this time the bean hole that has served faithfully for so many years was carefully
cleaned out and as carefully heated, and
shortly after dinner these kettles of beans,
all hot from the kitchen stove, were placed
therein and covered with hot coals and
ashes.
Wednesday proved stormy, and as
all hoped for a fair day Thursday the beans
were not disturbed, but saved for the hopedfor reunion.
Alas, Thursday dawned unpropitious for a reunion. A council was
held and it was decided to sample those
beans, consequently one kettle was unearthed, or unashed, for breakfast. They
came out smoking hot and done to a turn,
having been in the ground forty-two hours.
That kettle served for breakfast for those
who remained at the homestead over Wednesday night and also for dinner for them
and for the new guests who came on that
The next chapter in
stormy Thursday.
the bean story came Friday, when the reunion proper was held and the out-of-door
dinner eaten. The dinner committee thought
the remaining kettle of beans must be cold, ;
and made ready to remove them from the
bean hole to the kitchen stove to be heated
,
Not being cautious, one of
up for dinner.
the committee burned his lingers, and the
beans were left in the ground until dinner
; was ready, and when taken out and put on
the table were as hot as desirable, and that
j after being in the ground 71 hours, or from
a little after noon Tuesday until noon Friday. The beans taken out Thursday morning were pronounced good, but those of
Friday were declared “best ol’ all.”
When tlie president called the association
j
to order for business, there were so few
present it was vc ted to re-elect the whole
1 list of officers for another
year, and to hold
the reunion next year at the Hatch homestead in Montville the third Wednesday in
August, and if stormy the next fair day.
j1 Following is a copy of the register: T. 8.
Hatch, Martha A. Hatch, F. Judson Hatch,
Nellie E. Hatch, Agatha M. Hatch and
| Marion 8. Hatch, Centre Montville; Allen
Goodwin and Cora A. Goodw in, North Palermo; Rebecca Hatch Day, Pasadena, Cal.;
Mary Ann Shuman, Winslow's Mills; Ilattie A. Clough, Liberty; Herbert S. Hatch
and Edgar E. Hatch, Lynn, Mass.: Chas. E.
OnPen, Mrs. C. E. Owen and Marguerite
Owen, Belfast.

Bkooks. Dr. A. W. Rich lias all his life
been interested in farming, and always
makes it a point to have something nice.
This year his corn crop is one of the best in
Waldo county. He raised 01 bushels of
ears on 85 rods of land.
It was very sound,
nice,hard corn, too, with no soft and immature ears, as is proved by examination of !
corn in the crib.
It was planted the ;*>lst
Millions Given Away.
day of May. The land was plowed in the I It is
to
gratifying to the
certainly
fall and dressed with A cords of stable know of one concern which is not public
afraid to
manure.
Three hundred pounds of fertil- be generous. The proprietors of Dr. King’s
izer was used in the hills—100 lbs. of Pack- New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and
Colds, have given away over ten million trial
ers Union : Uni lbs. of Buffalo and lOolbs. of
bottles and have the satisfaction of knowlb »wker.
There were 10 rows of each. ing it has cured tin usands of helpless cases.
Those dressed with Packers Union fertilizer Asthma, Bronchitis, La Grippe and all
Throat, <hest ami Lung diseases are surely
yielded 28 bushels, those with the Buffalo cured
by it. Call on R. II. Moody, Drug80 bushels, those with Bowker, 88 bushels.
gist, and get a free trial bottle. Regular
Seven rows of the Packers Union ground size r»oc and 81.00.
Every bottle guaranteed.
I
raised one bushel of beans, and the others
had nothing but the corn.
The seed from
Newspaper Notes.
which the corn was raised was obtained
from o counties and 20 farms. It was shellThe Calais Weekly Times issued last
ed and mixed together. From the doctor’s
week with its regular edition a special illusit
would
seem
as
if
corn
was
a
standpoint
trated souvenir and hoard of trade edigood crop to raise right here in Waldo tion of 20 pages. It contained numerous
county.
half-tone portraits of business men, and of
Fkaxkfokt.
A large delegation from
private residences, business places, public
this town attended the Sunday school con- buildings and local scenes, and was handvention in Winterport Oct. 27th. Among somely printed. It is a credit to the Border
them were Miss Rogers, Miss S. L. Pierce, I City and to the publishers of The Times.
Mrs. Madauc and Mrs. A. W. Ilopkius. The !
“Harry” (II. E.) Andrews of the Los
meeting was very profitable to all who take Angeles,Cal., Times, but forinerlyof Maine,
an interest in Sunday school work. A counwhere he won his spurs in journalism, was
ty Sunday school conference was organized married Oct. 24th, at the home of the bride’s
for the towns of Winterport, Frankfort, mother in Chicago, to Miss Lizabetli
Monroe, Prospect and Stockton Springs, Bertrand, a charming and cultured brunette
and the following officers were chosen: whom Mr. Andrews met at
Passadena,Cal.,
Rev. J. W. Hatch, Winterport, pres.; Sophia where she visited a married sister. The
Belle
Chase,sec. ;Mrs.
Palmer,treas.; Mrs. J. | wedding was wholly informal. The newlyW. Hatch, supt. of primary work; Miss wedded
pair, after a short wedding journey,
j
Edith Rogers, Frankfort, supt. of the home will return to Los
Angeles, where Mr.
department; Miss S. L. Pierce, supt. of the s Andrews lias leased a lovely residence, over
intermediate department; F. W. Haley, I which his mother has
presided for the past
Winterport, Mrs. F. L. Hopkins, Frankfort, ! year.
executive committee—Miss Gertrude Rowe
An entirely new feature in the last Sunspent Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. W. Hopkins. Miss Rowe is learn- day issue of the Boston Journal, the Bosing the dress maker’s trade in Belfast and ton Journal Junior, is devoted entirely to
expects soon to be able to do work for the the interests of boys and girls in New Engpublic. She likes her work and will try to land. Stories, anecdotes and pictures of
satisfy her customers, and her many friends juvenile interest made up a portion of the
wish her success—Miss Laura Morse was section, while other pages were devoted to a
in town Sunday visiting relatives and stamp department, a puzzle department and
friends.Miss Louise Arey is visiting her two whole pages w ere occupied by the scisaunt, Miss Lizzie Treat
Herbert Averill sors department, a school department, with
and Mr. F. Snow have exchanged homes hosts of things for the boys and girls to cut
and each seem well pleased with the ex- out. The Christmas puzzle, with .$'-’5 prizes,
is a feature of the puzzle department. The
change.
Boston Sunday Journal is a paper that has
something for each member of the family.
Friendship’s Smart Old Man.

j

|

—

j
|

Mr. Malaelii Delano is Friendship’s “smart
old man.” He is 88 years of age, and still
follows the arduous business of shore fishing, which demands a high standard of
physical toughness, courage and smartness.
One day last week Mr. Delano arose at 4 a.
m., dug clams enough for bait for a day’s
fishing, went out in his boat to the fishing
grounds, 12 or 15 miles distant, caught 600
pounds of fish, and got home by noon. In
the afternoon he took his fish on a wheelbarrow and peddled them out about town.
He is as active and strong as a man In the
of life, and everything indicates that
e is slated to live to be 100
years old. [ Rockland Opinion.

grime

CASTOR
IA
For Infants and
Children.

The Kind You Havo Always Bought
Bears the
Signature of

Smith’s
Green Mountain
Renovator.
Why Strength.

Strength by Using

Farther Back. Beaning: “Does your wife
-I ever go through your
pockets ?” Durham:
Why must logic have legs? Because it “I should say not. She draws my salary.”
stands to reason.
[Cleveland Leader.

interesting letter
Capt. Flavius H. Treat, a native
of Searsport, who has been in the Yukon Territory since 1898. Capt. Treat

from

“In

quite chilly at times.
February, 1899, I got caught on

<Johnsons

a

mountain divide and the themometer
went down to 50 below zero. Had a
forty pound pack on my back, with no
shelter for several miles: not even a
shrub could be seen; but up and down
steep hills for hours. 1 only froze some
toes, one ear and one nose, and had to

man—better than ever before, and
frank to say that I owe my speedy and complete
recovery to your wonderful preparation,
Sargeant-Major J. G. Norton, First Vt. Vols.
Residence, Springfield, Mass.

keep winking to keep my eyes from
freezing. We have the thermometer
40 below a good deal in the winter, but
the miners do not stop work. The air
is dry, with very little wind. Times are
good for a few, but the country is overrun with the dregs of all Europe.
I
will give you some idea how this territory has been overestimated. There
are about fifty claims that pay big;
about eighty that pay an ounce to the
man per day; two hundred that will pay
ten dollars to a man per day; and perhaps five hundred to a thousand that
pay live dollars to a man per day, while
there are a great many that it does not
pay to work. Provisions are high, but
only about a fourth as high as two
years ago.
Wages are from 87 to 8,s
per day: board from 82.40 to 83 per
day. The whole country is underlaid
with ice and it only thaws down about
eight feet in the summer. Creeks begin

WEEK.

Maine Matters. Miss Wynnifred
who has been meeting with
great success in New York in musical
was
a few years ago a student
circles,
at Coburn Classical Institute and studied music with (leo. Pratt Maxim and
Mrs. .lessie B. Hubbard.
The last two
years she has been studying with Chas.
Stewart Phillips of New York, where
she is at present soprano soloist at St.
Mark’s Episcopal church in Brooklyn.
She has appeared in concert several
times with some of the leading musicians of New York with wonderful sucsess.It is announced at Portland that
the Maine Steamship Co., operating a
line between Portland and New York,
has placed a contract for the construction of a new steamer to lie ready for
service on the line by .June 25th next.
The new steamer will be built along the
same general line as the Horatio Ilall,
but will be somewhat larger and more
commodious. The name of the new
boat has not yet been decided upon.
The American steamer Winifred has
been chartered for the cedar and mahogany trade between Carthagena and
Chelsea.
This vessel is a craft of 1455
tons net register and holds the proud
distinction of being the original of the
American type of "tramp” steamer,
She was built at the Bath Iron Works.
.The estimates of the I’. S. Engineer
Department above $25,000 for river and
harbor works next year, include the fob
fowing: Lubec channel, $51,000: breakwater, Bar Harbor, $50,000; Carver’s
harbor, $:ln,ooo; Saco river, $:’,5.ooo.
The V. s. Motor Carriage company is to
start at once on the erection of a manufactury in Iiumford Falls. It is understood that the building will be ready
for occupancy in about six weeks.
Capt. 1,. 1). Baker, general manager of
the Boston and New York Fruit Syndicate, is about to visit Maine on an important errand. Capt. Baker is to visit
Bath and confer with the- steel shipbuilding leaders there with the view of
giving them a contract for the construction of a big iron steamer for coastwise
fishing. Ilis proposal is to build a vessel good for all kinds of weather; capable of carrying go dories on deck and
4o men for fishing—running quickly Into the market from off shore and getting back to the fishing waters promptly. wind and weather permitting or not.
.Astral and Acme have been selected
as names for the two steel sailing ships
under construction at A. Sewall &
Co.’s yard for the Standard Oil Co.
The Astral will be the first to go overboard.
As her name signifies, she will
be the “star” ship of the lleet, and the
Acme will represent a craft, “the summit of perfection” in the art of ship-

usually contains a bottle of Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
Its use by physicians and by families for more than
90
No single remedy
years is proof of its medicinal value.
known is of more frequent use in a home than

the weather is

new

THE

The Doctors Case

writes that he is situated on Bonanza
Creek, 12 miles from Dawson, and has
passed two cold winters in that region,
and will remain this winter. He says

I write you from St. Vincent's Hospital, East
Lake, Tenn. The hardships of Lite campaign
brought on typhoid fever. I recovered from the
fever all right, but have been unable to regain my
strength until I began using your Smith’s Green
Mountain Renovator. I knew of its reputation in
New England, and sent for some. I felt its
strengthening effects in a few days, and in a
week's time gained four pounds. This was four
weeks ago. I am now ready to leave the Hospital, and have gained 40 lbs., strength returned,
appetite returned, muscles firm, and feel like a
am

OF

Han in Alaska.

Our Searsport correspondent writes:

powerful agents in assisting nature to impart
bodily vigor to nerves, muscles and brain.

NEWS

Searsport

We have received an

Because this famous Body Builder is made
in Vermont, of pure, wholesome herbs, redolent of the fragrant woods, green hills and
bracing air of the Green Mountains. These
herbs and plants are so combined as to be

Staples,

to freeze from the bottom first. About
the last of September or the first of
October the steamers on the Yukon are
liable to get caught in the ice."
Capt. Treat left Searsport

twenty

Anodji'LlNIMENT

Colds disappear when you take it internally, dropped on sugar.
All diseases caused by, or accompanied by, inflammation, arc
cured by it. and the list is a long one, ranging from a burn or
bruise to diphtheria. Take internally or use externally,
in two
Write for tree copy of tit pay*size bottles, 25cents and 00 cents.
book “Treatment lor Diseases and Care of the Sick H00111.''
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Charles F. Ileatli was born in Troy, and
died in Camden October s. p.mmi. The render
and hallowed intluence of his quiet life was
felt in a much broader circle than the mere
Mr. Ileatli
four walls of hi." cozy home.
came to Camden some'lo years ago, and at
that time, laid aside from labor, identified
himself with the substantial interests of the
llis modest ambitions did not push
town,
him to the front as a leader, but in even
work
he was a willing supporter. Here
good
he made his home and in his early manhood
married Miss Matilda Manstield. The union
robust
was a happ\ one.
Though never
man, vet in his home he was the strong oak
shelwith
lean
could
loved
ones
on which
tering dependence. However clouded the
day, liis coming made the evening pleasant
and cheerful, lie has left a rich heritage of
memories that will come thronging out <>t
the past to the bereaved hearts. Mr. Heath
He took a hearty
was an excellent citizen.
interest in evervthing that promoted the
was of benefit
that
and
growth of the town
to the citizens. Though lie never identified
himself with the membership of the church,
vet he crossed the river believing in the
Great Head of the Church, lie is survived
by his wife amt one son and two brothers,
[Camden Herald.
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SHIRTS

HOSIERY, (ILOVES, CAR.'.
WEAR, [NECKWE AR, in all desirable shapes and enlin•

In all tile fashionable shades.

everything all right
P. PALMER’S.

tliid

at

Masonic

FRED ATWOOD

,

Temple,

Winterport,

Me.

INSURANCE and REAL E3TAI
Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSIP
STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.

V

Security Bonds for Ca>

Bit 11-ik. Mrs. Eunice Boss jAmes)
tlie oldest woman abolitionist
in the country and the only surviving
member of the woman’s anti-slavery
board of Boston, celebrated her moth
birthday at her home in Dedham, Mass.,
Oct, 2tith.The Bank of Montreal has
received a bar of gold weighing '.mm
ounces from British Columbia.
The
bar is valued at SBU.000.( leneral MacArthur has informed the War Department of the arrival of the transport
Thomas at Manila.The Boers have
been giving their enemies lots of trouble
the past few days. They attacked the
garrison at .facobsdai, killing 14 Highlanders and wounding 20: a force under
Hans Botha captured a train with a reconnoitering party, taking the entire
lot prisoners after wounding two captains and eight men: the Boers are raiding in the northern part of Natal, where
they have burned the railway station at

w e will pay the above reward for any case of
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date Little
Liver Pill, when the directions are strictly com-

Fisii ani> Gamk. Jiig game has been
coming into Bangor in great quantities
recently, although the receipts to date

contain 15 Pills.

plied with.

They

are

purely Vegetable, and

tail to give satisfaction. 25c boxes contain
100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c boxes

never

Waschbank.

this year are far behind those of 1809.
Last week, 42:l deer and 42 moose were
brought into Bangor, which is four
more deer and two fewer moose than
the corresponding week of 1890. The
total receipts to date are 1,000 deer and
55 moose, 251 fewer deer and six fewer
moose than in the same period of lso9...
Thus far there have been three fatal
cases of being “mistaken for a deer.”

Beware of substitutions and

Sent by mail.
Stamps taken.
Nervita Medical Co., Corner Clinton and Jack
imitations.

son

FROM

Ship Wm. J. Rotch.
The most noteworthy arrival at Boston last week was the sailing ship Wm.
J. Botch, ('apt. Sewall Lancaster, from
Port Blakely, Wash., after a passage of
124 days from the Pacific coast. She
was piloted into her discharging pier at
the X ew England docks at South Boston
bv Capt. Frank LeFray of Adams Xo.
4 and was towed up the harbor by tug
Juno, ('apt. Wm. Kemp. This vessel
brought a valuable cargo of 47 s spars,
100,90:1 feet deck plank and 741,000 cedar
shingles to the Boston (Iregon Mast ('o.
of this port, and which will be used in
the construction of vessels with the exception of the shingles. It is some few
years since a similar cargo came into
Boston and there have been smaller
vessels in the trade many years ago,
notably the four-masted bark Olympic,
the only one of her type in this country.
The Botch has visited Boston in this
trade previously.

Streets, Chicago, 111.

$1.00

(
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PURE!

fob

50c.

HEALTHFUL!!'

CELERY WINE
Is

a

FOGG & HI
Sell TIIK KESTof evn>

KENT’S
Perfect Pood ior the

Meat

"■

Tired and Worn Out.
It

COCOA6

and

CHOCOLATE
SOLO AT OUR
_

._.

AND

Qrocers

An

STORES

...

IVnnalH'litly Cures all Diseases of the

Nerves, Heart Stomach, Liver
Kidneys and Blood.
an

A rPKTIZKK
it has no

it

ml Did KSTKNT

equal.

AT TUI

Howes’ Block."";','

The Heaviest Beef.

BY

everywhere

Dyspepsia, Headache, Sleeplessness,
Neuralgia and Palpitation of the Heart
Are relieved by ;i few doses, and permanently cured ilia short time by its use.

Losses in Maine Regiments.

Total.2,705

Be!

$500 REWARD

In

Davis,

First Cavalry. 515
16th Maine. 376
0th Maine. 345
10th Maine. 342
8th Maine. 334
11th Maine. 322

!-

I,ambanl !l

D. P. Palmer

years ago, and it lias been several years
since he lias received any news from
his old home.

building.

Many disputes have arisen between Maine
veterans of the Civil War, as to which regiment lost the largest number of men. The
The Maine newspaper fraternity, individ- State of
Maine sent to the held as many
ually and collectively, congratulates Walter soldiers as any State in the Union, accordC. Emerson of the Portland Advertiser on
to
ing
population, and each regiment perhis success as apolitical speaker during the formed
duty it was called upon to do.
present campaign. Mr. Emerson's versa- Some ofevery
the regiments were engaged in
tility is proved by the fact that in connec- more battles than
others.
tion with his editorial duties he has found
The First Maine regiment was mustered
time to acquire an enviable reputation as a in as a
three months’ regiment and upon
writer of amateur opera of more than ama- arrival in
Washington went into camp on
teur merit; to win the State golf championMeridian Hill. In that camp the men servship, and to achieve more than local fame ed their whole time of enlistment. The
as a stump speaker.
He was selected as regiment did
guard duty and all other duone of the speakers to
accompany Governor ties assigned it, bnt did not
engage in any
Roosevelt on his tour through New York battles,
or even see the enemy during their
last week, speaking in the principal cities service. On
their return to Maine most of
in the State. [Kennebec Journal.
them re-enlisted in other regiments, a veryIn New York city a mob undertook to large majority going out the second time in
jeer at Mr. Emerson; and this is how he the 10th Maine, a regiment that did most
excellent service. The First Maine cavalry
got back at them :
was engaged in more battles and skirmishes
Slob cry.—“What do you do down in than any other single body in the service.
Maine anyway; who ever heard tell of you ?”
The seven regiments from Maine losing
Sir. Emerson paused in his speech and the largest number of men, not including
said: “Sly friend, I’ll tell you what we do missing, were as follows:
down in Maine. We cut ice at a dollar a First Heavy Artillery (18th,). 561
ton and send it up to you, and Boss Croker
sells it to you for $18 a ton.”
The audience just roared and cheered.

A

EDMUND WILSON,
City Drug Store,

Wholesale

The Fattest Mutton
The Tenderest Teal.
The

Chi' /.

Plumpest

The Best Venison.

Agent,

The Freshest

Teyetuh1

BELFAST, MAINE.

OR
“

Actual

Business

from

the

Book-keeping, Shortnand Typewriting, Commercial Law, Penmanship, Banking, Etc.
Elegant rooms, Bank and equipment. Terms
very low. Re-opens first Tuesday in September.
For prospectus, address
H. A. HOWARD,
Rockland Commercial College,
31U34

For Sale!

Start."

Rockland, Maine.

Come in and
or.

READY MADE CLOTHING

j*JY business,

whole time to

as

our

rapidly increasing

ing
man

business.

A

good opening
get into

of some money to

a

live

FOR RENT.
WM.

Belfast, July 12,1900.—28

C. MARSHALL.

FOGG & BHOVvN

for a

Bay mare, good size and weight.

Harnesses and blankets.

Ournumbit

Ladies' and Gentlemen’s custom tailor-

HARRY W. CLARK,
83 Main St reet, Belfast, Me.

Offers, however low, invited.

telephone.

I want to devote my

clothing business.

Sulky, high wheels.

see

if you cannot conic,

The store and office recently occupied by the
Condon Manufacturing Company" and "Banner
Shoe Store.”
C. O. POO It
Belfast, March 29,1900.—I3tf

DR. P. E. LUCE

Physician & Surgeot
Pelvic Diseases of Women

OPERA HOUSE BLOCK,

a

Sj»c

BELLA'1

Office hours. 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to + ;■
N. B. Night calls promptly answc
office.

SIX WEEKS AFTER THE

<rtSTON

Smile

STORM.
Work in Various Channels. What
,• ".Mistress of the Robes'* in Dis-

“O’er

True

That's the motto of many

a woman’s
She manages the house, receives
friends, entertains company, with a moan
in the mouth which is stifled and a smile
on the face which is a mask to cover
up

Tal.s"

Told.

>

her pain.
Only
those who note the
dark ringed eyes,
the lines about
•the lips, the occa0 sional
pallor of
the cheek, know
the real story.
Such women are
f among the most
r
grateful for the

•'iiomlenee of The Journal.]

n

tKXAS,

V

impression

.••is

Oct. gg, 1U00
seems to be

the North that Galveston's

a

ml is over and that her wants
tally supplied. I Miring the

several small donations have
Red Cross, accompanied
:e
from
■

the donors for the

cures

ihy

gift and expressing a
opportunity for its use has
The truth is that
gone by.
!
were never so urgently
the

t

to realize their

take up the business of
far, donations have been

to

ml clothes: and it is high
dt was called in that misFrom every
hamlet in

charity.

!

mss-roads

clothes have

es,

city,
the

poured

in

and train-loads,

ship-loads
garments

saw

their best

e ago; many are entirely
nd some are so dirty that

..tors are
at

length.

Perhaps

nduce in the breasts of the
•■■nifortable feeling of havI.onl": but remembering
■■

gentlemen for whom
lately had homes and
good as any body’s, the

and
as

of clothes

affliction

their

k-door tramp would disclaim.
A few
to say the least.

_

of Dr.

Sick women are invited to consult Dr.
Pierce by letter free.
All correspondence confidential.
Address Dr. R. V.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

-lei.ed

for the winter,

now

only

a

away. There is no means of satisfying
the demand, for the good people of the

and may Heaven bless
.me, tortile worthy charity,
0
sent a whole box of beau-

North seem to be laboring under the
idea that this is a torrid climate? and
all the clothes they send are thin and

n

able,

ty,

Miss Barton considers that it would
be the proper and graceful thing to turn
this money over to a reliable committee
of Texas colored

people,

to be used for
the benefit of Hood suffers of that race

alone.

Some of the most extensive
donations of food, money and clothing
have come from Johnstown, Pa. Im-

mediately following the first appeal for
help. Johnstown began shipping things
in surprising quantities to Galveston’s
aid. A sense of gratitude for help rendered to them in a similar but smaller

disaster

no doubt prompted the noble
liberality of its citizens. The havoc
wrought by the storm in Galveston
was much larger in loss of life and property than at Johnstown, but the dona-

tions in money, thus far, have aggregated one-third less for both the city and
the mainland than was given at Johnstown.

An old

in

>

few weeks

contributed new goods,
worn and out of fashion,

a ve

the Red Cross went after their
a few years ago, have raised

among themselves $108; an astonishing
amount considering their abject pover-

performed
use

forgotten negroes of
sea-islands, to whose assist-

great Hood,

Ark., writes: "After five months of great suffering with female weakness I write this for the
benefit of other sufferers from the same afflicI doctored with our
tion.
family physician
without any good results, so my husband’ urged
me to try Dr. Pierce’s medicines—which I
did,
with wonderful results. I am completely cured.
I took four bottles of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, four of his Golden Medical Discovery and two vials of his Pleasant Pellets.’ »

fain to handle them

arms

ance

smile and not to
suffer is something
wonderful to them.
Women
suffering
from female weakinflammaness,
tion, ulceration or
the drains that so
weaken the body,
may take ''Favorite
Prescription ”
with almost absolute certainty of
cure.
It’s sure to
It's
almost
sure
to heal.
It lias
help.
cured ninety-eight
cent, of those
per
who gave it a fair ana faithful trial.
Mrs. H A. Alsbrook, of Austin, Lonoke
Co.,

when the storm-surviv-

beginniug

the

Even the poor,
the Carolina

1 Pierce’s Favorite
f Prescription.
To

s

ow,

Siller.

life.

lief. Articles Lseful and,Other1, t lie-Good People of the 1'nited

sending.

and

house and insane asylum, near
Chicago, ! letter from sacramehto, calif.
raised eighty-four dollars among themselves toward Galveston’s relief.
We are permitted to make the followThirty
of the poor old alms-house
pensioners ing interesting extracts from a personal
formed a relief society and gave
B. F. AY ells to a Belup letter written by
their only luxuries, tea and tobacco, to fast friend:
swell the fund. Truly, in Heaven’s
Sacramento, Calif., Oct. 15, 1900.
between the
reckoning,£these acts of self-denial on There is a vast difference
climate of California and New Engthe part of the lowly and afflicted
may land, Maine in particular. If the peocount for as much as the §30,000 raised
ple of Belfast did not protect themthe
rich
of
selves more than they do in this locality
by
great,
city
Chicago.

lady living at Centralia,
of Washington, writes

the State
to Miss Barton that she is i'c’ years of
age, has raised eight children of her
own and one adopted child.
These are
all married and doing well, and now she

adopt four children from the
tlood sufferer’s district. She says she has

wants to
a

good farm

eat and

of 120 acres, with

plenty
comfortable clothing; offers

to
to

give references and all that sort of
thing, and as a guarantee of good faith
The truth is that this little sends twenty dollars to the lied Cross
oes, all for the left foot, \ prob- summery.
er's samples as there real- island of the Mexican Gulf does have orphanage. She wants two boys and two
mie-legged folk in Galves- some severe winter weather, accompani- girls, the latter between two and six
Mirst box 1 have yet seen ed by ice and snow, while “northers”
years of age, the former somewhat older.
from Xew Jersey; it would that chill the very marrow in ones bones
Yesterday a little penciled note, in a
tell you the town. Fortu- are of frequent occurence. In lieu of child's immature chirography, was found
not very large, containing the million muslin shirt waists we have in a well kept book of fairy-tales, enpairs of workmen’s trous- received, and the equal number of scant closed in a box of children’s clothing.
d with mud. paint and calico wrappers with inch-wide hems at
It said: “Apulia Station X. Y. Dear
1

0

■

and odoriferous tiannel

the bottom, it would be much wiser to

Red Cross children.

under-garments ragged
md woolen dresses fairly
pieces from the ravages of

sent flannel and other material suited

one

to the season; and infinitely wiser yet
to send money and allow the Galves-

told us all about the tiood and how so

>
a

e

i-nurse

tonians to

anybody, nor even to con selves,
things by putting them latter

■

1

it would never do to

ter

buy garments

to suit them-

of the local merchants. The
have suffered enough, Heaven

I

will send you

of my nice Christmas books, and
Mamma has
we are so sorry for you.

many of the poor people were drowned.
Whoever gets this book may write a

Tompkins.”
amii.
"What we do with
Many pathetic things happen in the
:s a well-kept secret: but
shoe department of the Red Cross warelate iiour I limy whisper guided charity. They have dried their house.
The other day a big, burly,
drenched
and
out
cleaned
deluged good,
The natural impulse is
middle-aged
policeman came to get a
things out of the rear the mud and salt left by the sea from pair of number u brogans. After he had
ttenvards to make a boo-1 their places of business, and are making been fitted by the gentleman in charge,
efforts to avert utter failure.
knows, from the storm, without being
utterly ruined afterwards through mis-

letter to Robert

s

it- business.

■i

policy,

as

But that

heroic

The insurance

false stories

companies

are

making

get abroad concerning good no storm-losses; and the mercaste of good material." chants. having on hand thousands of
t .• same plan \\ I rich that dollars worth of ruined goods, are otterto

but still usoriginated ing those slightly damaged,
able, at greatly reduced prices. But,
i has practiced successfully
will buy at any price
Ms. vi'/: all worthless arti- naturally, nobody
so long as train-loads of goods continue
nlly put into new barrels. I
Miss Barton,

he was asked if lie didn't want some

shoes for his
a

Dead silence for

family.

moment, and then

a

flood of tears and

great frame
"They are gone,

sobs that shook the man's
was

all

the only answer.
gone,” lie finally said: and

came

out that lie

was

one

then it

of the three

policemen whose entire families were
swept
away on the night of the storm,
ill outside toward even- to arrive for free distribution, and merwhile they were attending to duty,
cantile failures arc the order of the
icntly forgotten. And
to save other people's families.
It cannot he too helping
hour in Galveston.
the barrels are found
This man had a wife, four pretty chilupon the people that
y last dirty rag stolen: strongly impressed
dren and a happy, prosperous home; and
is the one thing most imperativeourest plantation negro money
not a trace of any of them has been
for
Texas
relief
money by
ly needed
to
accept as a gift!
is there about a pair of
of dollars; for clearing up found. What
the
millions
cli tve facetiously term
baby shoes that appeals to the heart of
of
the
the
mountains
debris,
rebuilding
the Robes” that is. chief
more than any other article of
them when built, a parent
distributing department, houses, furnishing
infant apparel 'i Many a mother keeps
and
tools,
sewing-machines,
purchasing
For a time it devolved
a pair of
for those who have lost everything; among her choicest treasures
mdersigned. until flesh etc.,
over which she sheds tears
shoes,
tiny
own
if
could earn their
support
proid no longer endure the but
feet that once
of their trade. of sorrow for the little
fortunate collapse re- vided with the implements
pressed them. She does not weep over
our experiences in the Bag
Some
of
in nu its onerous duties.
the cap, or dress; but the shoes more
rst fortnight in (ialveston Fair of the old-clothes department have
in many packages than anything else bring to mind tbe
indeed,
been
odd,
that I
age
gained of
wee bit of humanity that for a little
we lind letters, sentimental epistles
iv. noble and ignoble, would
time toddled about the house, pattered
From early morning, till from ladies, presumably young, hidden
up stairs and down, out doors and in.
adered these torn-up, un- in the pockets of coats and trousers,
a mother, whose babe was torn
with
the
recipi- Many
inviting correspondence
is well nigh impassable, a
from her arms on that cruel night of
ents, and offers of matrimony pinned to
or humanity surged around
Love-letters are storm, has given way to her grief at
the female garments.
ise doors; and, as always,
into the toes of shoes, sight of the little shoes in the Red Cross
found
stuffed
■'..if not the least deserving,
warehouse, and our tears have fallen
elbowed their way to the and the most earnest of all came to light
■

■

■

■.

in a box of soap and combs. The last mentioned is too characteristic to he depriv-

given

free entrance
meant chaos and utter susImsiness; so windows and
iave

with hers.

Among the varied contributions that
came yesterday
ed of publicity. The writer, a Penn- are constantly arriving,
a large consignment of men’s hats, from
as a goodhimself
describes
haired, and able-bodied sylvanian,
the National Hatter’s Union; also a
looking man of thirty years, of unon guard were instructed to
of mackintoshes and overshoes
exceptionable habits and generally pros- quantity
a given number at a time.
from a New Jersey India-rubber manubut
to
the
circumstances,
owing
perous
•iiient loop-hole inspection
factory. The same day we received
I was frequently made and, death of his wife, a year ago, and a long
two car-loads of disinfectants, includ“down
run
of
sore
temporarily
eyes,now
sible.tlie aged and feeble and
ing 57 barrels of carbolic acid, 37 barrels
he
is
the
on his luck.’’
However,
proud
itli young children were adof copperas and 5,000 pounds of other
whose
owner of a home,
furnishings
■

■

Kach member of the dis•■ommittee took people in
■1 fitted them out from top to
■

iling

witti

hose and

uid, nearly every

-outing

a

exactly two thousand dollars, and
he wants some young woman who has
lost her parents in the Hood to come on

cost

ending

take possession of the same, as
wife number two. Owing to the sore
eyes, etc., he cannot afford to pay Her
transportation from Galveston to the

and

of ttie

one

family of from

tliree

each also to be out-fitted,
■iind represented tlie clothing

'•a,

it would be a city of dead before spring.
I was told that the thermometer registered 90 in the shade several times last
January in this vicinity. I arrived here
the loth of March via Los Angeles.
Everything was mid-summer like. The
trees were in full summer garb, and
llowers of every hue were in bloom.
They have continued to bloom up to
the present time, and there is a great
variety of them: so much so that it requires a person well versed in botany to
explain and inform you of their nativity. As you stroll through the residental
part of'the eitv you will meet with a
great many different kinds of trees
bearing dowers. In the Capital park,
which is said to be the most beautiful
in the world, you will see quite a number of different kinds of palm trees—
and 1 was quite surprised to leant that
they belonged to a family of no less
than fifteen hundred different kinds. As
they are of a fungus growth they are
classed with the cactus.
As to climate, from the 15th of March
up to the present time the weather has
been simply perfect, grand, and beautiful in the" extreme. 'Just think of 7
months of delightful June weather.
We have only had three showers, two at
night and one in the day time, since the
■Sth of May. No black clouds rising in
north west, or the dreaded rumbling
of thunder or the vivid dashes of lightning wliich terrify every one,even to the
house cat. This is not a criterion for
the whole State—as they have a <few
storms in the southeastern part in mid-

Spread {lake Wildfire.
When things are “the best" they become
Abraham Hare, a lead“the best selling."
ing druggist of Belleville, (>., writes: “Electric Bitters are the best selling bitters 1
have handled in 20 years. You know why ?
Most diseases begin in disorders of stomach,
liver, kidneys, bowels, blood and nerves.
Electric Bitters tones up the stomach, regulates liver, kidneys and bowels, purities the
blood, strengthens the nerves, hence cures
It builds up the
multitudes of maladies.
entire system. Puts new life and vigor into
any weak, sickly, rundown man or woman.
Price 50 cents. .Sold by R. II. Moody, Drug-

gist.

The Best Examples of Logic.
of Abraham Lincoln’s
be very helpful. Two or
three of Boseoe Conkling’s arguments
after he left the Senate are models of
perspicuity. Blackstone is one of the
clearest writers who ever illuminated
the great science to which you and I are
devoted. Perhaps the greatest logician
who ever lived was the Apostle Paul;
read him as a master of logical utterance.
[Senator Beveridge, in The Saturday Evening Post.
The study
speeches will

disinfectants, all of which we turned
over to Galveston’s Mayor without loss
How would a boy feel who had been kept
of time. If ever disinfectants were after school for bad spelling'.' Spellbound,
of course.
needed, it is right now, when hundreds

putrefying corpses are poisoning the
Though two thousand men are
constantly at work, aided by two hundred teams, the heaps of wreckage seem
to be as high as ever; and it is estimated
of

air.

hut if the Red
wenty-four people. Then Pennsylvania village;
II u■ ir bundles, big and little, Cross will kindly select the young
that under it are at least a thousand
her ticket, the rest
out of the back door and woman and purchase
human bodies, to say nothing
He makes a rotting
tie
smooth
will
sailing.
let in at the front,and the
of the carcasses of dogs, cows, horses
woman
of
“some
young
again begun. Tlius in a special point
Last
and other domestic animals.
who has lost her parents” none other
if workers in this
strange
week’s record of bodies found and creneed apply. References are enclosed
store were able to wait on
mated was 319 and forty-one on Friday.
dred non-paying customers, and with the evident conviction that
nearest
would he numerous,the writ- All are burned to ashes on the
applicants
absentees, represented by
which is kept blazing night and
er urges upon the Bed Cross discretion pile,
'•s.
There are not many of
day with whatever combustible materiin making the choice.
ucii of the
party were kept
al is at hand. At first the workmen
A Vermont widow writes in the same
■’■'■s
tearing open boxes and
carried the corpses on stretchers, then
and puts her leap year proposition
vein,
..
in their respective
in sacks, slung hammock-fashion. Then
into a box of hand-knit hose. She says
iii one room, food-stuft's in
as legs and arms and heads dropped off,
she has a good farm, but is tired of the
ndergarments here, infants cold northern winters, and will sell out they employed shovels for the ghastly
i*-. ladies’ dresses in another
work,and now they are using pitchforks.
and come South with her money, to
so on
through the gamut of
Although every physician in Galveston
marry some tiood-sufferer whose wife
commodities. Some weeks
is vehemently denying that there is any
was drowned.
Occasionally we strike
go was made,wlien local comdanger of pestilence in the tainted air,
sucli
as
a
bundle
of
something pathetic,
"mposedof ladiesfrbmthe vathey are holding private meetings to
a
note
baby’s clothing, accompanied by
discuss what is best to be done in what
uohes.took liold of the work,
saying that the dear little soul for whom
‘'ig lied Cross warehouse is
all recognize as a very grave situation.
were intended was called up higher
lesale emporium, whence they
when only a few days old, and its sorrowsent out unopened to the sevHer Definition.—“Yes,” said Miss Caying mother hoped that some happier enne. “He is undoubtedly a cynic.” “What
1' in each of
which isadistribmother might find use for the garments
is your idea of a cynic?”
He is a person
!"ii in charge of the ladies
which love had provided.
who keeps you continually in doubt wheth•ml
The inmates of the Dunning poor- er he is unusually clever or unusually disa■

■

■

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.

V

y.,

same

one

of these stations

complaint,that

there is

llMl'orative call for warm gar""blen underwear, wraps, bed’,s
and other articles necessary

|

Why is an idle schoolboy like a postage
stamp? liecause he’s licked and put in a
corner

and made to stick to his letters.

...

children00

“/Aau$h-t*r

~

an

infaat 8he b**

8 ••▼ere case of Scrofula,
was worse

for which she was under the con-

She
at thejend of that time, however, and
SJtiSS dCSSESHFif01,
i“f°rc Awan
**er lifa.
few‘r°
bottles of 8wift’s Specific curedner completely,
it seemed to
*

S&SifgF"* °{the
°

v

as

1 do not Relieve il has an

tr°rUb!u
the power
of other so-called blood remedies.
beyond/iU*5

equal for stubborn cases of blood diseases
8. I. Brooks, Monticello, Ga.
Our medical department is in
charge of experienced physicians who have made
Scrofula and otherblood diseases a life
study. Write them about your case, or any one
you are interested in. Your letter will receive prompt and careful attention. We make
Which

no

are

cnarge

wnaiever lor

uua.

Address, THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY. ATLANTA.

That

On all game in the State of Maine,
and the best place to buy.

HEALTH

mean

to those who

need an infallible
LIVER REMEDY
and
CONSTIPATION Cure

Probably

Guns, Rifles, Revolvers,

See

Fac-Simile Wrapper Below.

TOT mall and aa eaar
to take as n*M.

CARTER'S

HEADACHE.
DIHINESS.
BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.
FOR CONSTIPATION.
FOR SALLOW SKIN.
FOR THECOMPLEXIOR

FOR
FOR
FOR
FOR

*r&J
CURE SICK HEADACHE.

We

dozen

a

of
your neighbors can
tell of its
ASK THEM

receiving our fall stock of
Lamps. They are X KW LOOPS
in new styles, at lower prices than
ever.
We respectfully invite all

are

to call and examine them.
W e are also headquarters for

cures.
..

GA.

War Declared

Two Letters

...

THE TRUE “L. F.” ATWOOD’S
BITTERS.

....OF ALL KINDS, IS AT....

F. A. FOLLETT’S.

Your Head Will Be
Clearer
your spirits will be brighter—when

1 have just received a large stock
direct from the factory, which I
shall sell at lowest .CASH prices.
Call and see for yourself before purchasing elsewhere and 3ave money.
1 have the agency for

your cold is cured.

Hale’s

Honey of

Columbia

Agate Goods,
Tinware,
Stoves, Ranges
A
N
D

Furnaces.

and Records.
Come in and hear the beautiful selections
of instrumental and vocal music

and Tar
wMl

Pearl

Graphophones

Horehound
It is pleasant
your cold.
to take,
At all
easy to procure.
druggists. Be sure and get Hale's.
254, 5°'^j and $ I. oo per bottle. Largest size cheapest. Take no substitute,
cure

F. A.
51 Church

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY,

FOLLETT,
Street, Belfast, Me

Mitciiell & Trtisseil.

j

Pike's Toothache Drops Cure in One Minute.

For Women.

Mummer Birds

Dr. Tolman’s

Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
'Caere is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quicklvand
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most ditlicult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relievo hundreds of ladies whom L never see. Write for
further partic*-arS.
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a privateer delicate nature.
Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible (rendition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon thehea’th. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. I)r. E. M. TOLVIAN CO., 170 Tremont St.. Boston, Mass.

On and after Oct. S, 1000, trains
connecting
Burnham and Waterviile with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterviile, t*..nlaml and

at

AKK GONE, HUT AT

Boston, will

run

as

follows:

FROM BKLI Asr.

POOR & SON’S
STCRt

DRUG

VM

Belfast, deparr
Ci:v Point.
Wahlo.
Brooks.
Knox
Thorndike.

7 1",

..

7 -’o
7::.*
7 41!
7 .'*4
s mi

I'nity....sin
s
Burnham, arrive_
Bangor. II 40
M
: 1 os
»■ M
-j
■",

I'M
I 25
11 :u»
1 40
1 r»2

Waterville..
Port land.1

2 lo
2 IS
2 40
4 ;.■«

5 17
5 50
• 25

3 10

7 20

r>

I

AM

j 5y 'i,'

Portland..

,11'ST IMPORTED
FROM GERMANY.

GREAT REDUCTION IN HARES.
Belfast to Boston $2.25.
Also

a

full line of

z

Commending Monday, October 22,1900,'fare between Belfast and Boston reduced from $3.00 to

$2.25.

From

$1.00 Upwards.

Bath Dishes,

R. A. French & Co.
-HAVE IN THEIR....

Goods,

-CONSISTING OF....

SKIRTS,

GLOVES,
CORSETS,
UNDERWEAR, ETC
specialty of

Infants' Wardrobes and Cloaks and
Hoods for Children,

PILES!

poultice, gives

instant

relief.

Dr. Wil
only for

liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every boa is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per boa?
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland,Ohio
Forsale by R, H. Moody.

FOR SALE.
The house lot on Congress street known as the
Patterson lot, will be sold at a bargain. Apply to
DUNTON & DUNTON.

Belfast, Sept. 20,1900.—38tf

ROOMS TO RENT
At No. 5 court street.

1 1 00
A M
♦5 20

7 15

1 05
15
1.35

4

»•

20

Bf»
12
no
f><*

05

s 50
0 OK
0 IK
tO 27
0 45
in
10

ofi
10

M

4 50
it 08
5 17
15 20
5 40
15 50
10 00
0 05

tFIag station.
Limited tickets for Boston arc now sold at
$5.00 liom Belfast ami all statmi <>n Branch.
Through tickets to all joints V.-t ami North
V
(ik< >khk
west, via all routes, for sale Bv I
CL<‘>. K. f VANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and (ieneral Manager
F. E. BoothliY, (len’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1, 15*00.

....FOK

Our Most Successful students are
those who combine the Regular Business Course with the special branches,
Shorthand and Typewriting, or TeleOne rate of tuition pays for all.
Write for catalogue and full infor
matiou concerning our free offer of a

graphy.

And Tin* Diseases Peculiar
to Women. Diseases of the
liiood. Nervous System, and
all diseases and Diseased
Conditions of the Kidneys,
Itladder. Lungs, Stomach,
Liver and Heart and Jill diseased States of the Pelvic
and Reproductive Organs
together with -very form of
Skin Disease.
Most eases
quickly relieved and permaoteat .Muiiipauin speemes.
cured
tin*
nently
uy
Send for (lenerai Symptom Blank and one on
Diseases of Women. Many eases that were eonsidered hopeless have been cured by these (treat
Kemedies. During May and dune consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell ran he consulted free
at
his Boston office Mondays. Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from s> a. m. to t p. m.
Other days his regular eonsultation fee of v'i will
be charged. Monthly treatmcid at reasonable
rates. Address.
< II Alil.KS II. MITCIM-:!.I.. M. !>..
•Jis 'I remold ^t reel.
I'nion Savings Bank Building.
Next to Hotel Touraine.
Boston. Mass.
Laboratory. ;> Howard I'lae*- Koxbury. Mass.

E, L. Stevens, M. D.,
Residence 12 Church Street.

Rem-Sho Typewriter to our students.

Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.

L. F. SHAW, President,

Portland, Maine.
NOTICE

NOTICE.

appointed

MARY E.

Office hours from

...

1 to

4, ami 7

to b r.

m.„

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CURE OK_

RUPTURES

In Board ok Aldermen,
Order No. 8.
Belfast, March 19,1900.
Ordered, That all bills against the city shall be
itemized and shall be approved by the proper
committee before placed in the hands of the audt
tor. Also that all said bills MUST be in the hands
of the auditor ON OK BEFORE THE FRIDAY
next preceding the first Monday in each month
13
r they will lie over until the next month.

ADMINISTRATOR’S
hereby gives notice that he
administrator of the

...

Chronic Diseases

Gravel Paper, Etc.

POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN. Gen’l Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

PILES!

;32

Bangor.

Springs,

FRED W.

PILES!

00
0

HOME TREATMENT

a. m.

a

.7

Waterville....

Thorndike. 11
Knox. —.f 11
Brooks.
12
Waldo.112
City Point. 112
1
Belfast, arrive

...

A M
i* 00
8 80
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Burnham, depart. 10 20
Unity. lof>f»

HOSIERY,

25

In BELFAST. S
a rvt

Fall

13 r»r>
4 20
14 AS

ni;::;
Boston,

rare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3.10 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
made in the price of through tickets between
Boston and ad landings on the Penobscot River.
The price of rooms accommodating two persons
each, is reduced from $2.00 ami $1.50, to $1.50 and
$l.oo each.
Steamers Penobscot and City of Bangor will
leave Belfast alternately for Boston via. Camden
and Rockland, Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at (about) 2.30 i\ m.
For Bangor via. way!landings, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays, at about
S.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
RETURNING.
From Boston, via. way-landings, Mondays,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5.00 i\ m.
From Bangor, via. way-landings, Mondays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11.00

I’M

3 30
3 30

A

YOi; WILL FIN'D

WINTER RAT£S.

acts as a

greeable.” [Washington Star.
OA8TORIA.
The Kind You Haw Always Bought
Bean the

If mw§LUmwELNm

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,

■■••

t,v,,ry

swell,’

They also make

Must Bear Signature of

Disease of
_

Carter’s
Little Liver Pills.

Blighting

many respects Scrofula and Consumption are alike ; they develop from the same
awm
MM
general causes, both are hereditary and
dependent upon an impure and imVa
WWW
blood
povished
supply. In consumption the disease fastens itself
the lungs; m Scrofula the glands of the neck and throat swell and upon
suppurate, causing uglv running sores:
the eyes are inflamed and weak ; there is an almost continual
discharge from the ears, the limbs
bones ache, and white swelling is
a result,
the
diseased bones to work out through
frequently
causing
•“”* producing indescribable pain and suffering. Cutting away a sore or diseased
gland does no
the
blood is poisoned.
The old scrofulous taint which has probably come down through several
good ;
has
generations
polluted every drop of blood.
Scrofula requires vigorous, persistent treatment. The blood must be
brought back to a healthy
condition before the terrible disease can be
stopped in its work of destruction. Mercury potash and
other poisonous minerals usually given in such cases do more harm than
good ; they ruin'the digestion
and leave the system in a worse condition than before.
a. a. a. is the only medicine that can reach
blood troubles like Scrofula. It goes down to the very roots of
deep-seated
tte disease and forces every
vestige of poison out of the blood. S. S. S. is the only purely vegetable blood purifier known.
The roots and herbs from which it is made contain wonderful blood
purifying properties, which no poison, however powerful, can
*onS resist. S.S.S. stimulates and purifies the.blood, increases the
Jfc m.
ML M rmmL
“PI**'1'' “ids the digestion and restores health and strength to the
enfeebled body. If you have reason to think vou have Scrofula, or
u
-,u;m has
1,
•.
blood
taint don’t wait for it to
7°ar
'.hbented any
develop, but begin at once the use of S. S. S. It is a fine tonic and tha
P“nfier an“ blood builder known, as it contains no poisonous minerals. S. S. S. is
pre-eminently a remedy for
In

WRAPPERS,

Genuine

■fs

■

SCROFULA

summer.

As regards the streetsot Sacramento,
they are as clean as 5th Avenue, New
York, and the sidewalks are spotless.
These walks are six feet wide, constructed of Portland cement and gravel,
and of a light gray shade worked off in
24-inch squares with an outside border
of grass ground and trees, the palms
and umbrella trees predominating. You
can walk for miles on this beautiful
walk, which is without dust, spots or
blemish. If you use it for a cuspidor
and are detected by the police it will
cost you just
Friend or foe, it would
make no difference to them, you would
have to pull out the required amount.
On the whole 1 think this is a dandy
country and climate. Almost everything is different from the East. For
shall 1 trig your wagon?
instance,
What do you mean by triging it? What
do you call it? Blocking it. A girl says to
a fellow, ring me up (phone) and I will
josh you. The word joke is never heard
here.
Telephones are almost universally used here; so much so that the telephone book is as much used as a direcWe have a Wm. Tell hotel here.
tory.
You have heard of Wm. Tell, the fellow who shot an apple oft his kid's head?
I could not imagine why there should
be a Wm. Tell hotel in Sacramento, but
1 attended a Swiss concert one afternoon and learned for the first time that
there were :!,ooo Swiss people in Sacramento. and that explained the hotel
business.
The Swiss concert was just
charming. 1 thought 1 had heard singbut
I must say 1 think that
ing before,
was a touch above all.
There is one thing that would look
natural to you here, and that is to see
half a dozen of those white omnibusses
they used to have on Broadway, New
York. When 1 saw them I thought 1
had met an old friend.
They are used
from hotel to depot. 1 frequently think
of my second trip to New York in isii2.
1 stopped at Power's hotel, opppsite the
Astor, and looking down the long dining table I discovered a resident of
Belfast in the shape of G. A. <>.
In regard to paper's here, we have
the Daily Record Union, published T
times a week, and the Daily Bee and
the News.
We take the two B. -T.'s—
the Boston Daily Journal for New
England news, The Belfast .Journal for
Belfast news, and the Sacramento Record Union, which keeps us posted all
around. The Boston Journal is now a
photograph paper, and for a New England paper I think it A 1, with a star.

The

...

BY THE-

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.

The subscriber
has been duly
ol

estate

AMBROSE, late of Frankfort,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same lor settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
THOMAS F. REILLY.
immediately.
Frankfort, Oct. 9,1900.

Notice is hereby given that a discount of
per
nt. will be made on all taxes for 1900 paid to ino
before .Ian. 1, 1901. I shall be at the Aldermen’s
Room in Memorial Building from 8.30 to 11.30 a.
m., and Saturdays from 1.30 to 4 i\ m.
M. C. HILL .Collector

Belfast, August 1,1900.—31tf
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Mrs. Hunnewell’s 86th
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The members of the M. E. Ladies’ Aid So-

The battle has been
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The

Hag

Carry

still waves.

the news to

He did not falter then, and he has not

duty.
call, and
proved true to every trust imposed
upon him. As President during the

faltered since,

Aguinaldo !

Boston ought to be ashamed of herCroker has sailed for Europe,and Bryan has gone up Salt River.

He has

past

relief that the barbaricyawp of Croker is stilled. [Portland Advertiser.
11 is also to be hoped that the blatant
a

bumptious George Fred Williams
quietus.

has received his

on

responded

the

of

path

to every

four years he has been confront-

weightier problems

ed with
vntl silence, like a poultice, came
To heal the blows of sound.”

and

than any

Lincoln has had to deal

President

save

with, and

he has solved them in a man-

ner

that has won a world-wide admira-

tion and

placed

him in the front rank

His detractors with

of statesmen.

one

breath accused him of having no backrepu- bone, and with the next breath declared

"The United state, lias never
diated a national obligation either to
its creditors or to humanity. It will

seeking to turn this Reempire, with himself as
not now begin to do either. It never public into
struck a blow except for civilization, emperor. The one charge offsets the
and never struck its colors.” [William
other. Roth are equally groundless.
McKinley.
His record speaks for itself. So does
As usual ex-1’resident Cleveland lias
avoided the storm and stress of a Presi-

dental election by going on a duck-hunting expedition. He started Nov. 2nd
for

Maryland

and will not return until

part of this week.

the latte

lie lmd

the

say regarding
situation before his departure.

nothing

to

political

The

'Wellesley girls”—not all of
hope—held a torchlight parade and rally in honor of liryan last
Saturday night. Among the campaign
songs they sung was the following
tlicin

we

classical and ] atriotie V> effusion:
litHip! I loopty hoop !
"Houpty
Hill McKinley's in the soup."
That is a gem worthy of the slums.
Theodore

"oosevelt, Republican canPresident, concluded at

didate l'oi Vice

Oswego. N

Y..

Nov. 2nd,

one

of the

campaigns ever made
b\ act ulidate of any party in the United
''talc,,
in eight weeks he has visited
•H -dates of the Union, made liTS speeches,

most

remarkable

travch-d 21.200 miles, visited 5<>7 towns
uni g. ies. and t:i iked to w hat is estimatfti. .-MMi.iHid jit-t11>i.
The question of taxation which has
heei. kept down and out of public discussion for so many years is sure to
come up for a hearing in the next Legislature. and already all sorts of theories
are being advanced as to the probable
result. The remarkable fact about the
whole matter is the unanimity with
which all parties interested agree that
the present method of assessing taxes
is unjust and should he amended.
But
when they have agreed up to that point
they at once begin to diverge, and the
separation is very, very wide as they
progress with the discussion. [Turf,
Farm and Home.

divergence

This

is to be

expected.

There are very few disinterested perWhen you get at the gist of
sons.
of the arguments on this question it is that they want the other fellow taxed. Taxation is, and we fear
most

always will be, unequal. The small
property owners bear the largest proportionate share of the burden, and are
the least beneiitted by a low tax rate.
'I he poll tax is the same, and a few
mills less in taxing a small house or
farm makes no material difference; but
w ith
large property owners the case is
different.
low tax

There are cases, too, where a
rate is not an unmixed good.

People are taxed that they may have
good roads, good schools and protection
for life and property. If they can have
all these tilings under a low tax rate, it
is a good tiling, and a cause for con-

gratulation.
roads, if the

do not have good
schools are not properly

If

they

maintained, then ttie great majority of
the citizens are not

receiving

their

due,

the

large property owners only are
beneiitted, and the low tax rate is a
delusion and a snare.
The Turf, Farm and

Home

says

further:
Some one suggests that while the
average farmer is heavily taxed, the upto-date agriculturist who lias a tine
farm and well kept buildings, with all
the comforts of the resident of the
larger village or city, is not bearing his
share of the burdens, and lie would
have farm improvements taxed more
heavily. But here is trouble, sure. If
you tax a man for painting his house
and clapboarding his barn he will do
neither, but will improve his land and
live in an old house and let nis barn go
looking shabby, just to escape wliat
seems to him to lie persecution.
There
could tie no greater mistake made than
to increase the burdens of a man who
was disposed to add to the attractiveness of his surroundings, especially in
the rural districts. Such inclinations
should always be encouraged, rather
that the. reverse.
\\ ii have personal knowledge of a
ease

small
L 01

that he was

an

illustrates this point.
A
story-and-a-half house, with no
out-buildings, on a half-acre lot,

taxed three times as much as a
two-story house, I, and shed on a threewas

acre

lot.

The excuse

given by

the assessors for this action was that
the former place “looked nice.”
As
the work of setting out trees, etc., and

caring
owner,

j

Prospect Ferry.

Audbry Snow and

The sinner who disdains thy law,
Thy grace, thy love and care,
O bring the wanderers home again,
As from the fold they stray,
And sanctify thy people, Lord!
Baptize with fire, we pray.”
Who is this woman so devout,
With accents strangely odd,
A voice that quivers on your ear
While thus she talks with God?

Harriet Perkins last week.

Wintkrport. Silas P. Kelly is making
Quite an extended visit to his brothers in
Boston, and will also visit his sister, Mrs.
Stanley, in Philadelphia—Samuel Atwood
has returned from his annual hunting trip.
Miss Beulah Bankin is spending a few
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Chas. Fernald,
in Boston... Mrs. Margaret Stokell has
gone to Dorchester, Mass., for the winter.
Her sister, Miss Mary Foley, will remain
—

What! lived within two score of miles
Of this most sacred place,
And never heard “Aunt Liza’s” name
Nor looked into her face ?

Why! every one for miles and miles,
In city, town and dell,
The old, and young and middle aged
Know Eliza Hunnewell!
Now from the time we heard that voice
And looked into that face,
No change in feature, form or look,
Seems to have taken place.
Her eyes are iustas bright and mild,
The lines of care no deeper plow ed,
Her silvery hair that brow adorns,
Her mind with wisdom still endowed.

with her invalid mother—The Methodist
Sunday school is receiving many additions
to its members. There were 133 present
last Sunday—The Y’s are to give an entertainment at the Congl. Vestry Thursday
evening, at the close of which ice cream and
cake will be served_The family of P. C.
Rich are all ill with influenza—The gramschool is closed for a few days on
mar
account of the illness of the teacher, Miss
Blanche Shaw.

Stockton Springs, mis. Sarah Clifford
closed her house for the winter Oct. 30th,
and left for Brooklyn, X. Y.llarry S.
Park returned last Friday from a ten days’
And
almost
for
fourscore
now,
years
that of Theodore Roosevelt, Governor
business trip to Boston and Revere—Miss
Her loyalty she still maintains,
Leora Partridge returned the middle of last
of the great State of New York, a hero As true to Him her life has proved,
While true to her that Guest remains.
week from Mechanic Falls. She has been
of the Spanish war, the gallant Rough
absent since the middle of August.
Her
She joined the Church, and took the vowrs
While young, and in her girlhood days,
friends are very glad to see a marked imRider, the ranchman, the historian, the
And proved herself a Methodist,
provement in her health.The serious illfearless and eilicient police commisIn doctrine, discipline and ways.
ness of Mrs. Almira Patterson in WashingWe trace her footsteps through the years,
sioner in Tammany-ridden New York.
ton, 1). C., mentioned in these columns last
We scan the pathway she has trod,
With such candidates there could be In life’s long march her early friends
week, terminated fatally Oct. 30tli. The
She left in slumber ’neatli the sod.
following day her daughter, Miss Melvina,
no such word as fail; and as a eonseleft with the remains for Stockton, and was
Alone she stands like mountain peak,
queuce there has not been, within a
Above its fellows, capped with snow,
joined in Xew York by her nephew, EdA headland in life's restless sea,
ward Patterson, and in Boston by her
half century at least, so little disturbThe sailors cheer, who homeward go.
nieces, Mrs. Frothingham, Mrs. Mosher and
a
of
business
ance
during presidential But now she nears the evening tide,
Mrs. Griffin, all of whom accompanied her
When rays from life’s descending sun,
campaign. Usually there is practically Touch
to the old home to attend the funeral of
ail the clouds with radiant smile
As she a crown hath almost won.
their dearly beloved grandmother.
The
a suspension of business in many lines
party arrived by Friday’s boat and were
at such a time: and had the triumph of Well may w e covet such a life,
Filled up with deeds of vital worth,
joined Saturday by Frank Paul Patterson
of Xew Bedford, Mass., also called here by
Bryan been on the cards the wheels of Which magnify in heavenly light,
When she's translated from the earth.
the death of his grandmother. The services
progress would have been blocked But w hile she
lingers, cheer her path,
were held Sunday at the home of her son,
before election day, factories would
Fling roses in her way,
Capt. Frank A. Patterson. Rev. A. A. Smith
Their fragrance now let her inhale,
have shut down, the lires gone out
of Belfast officiated most acceptably, paying
Don’t wait her burial day.
a worthy tribute to the memory of the deunder the furnaces, and a general de- For but a spray, or opening bud,
ceased and speaking words of comfort and
Placed in her hand to-night,
cline in stocks would have ushered in A token of
your heart’s best love,
sympathy to the bereaved family and relaWjll give her more delight
the inevitable panic. Yet many intellitives. The lioral tributes were many and
Than flowers, though heaped upon her unusually beautiful, and were contributed
gent persons, who could not help knowgrave,
by friends in Washington, Massachusetts
And piled up mountains high,
ing these things, voted for Bryan; the For
and this place.
The interment was at
while we live friends do us good,
But cannot when we die.
Mount Prospect, the village cemetery. Mrs.
majority, we believe, simply because he
Patterson was one of the oldest residents of
Yet he
was the Democratic candidate.
National W. C. T. U.
our town, and, although nearly 85 years of
was forced onto the Democrats; he is
age, retained perfectly her mental and phyThe national convention of the W. G. T,
sical powers.
She was keenly alive to all
not a Democrat, and he does not repreU. will be held in Washington, 1). C., Dec. the current
events and deeply interested in
sent what a great many of that faith 2-7, from Sunday to Friday, inclusive. The
all political matters pertaining to Washingregard as Democratic principles. lie Massachusetts W. C T. IT. has arranged a ton life. Always bright, cheerful and
conducted
which
personally
excursion,
any, active, with a kind word for
does represent elements and ideas hosevery neighone may join.
The expenses of the round
bor and friend, she will be greatly misstile to American institutions, to law trip from Boston, including transportation,
ed in the community where her long,
and order, to the flag for which so staterooms,most of the meals,and hotel bills examplary life has been spent.Mrs.
in Washington is only $28, or a little more,
llattie M.
Dickey and Mrs. Clifford
many sacriliees have been made, to the according to the hotel chosen.
This is by
Simpson and child left Saturday for their
prosperity and progress of the Ameri- the Fall River line. All rail costs a little respective homes in New York and
more.
By the Fall River line transportacan people; and it is to be hoped that
Somerville, Mass
Henry Moulton and
tion only from Boston costs $12.87.
From
his son Joseph arrived home Friday_
with his overwhelming defeat this year Belfast and
return, including board at Ho- Mrs.
Henry Overlook returned Saturday
will perish all the false issues he at- tel Hamilton, the price is $34.07. Transportation only, via. Sound line, is $19.34; all from a ten day’s visit, in Somerville, Mass.
Tickets may be ordered of
rail, $24.01.
Rufus Mudgett has arrived from Kingtempted to prove true, and that no trace Mrs.
Harriet X. Todd, Room 104, Congregawill be left of the class hatreds he tional House, 14 Beacon street Boston.
In man for a brief visit at home. He was joinPhiladelphia, the party will visit the U. S. ed in llucksport, by his daughter, Miss
sought to arouse.
mint, Independence Hall, etc. Tickets are Clara, from the Castine Normal School, who
good from Nov. 27th to Dec. 12th. Congress came home with
him, returning to Castine
opens during the convention, and many attractions will make this just the time to Wednesday—Capt. and Mrs. Albert C.
Resolutions of Respect.
take the trip.
A large party is going from
Colcord left Saturday to join his vessel, the
W aldo county hopes to send two
Maine.
hark Willard Mudgett, which is loading at
obFurther
information
be
delegates.
may
Dana B. Carter Post of Freedom has
tained by writing to Miss C. M. Dow, 150 Boston for Buenos Ayres.Milton Carter
adopted the following resolutions of respect: Free street, Portland, State Secretary, W. suffered a severe ill turn from heart trouble
Whereas death has entered our ranks and C.T. U. Friends are cordially invited to join
last Saturday—Sylvester Pendleton came
taken from us our esteemed Comrade Hiram the party and attend the convention.
home the last of the week for a short visit
L. Kastman; therefore, be it
to his family—S. B. Merritliew, wife and
Resolved, That in the death of our comXoktii Belfast. The officers of Waldo
rade our Post has lost a worthy member,
two children returned Saturday from a
who served his country faithfully for three Lodge of Good Templars were inst illed last weeks’ visit to his
sister, Mrs. Foster, in
by C. II. Smith, Lodge
years in Co. A 35th Mass. Regt., and his .Saturday evening
Deputy. They are*as follows: Henry B. Orrington— Fred Hendricks returned Satfamily a kind husband and father.
from
Vinalhaven-Mrs.
Warren
C.
Grace
V.
Florence
urday
Laud,
T.;
Monroe,
T.;
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
Kimball, Sec.; Grace Roberts, Ass’t Sec.; Haskell, son and mother-in-law, Mrs. Hasmourning, also a copy of these resolutions Carrie
left
last
week
for
Beverly, Mass.,
Sheldon, F. Sec.; Alma Smith, kell,
he sent to The Republican Journal and
Treas.: Arline Walton, Chap.; Charlie Mil- where they will spend the winter with Mr.
Bangor Commercial for publication, and a
M.; Leona Bucklin, Dep. M.Mrs. Haskell
Capt. Chas. P. Staples and w ife
ler,
to
the
of
the
be
sent
deceased.
copy
family
left by train Monday for New York, after a
Charlotte Chase, who recently submitted to
Committee a surgical
M E. Busiiek,
with the ( apt’s father, Alex.
operation in Boston, returned weeks visitMiss
Oil
A. A. Libby,
Mabel Simmons returned
home last Friday. She is greatly improved Staples
J. II. Bkown, y Resolutions. in health.Mrs. Edwin Mitchell and to Castine Monday after a three days' visit
daughter Millie returned home last Satur- to her mother, Mrs. Roxanna Simmons_
day from a visit of several weeks with Messrs. Edward and Frank Paul Patterson,
News of the Granges.
friends in Massachusetts.Miss Ethel Miss Melvina Patterson, Mrs. Frothingham,
Rogers returned from Charlestown, Mass., Sirs. Mosher and Mrs. Griffin left Monday
to return to their respective homes
The
Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, will last week... .E. C. Merriam has erected a
monument on his cemetery lot. Its base, ladies of the Current Events Club met Wedobserve its 20th anniversary Nov. 13. No die and
Miss
Hiehboru
to
sewr
with
all
of
and
are
are
neat
nesday
Mary
granite
cap
postponement on account of the weather. and tasteful in design.Hatch Bros, ship- on dresses which they are making for the
The
“Girls Home” in Belfast.
next regular
An all day session will be held, and an in- pad a car load of barrels to Gloucester,
Kass., last week. This completes a con- meeting of the Club will be with Mrs. Henry
teresting meeting is anticipated.
tract of more than a year’s standing.
Overlook, Nov. 14th.

that

quarter

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

County Correspondence.

fought, and won. ciety met Friday, Nov. 2nd, at the M. E. wife of Hartford, Conn., visited relatives
The whole country can rejoice over the parsonage to tack a comfortable, and to here last week....Mrs. Mary Smith is visithave a picnic supper. It was the 86th anni- ing her
Charles Ginn, in Belfast...
victory. It is a triumph of good citi- versary of Mrs. Eliza Ilunnewell’s birthday Mr. andbrother,
Mrs. W D. Harriman visited relazenship, of honest money, of patriotism, and the members of the society observed tives and friends in Belfast several days
the event by presenting her with a very last week.Miss Alice Dow of Searsport
of philanthrophy and progress. The Refinely frosted fruit cake, and several me- closed a successful term of school here
are
Americandidates
typical
publican
mentoes of goodwill and friendship, con- Nov. 7th. A nice program was given by the
cans, clean, able, patriotic and God- cluding with reading the following poem pupils in the afternoon....Rev. G. E. Edgett
fearing men. In their hands the coun- written for the occasion by one of her for- of Belfast preached at the school house
mer pastors, Rev. B. C. Wentworth:
here last Sunday.Mrs. Ernestine Parker
try is safe. In the war of the rebellion At Nol’thport thirty years ago
and daughter of Islesboro visited Mr. and
I
heard
a
voice
in
prayer,
Mrs. J. S. Harriman last week—Frank
Wm.McKinley shouldered a musket and A woman
pleading at the throne,
Perkins and wife of Lowell, Mass., visited
went to the front as a private soldier.
“Oh, Gou! in mercy spare
Mrs.

self.

Especially is it

Birthday.

for the grounds, was done by the
working mainly after business

hours, he naturally did not agree with
this reasoning, and suggested that those
who neglected their places should pay
the penalty in increased taxes. That,
of course, is not feasible, but here certainly was an illustration of the very
many cases of unequal taxation of
which there is just complaint.

In early years she heard the voice
Of Jesus saying, “Come to me.”
And with a glad, obedient heart,
She said, “I’ll give myself to thee.”

* NEW DEPARTURE.

Miss Vesta Rose went to Bangor Wednesa short visit.

day for

Earle Besse who is a student at M. C. I.,
was at home over Sunday.

Pittsfield,

Mrs. F. W. Brown, Jr., is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Fred Whitehouse, in Unity.
J. If. Gordon made a trip to Boston last
week

on

GEORGE W. BURKETT

business in connection with the

pant factory.
Mrs. C. E. Lane was taken suddenly ill
Monday with what at this writing is thought
to be an attack of pneumonia.

Would announce that he has secured
the sole agency for Belfast of the celebrated

Mrs. W. J. Lyman of Boston, Mass., returned to her home last week after a brief
visit to her sister, Sirs. Frank R. York.

WOOL and HAIR MATTRESSES

I. S. Staples & Son have a large lot of
sleighs finished and ready for market. This
firm make only high grade work, a large
part of it being made on orders in this and

....OF....

other States.
James Busfield, who has been on an extended hunting trip in Northern Maine, returned to his home in Haverhill, Mass.,
Monday, accompanied by his wife, who has
been visiting relatives in Brooks.

E. HAPGOOD & SON.
Now for a revolution in the prices of these goods. Ladies of P,<>!>,:,•
and Waldo County will find at our store a complete line of

Mrs. F. W. Barker invites the ladies
of Brooks and vicinity to meet at the parsonage Tuesday p. m., Nov. 13, to discuss
the advisability of forming a Ladies Aid
Society to assist in the different branches
of church work in this community. The
invitation is general and it is hoped that
all interested will attend.

Feather Pillows,
Wool and Hair

Mattresses,

TO CU1SE A COLD IN’ ONE DAY

Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tables.
All druggists refund the money if it fails to
cure.
F,. W. Grove's signature is on each
box.
Iy3t>

Pillow Cases,

Sheets, Etc.,
At Prices much lower than ever
Only

Re-echoes the Sentiments
Thousands in our Republic.

made the Public in Belfast.

ot

REMEMBER-MATTRESSES

The Belfast reader is asked to thoroughly investigate the following. This can readily be
done, for the gentleman whose statement is published below will only be too pleased to answer
any communication mailed to him, not from idle
curiosity, but if the writer really suffers from the
annoying consequences which always attend inactive or weakened kidneys.
Read carefully
what Mr. C. L. Ailen, who lives in Somerset- county, near Canaan P. O., between Skow began and
Pittsfield, says: “My kidneys had troubled me
a great deal for a long time. At night 1 could
not lie in bed on account of pain through-the
smail of my back. It was difficult for me to stoop
or do any lifting.
I found great relief in the use
of Doan’s Kidney Pills. 1 was not annoyed at
since
them
and I sleep well. My wife
night
using
was troubled with backache and other symptoms
of kidney complaint. After using Doan’s Kidney
Pills she agrees with me in believing them to be
a reliable kidney medicine.’'
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had
right here in Belfast. Call at Edmund Wilson’s
drug store and ask what customer’s report.”
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. Foster,
Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the name—DOAN'S—and take
substitute.

LOWS

Do not

buy your

ON

THURSDAY, OCT. 25, beginning at 8 a

SMYRNA and AXMINSTER RUGS
Marvellously

low

prices have been

GEORGE W. BURKETT,
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOC!

....

^LL those who have

25c. Vests £ Pants
ARE A

Troubles should look up the
X E W KEMEDY.

BARGAIN.

FROM 10 TO 25
BY BCYINB YOt 1

“ONEITA”

Men and

Elastic

50c., $1.00 and $1.25.

HA IS, CARS, SUITS, Hu-

FUR COATS, OVERCOAI
ULSTERS, REEFERS IK
(“EASY”)

Z Waist

blessing to children. It yields to every
motion, made of knitted fabric, only

The “R. & G.” Cl
Waists.!
0,,ly

weak condition and

thin, anaemic blood; cures catarrh, rheumatism, malaria and all other blood
poisons; cures nervous troubles, debility and that tired feeling, which just
as surely indicate that the blood is lacking in vitality.
This is not merely
modern theory; it is solid up-to-date fact.
I was'afflicted with salt rheum

on

so

hands, Hood’s Sarsaparilla has
Mrs. A.
very quickly given me relief.”
O. Spaulding, North Searsport, Me.
N. B. Be sure to get Hood’s.
with my

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Is the best blood purifier, stomach, brain and nerve tonic that money
buy. All druggists. Prepared by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.

made

We have made a careful
tion and find the

of

French Flannel (no imitation^ and are made in
a first-class manner in
every particular.

PRICES,
$2.50,--$2.75

study of the yarn ques-

CROWN BRAND,
a

favorite with all

good knitters,

so

have

put in

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES
I

YARNS.

my

severely that I could not
shut my thumb and finger together to
pick up a pin, and I was obliged to wear
gloves most of the time.
“I tried many medicines, ointments,
etc., to no purpose, and finally began
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
“A few bottles cured me, and since
then, whenever I have felt any trouble

are

Call and examine

a

full line of
SCOTCH,

Pursuant to a license from the Honorable .Judge
of Probate for the County of Waldo, 1 shall •'<•11
at public auction, on the eighth day of December.
A. I). l!*oo, at ten o’clock iii the forenoon, at the
office of Dunton & Dunton in Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, all the right, title and interest
which Robert (>. Patterson, late of Belfast, in said
County of Waldo, deceased,had in and to the following described real estate, viz:
A certain lot or parcel of laud with the build1
ings thereon, situated in Belfast, in said County
of Waldo and State Maine, being a part of lot No. i
33 in the first division of lots in said Belfast,
bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on the west side of Church street, at the
angle it makes with the north side of Pearl street;
thence south fifty-six degrees west by Pearl
street eight rods- thence north thirty-four degrees west five rods to land formerly of David W.
Lotluop; thence north fifty-six degrees east by
said land formerly of David W. Lothrop eight
rods to Church street ; thence south thirty-four
degrees east by Church street five rods to the
place of beginning, containing one-fourth of an
acre, more or less.
Dated this second day of November, A. D. 1900.
ERNEST O. PATTERSON,
Administrator de bonis non with will annexed of
3w45
Robert O. Patterson, deceased.

Apples

Wanted.

Gravcnsteins, Kings, Snow, Wealthy, McIntosh
Red, Twenty Ounce, Alexander, Harvey, Me.,
Hubbardstons, Pound Sweet, R. I. Greenings.
COLD STORAGE MARKET,
D. A. McKern, Proprietor.
Belfast, Nov. 1.1900.—Utf

SPANISH,
SAXONY,

Fleeced l

Our All Wool Camel’s Hair Cndei
And our line of Working Pants

We have

put in

an

and $2.0«

elegant line

1
■

North Star Fur Co.1
Call and examine before pun-ha'
We can show you great barga

department.

4w4.

E. P. FROST, 78 Ha in

EAST MAINE

AND

Bucksport,

M lit'i

■■

A Faculty of Fine Instructor
1. Its aim is to combine thorough
training with the highest spiritual «l

2.
Its situation is m the town of lb.
village of 1200 inhabitants—free from ti
tions incident to larger towns.
:t. Its home Influences are carefully
The teachers are brought into intimab
with the students at the tables, and u
and literary life of the school.
4. It offers courses preparatory foi
the best New England Colleges, a <
course, and courses in Elocution and M
Winter term opens December 4. limn
For catalogue, write to
■

Palermo. Mrs.Cora A.Goodwin returned
SHETLAND,
home last Sunday from visits to friends in
FLOSS and
Jackson, Montville and Liberty—Parson
DOMESTIC.
Perkins, the oldest man in town, died last
We cannot begin to enumerate the many attraclie
at the age of iw years,
tive goods in OUR NEW STORE. Come and see Saturday night
had been sick about two years. The funeral
for yourselves.
The Smith
You are always welcome, whether you come (o services were held Nov. 0th
Yours truly,
look or to buy.
Cemetery Improvement Society met last
HarSaturday evening at Dr. Delaney’s
ry Carr has heen confined to the house for
several weeks, caused by stepping on a nail.
He is now able to be out.
Next Door to Crocker; Store.

S.

—

JONES,

A. BENDLR,

Bucksport.

WANTED.

—

CARLE &

our

38 and 50 Cents

NOTICE OF SALE,

$2.00 and $2 25.

French
Flannel
Waists.

eruptions, boils and pimples; cures salt rheum or eczema, and
itching and burning; adapts itself equally well to, and cures

hands

Strictly Pure Drugs,

satisfactory

The Popular
Fireman’s Red
Flannel Waist

These

scrofula

My little girl’s head and face were There were sore places on his limbs and
almost covered with boils, and she also body as large as a man’s hand, and
had sore eyelids. We gave her Hood’s sometimes when he took, off his stockSarsaparilla persistently and soon no- ings they would stick to his skin where
ticed improvement.
the blood had run down his legs.
“After she had taken three bottles
We gave him many different medishe was perfectly well, and her face was cines but did not find a cure, until some
entirely free from any marks or scars. one recommended Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
She is now in the best health. Hood’s
Very soon we saw it was taking effect
Sarsaparilla will do all claimed for it.’’ and we kept on until he had taken three
Mrs. Hilton Beamsderfer, 35 Hazel St., bottles, when he was cured. He is now
Lancaster, Pa.
strong and hearty, and has had no touch
When my boy was three months old of scrofula since being cured by Hood’s
he began to be troubled with scrofula. Sarsaparilla.” W. H. Garner,W. Earl, Pa.

E. P. FROST

$1.25, $1.50

T
Try a pair.

....AT....

whether you use the older and better understood terms of
It
“humors” and “blood diseases”—Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures them all.

can

who also offer a NEW fall stock of

or

generally

Poor & Son, Agents,

25(*

It doesn’t make any difference whether you believe in the modern
theory and speak of the causes of diseases as referable to germs, microbes

and all stomach troubles due to

Its recent cures in Portland and Waterville have been wonderful.

A

Blood Humors
dyspepsia

Winter

UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS
RANTS, DUCK COATS
MACKINTOSHES,

Suits for

is the best Cl ft ft corset made.
Money re- vl. «« funded if not

relieves the

Boys'

Ribbed

Union

—

cures

YOU
CAN
SAVE

....

—

bacilli,

marked on them.

no

—

or

m.

WE SHALL MAKE A GREAT SALE .OX

until you have examined our line. They
will bear the closest inspection. Our

We have the

tlepa

OX TIAXD IX LARGE QUANTITIES.

Winter Underwear

—

and FEATHER PIL-

will be one of our permanent

BLANKETS and COMFORTABITS

CARLE t MS.

—

Secret Societies.
J. \V. Chase, who is working in Belfast to
organize a Conimandery of the Knights of
Malta, reports that he is meeting with
gratifying success in securing signers for a
charter, and expects to institute the comm andery in about two weeks.

Hale Rose is attending Shaw’s Business
College in Bangor.

Girl for general housework
family.
45tf

in a

s,“

MBS. JOHN H. BUKKK.
21 Pearl Street, Bt11,11

the NEWS OF BELFAST.

Charles F. Swift went to Boston
Tuesday
buy Thanksgiving and Christmas goods
for his firm, Swift & Paul. Next
week’s
Journal will tell in an advertisement
what
to

have been granted as follows:
W. Webb, Unity, 810.

,,,

It s Easy
To Take

-,am uel
j

lias built a tower on the top
block for use as a photograph

Uttie
n

4'
....,

room.

Co. lias fitted its hose cartwo horses, in place of
formerly used.
■

pole for

rnmissiouer Robbins is gravel„.,-!:on of High street, getting
G. Abbott's bank

(1.

a,

near

Thin, pale, an&mic girls

Whitney lias built a new hen
.convenient features. The
and the eggs gathered with-

need a fatty food to enrich
their blood, give color to
their cheeks and restore their
health and strength. It is
safe to say that they nearly
all reject fat with their food.

the pen.

aiu

the cottage Mr. II. L. Kocherhicago proposes to build on
Northport, calls for a buildwith the first story of stone.

:, !

..

Munfacturing Co. has a new
road in charge of K. C. Allen,
i,.,s dressing, soap and axle oil.
;

on an

additional two-horse

-,!)tf.

icport a brisk demand and
mink, but say that other
e not yet in condition, and

The Misses Knight and McCorrison
scored
another success with their Halloween
ball
in Searsniont last week.
The hall was
prettily decorated with pine and evergreen
and the floor was filled with dancers.
Their
next dance will be given Saturday
evening
Nov. loth.
A niusicale, complimentary to Miss June
llills, will be given at the home of Mrs.
Charles H. Walden, Monday evening, Nov.
12th. The program will begin at 8 o'clock.
Miss Curtis of Bangor, who sang at the
recent festival, will assist. A cordial invitation is extended to all who are interested.
Admission 85 cents.
The Gov. Crosby house has been placed
on its original site, the granite
underpinning placed in position, the L remodeled
and boarded in, and the grading practioally
completed. A crew of 17 men has been at
work this week under the direction of
Jordan W. Coombs and the work has been
carried on rapidly. During the winter the
interior work will be done.

ir

and others to wait awhile

COD LIVER OIL
WITH HYPOPHOSPH/TES or LIME« SODA

mprove.

Registration found that 17
be stricken from the voting

exactly what they require;
only gives them the important element (cod-liver oi!)
in a palatable and easily digested form, but also the hypophosphites which are so valuais

it not

idcd, for the November eleei 4.
The total number of
i-t is 1,204.
gathered his celery on
'inks farm and has stored it
the Russell house on Coni' re it will be convenient for
!< liants.
He stored over
‘7. has

parties were held the
and were conducted on
with dim lights, ghost
more largely attended
the Baptist and North
!n»«.»ls at their vestries, and
Sunday school at Miss

ble in

■

-I

■

Dorothea Dix assoextensive preparations
h will open to-day, Nov.
! : 'iigli Friday, Nov. 9th, at
Hampden Centre. The woare working
in season
;
furnish a supply of fir
i lor which is constantly
•f the
!<•

_!. net

We have known persons to

day while

his

soviet} proposes
abbish removed and then
ad between the walk and
TJie weather reWeather Bureau by

niKR.

\

s

the

s

mean

temperature

have been 52.50- against
m. 1 *'99, and 4H.00 for OetoThe highest tempera-2d and 24th days; lowest
>i fell on 9 days, with a
*4 inches. There was a
the 19th, and there were
mornings of the 19tli and
; of clear
days was 15;
cloudy 7. Some brilliant
t<«

"me

<>t

seen

on

pleasant

even-

of the month.

rage. All lines of work
"o'hmal slips, and the stage
the rule. A few instances
Belfast recently which
ii a recent
presentation of
.alogue was in progress on
audience could hear in the
Is of prayer and singing
lie Christians.
Spectators
i
the stage could look
u :!l-s
and see this meeting,
}»l">sed to be out of sight of
si. IVter was in an attitude
> oud him stood Nero and
ussing the details of aremiery. On another occasion
of the electric lights by
:,|M large central chandelier
tont-lights as a signal to the
the best slip of recent date
v

■

1

1

was

probably

an

ana-

iter of the play. The
Austria in the early part
nix. and one of the most
the play was an emigra•vl

\

merica*

James T. Wight,
support of the city poor,
■"is
ready for winter. An
convince any one that the
I1 sous under Mr. Wight's
cd after. The main
house,
is aix.'tn
feet, two stories
I l-'xio. The
cooking is
slit's house, so there are no
that kind of work in the
s
a neat sitting room, a
"■ the
women do the iron'd'
and n sleeping rooms.
■

building

1"i.
‘"'I

t..

nl(;l

it.

50c. and $1.00, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

Coleord Brothers will move their lunch
car to the vacant lot on High street adjoining BramhaH's market.

movement

1

taking

a

rim spiritualists in Mei'iax afternoon and evening
i*‘d, and tlie addresses by
Hoston were interesting.
>«•! vative view of Spiriti'i the fatherhood of God,
<d Man, and that Jesus
: .spiritual leader.
He ading together of all religious
upbuilding of the human
rses
were followed by
Hid Mrs. Lathrop.
has been tilling in part
house on Xorthport
ih-d 1" loads of stone and 11
ad roots from the roadside
aik had been built on the
:
Mudgett hauled one day
aor>H> ; yet the Go or more
aardh missed. \V. II. Aram- of the rock, etc., to till
mw house on the avenue,

',v

pound

certain member of the Waldo county
bar will not ride horseback this year.

no

<1

1

a

admission

;

1

gain

England supper of
fancy dishes, is to be

There is

■

anaemia.

SCOTT'S EMULSION is a
fatty food that is more easily
digested than any other form
of fat. A certain amount of
flesh is necessary for health.
You can get it in this way.

>

v-w

disorders that

usually accompany

seen

1st,

nervous

are studded, lathand the partitions are of
l lie rooms are all

ure

neatly
kept clean and tidy by

‘"der the direction of Mrs.
"n'ni is finished as a cell for
" li"
may become violent. The

a,»l« work on the farm and
'men, attend to the household
Imre are a number who from
'‘"icai disease are unable to do
at
J !"■
;
discipline is excellent, but
*'"r
"ceded.
Mr.
In
Wight is
!l".u cottage
i,
away from the other
11
family who are partially
"
themselves and do their own
*
"laa prefers to live
alone, the
"ixious he should, and Mr.
k
')' a comfortable house for
him,
1.keeps bachelor’s hall. His
'J
place about the establishSent k ,s
kept neat and tidy. The
*itj (i
on having its
karge of such humane and
t4r”I'id pe,,,,|„
ple as Mr. and Mrs.
Wight.
*'

,,

!"i,!!"nate'‘i"",lt;ratlllafed

A

The ladies of the Xorth church are arranging for a rummage sale, to be held in the
near future.

Hiper A: Co. of Rockland are hauling in
Christmas trees for shipment by rail to
Boston and Xew York.

GEORGE W. BURKETTS

he found in that line.

The harness store of Stevens & Welch
on High street was closed last
Friday, on
attachments by Portland and Belfast creditors. The firm was formerly Stevens Bros.,
Wm. M. Welch having bought the interest
of Mason I. Stevens only a few months
ago. The failure occasioned some surprise,
as the firm w as supposed to be doing a
good
business, and it is hoped that they may be
able to effect an arrangement with their
creditors and continue.
The trustees of the Waldo County Agricultural Society met at the Court House
Monday afternoon and discussed several
matters of business. It was voted to put up
notices at the fair grounds forbidding the
burial of horses or any other animals on the
grounds. The question of a hedge fence was
discussed, and it was the general opinion
that such a fence should be placed around
the grounds, but definite act ion was deferred
until the annual meeting, which will be held
Saturday afternoon, January 3th.
Steamer Notes. When the Silver Star
returned from Bangor last week after being
overhauled she was found to be leaking
badly and was beached in Belfast. The
leak was found to be an augur hole through
her keel. On her next trip she broke her
crank shaft and was again taken to Bangor
for repairs. The Oastine took her place on
the route until last Saturday, and is now
running for the Madelina between Bar
Harbor and Winter Harbor, steamer Marjorie taking the Silver Stars route Monday.
New Advertisements. Read what William A. Clark, tailor, clothier and outfitter,
next door to the Plienix House, has to say
about men’s clothes. Tie guarantees a lit
and can suit you on suits and prices_Poor
A Son, druggists, are agents for Isham's
California Waters of Life. See the testimonials on the Ttli page. Also a new fall stock
of strictly pure drugs at guaranteed lowest
It. A. French & Co., Opera House
prices
block, are ottering a special sale in black
and colored skirts. Also a lot of slightly
soiled night robes at great bargains_See
notice to owners of sheep on the islands_
Apples wanted at the Cold Storage Market,
Journal building
Girl w anted for general
housework in a small family. Apply to Mrs.
John II. Burke, 21 Pearl street, Belfast_
See prices quoted on meats at the Cold
Storage Market. Sauer Kraut of their own
make and six kinds of sausage.

Splendid Opportnnity
A.

...DRY

for Economic

GOODS, JACKETS, FURS,

next

Thursday, November 15th.

Tlie I'niversalist fair will be held Wednesday and Thursday afternoon and evening, November 21st and 22nd, at Memorial
Hall.
Horace Smalley lias raised his house on
Waldo Avenue about 2 feet,turned it around,
built a new foundation, and made other improvements.
Advertised list of letters remaining i n the
Belfast post office Nov. dth: Gentlemen—
Archie Deacon, M. J. Gordon, M. L. Holbrook. M. L. 1). Holmes, Mr. Francis .1. Joy.
Giles G. Abbott of Belfast, who has one of
the largest farms ami does as large a business as any farmer in this
vicinity, has not
a hen, or any other kind of
poultry, on his

premises.
J lie Belfast Improvement Society realized
$150 net from Zephra. They wish to extend
thanks to ( has. R. Coombs for furniture
and to John A. Logan for trucking. The
next meeting will be Monday, Dec. 3rd,
with Mrs. A. Gammons on Church street.
During the winter the society will meet
once a month.

Seaside Chautauqua Circle will meet with
Mrs. Addie C. Webber, 1 Charles street,
Monday, November 12th, at 2 p. m. Lesson,
review questions on chapters three and
four of the French Revolution, and
Reading Journey in the Orient.” Discussion:
Which is better, a monarchy or a republic
for a people not trained to self-government?

Author, Bryant.
The Hunters. Lincoln Hamilton of
Swanville shot a buck on the Hamilton
farm in that town Oct. 31st, and sold it to
Fogg & Brown. The animal weighed 325
pounds when killed.... Burton R. Hamlin
brought in a good bag of partridges and 4
very large grey squirrels Monday. The
squirrels were on exhibition at Fogg &
Brown’s.

ETC...

THURSDAY MORNING, AT 8 O’CLOCK SHARP.

Our store is chock full of seasonable goods. Shall make
nants all measured preparatory to a general

Velvet

Fancy. Silks.
37£c, 50c, 62c, 75c

1

case

more

received of all wool

novelty dress Goods

for

1 case worth 50c.,

only

CALL
AND
SEE
!
THEM.

1 case,

MADE SUITS
AT SPECIAL LOW PRICES.
We also carry in stock

HISSES’ JACKETS,

Ladies’ 0utin2

Night Robes
From 87c. to $ 1.2s

Ladies’

From 12 to 18 years old.

Wool Hose.

invite the trade to examine this
large and
well selected stock of

Worth 25c. per pair, for this sale 2
pairs for.
25c

Ladies’

only
17c

Chenille Curtains.

did

40

$2.50 to 8.00

pairs Chenille Curtains from

$3.00

dry goods,

Jerffy
Underwear.

1 case, worth 25c., for this sale

Dress Skirts.
Made from Dexter Woolens, splenstyles, prices from

1,000 yards 40-ineh Brown Cotton,
heavy, worth 8c., now

LADIES’ READY-

only.

50c

Prices $1.25 to $1.50

Ready Made

yard

Brown Cotton

I

Laundered Shirts

Rainy Day Suits.
Just received a new lot of plaid back
and plain goods for rainy day suits.

4c per

______

French Flannels
shades.

yards 30-inch Pongee, only

i

25C
i

25C

In Plain and Polka Dots in all

500

Gents Underwear

$8.00
Dress Goods,

spien-'
values.1

did

only $1.50

everywhere for $10, now

yard.

Pongee.

just arrived, and
has

Petticoats of Black;Mercerized Italian cloth, with deep umbrella flounces, side plated ruffle,

Steamer Rugs

Novelty

entire
NEAV line
Our

Petticoat Dept.:

on a

for Comfortables

only 3c per

are

ONE to THREE DOLLARS
pattern.

that sold

Prints

Blue, Black,

in Black, Red and "Evening Shades.

that will save you from

Rem-

them.

Silk Waists

and 87c.

Dress Goods.
Bargains

out sale of

Worsted Waists

In Green, Brown, Red,
at attractive prices.

Ready for Monday. Worth 75c.,
*1.00, *1.25, *1.50. Shall close at.

big reduction in every department

a

closing

—

The W. C. T. V. will meet with Mrs. I). S.
Lincoln in the Mitchell block, Church street,

Buyers.

GRAND SALR OF

to

$4.50

per

CARPETINGS, RUGS,

&c.

Our aim has been to

keep the Belfast trade at home
bj using our utmost efforts in purchasing rich
goods in large and varied styles at prices we
surely
guarantee to lie lower than
large cities.

can

be obtained in the

Patronize home merchants and

pair

save

money.

—

Accidents. John Lane was at home a
few days the past week, suffering from an
injury to his left hand caused by getting it
caught in a sheet block on board sch. Henry
Whitney during her recent trip from New
York to Bangor... .A little boy named
Charles Mahoney, living in East Northport,
fell from a wagon Monday morning and
dislocated his left elbow... .James F. Fernald received a number of severe injuries
Monday afternoon while feeding his horses.
He was carrying hay into a stall on a fork
and the horse reared and struck him several
times with her forward feet. He backed the
horse out of the stall, hitched her and went
into the house w ithout assistance. Physicians promptly responded, and found three
very severe wounds and several bad bruises.
Tile calf of the left leg was cut in such a
way that a fiap of skin and flesh ti inches
long and from 2 to 4 inches wide hung by a
narrow connection near the ankle.
The cut
was 14 inches long and the patient refused
to take ether while it was being
dressed,
bearing the pain of the sewing without a
groan. The right leg was badly bruised below the knee and there is a lacerated wound
on the right hand.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,
CLARK’S CORNER,

DON’T BUY A DOLLAR’S WORTH

MEN’S

THURSDAY,
NOVEMBER 8, 1900

...OF...

CLOTHES

Clothing

1 get fitted?'’
some men

we

That is about the only doubt that A
etps
from buy ing ready-made clothes.
If we can’t fit

I ntil you

If

inspect

our

stock.

We can save you
money.

Men’s Heavy Wool, Mixed Grey and lirown
Suits.
(llegular sii.nn value.

If your fit don’t stay fitted, the sale
sale—bring it back.

Men’s Fine

you do your part, you can’t

Velour Cassimeres and Worsted,

price $10.00,

t>-

.suits, regular

now

5?!*

4

g

>

Men’s Extra Fine Worsteds, Auburn Melton's

Washington
Serge Suits, never sold less than si-’.m to
t,.
price now is.
#«*

Mills
Our
and suited here.

cently had

WILLIAn A.

CLARK'S,

Boys’

Knee Pant Suits, line ail wool
goods
and $8.50 value, now

Men's

Overcoats, All Wool Oxford Frieze and Black Beaver
Cloth. These coats have always sold for
we
shall now close them at

Tailor, Clothier
Outfitter,

\

•*»0

vino

!i.5«

*7.00,

j

...

__

__

Kersey Overcoats, closing out sale price,
#40
Extra Fine #14.00 Kersey Overcoats,
closing out price, #411.00
ULSTERS, PANTS, WORKING COATS, UNDERWEAR,
HATS, CAPS,
OUTSIDE SHIRTS, HOSE, in fact
everything going at reduced
Men

s

price.

HARRY W. CLARK, 83 Main St.,Belfast
W Tell Flour R. A. French & Co.
XCELLS all others in both bread !

AUK

and

pastry cooking. Its superiqualities were thoroughly demon-

or

strated in the Mattoon Kobinson Co.’s
pure food demonstration at (aid

lows’ Hall.

Belfast,

For sale

Fel-

A

OFFERING

SPECIAL SALK IN

Black and
Colored

SKIRTS

only by
And alse

I.. T. SHACKS a co.
Xov. 1. 1900.—3W44

<iEO. T. READ

RED ROUGH HANDS

Is Agent for the

NIGHT

a

lot of

ROBES,

SLIGHTLY

,

SOILED.

(iRKAi
BARGAINS.

COMBINA1ION WINDOW

FALLING HAIR

f™;*'

'regular

Men s Fine #12.50

BAD COMPLEXIONS

(uticiua

Goods

A FEW SAflPLES OF OUR
CLOSING OUT SALE PRICES.

won’t sell you.

don’t stay a

or

Furnishing

“can

Family Reunion. Mrs. Gentner reSuits $5.00 to $19.50.
Fall Overcoats $5.00 to
a family reunion at the home of
$22.
her son, 34 Church street, at which seven
Will you investigate this? at
children and their families were present.
They were Mrs. Etta M. Small of Hodgdon,
Me.; Mrs. Eva Blanchard, husband, son and
grandson of Mars Hill, Me; Mrs. Zadie.
and
Berry of Brockton, Mass.; Mrs. Abbie
NEXT DOOR TO PHENIX HOUSE,
Holmes and daughter of Augusta, Me.; L.
BELFAST, MAINE.
Belfast Free Library. The trustees
L. Gentner and family, Mrs. Ada Peavy and
of the Belfast Free Library have received
and W. A. Gentner and family, all
the $2,000 bequeathed to the library by the family
of Belfast.
The time was passed very
will of the late Rev. Geo. W. Field, 1). I).
Tlxe passenger train Tuesday evening was
A new steam drill for
artesian wells arrivAs the will did not specify any special pur- pleasantly by dining one day at W. A. Gent- about an hour late on account of
an acci- ed Monday from the
ner’s residence, Mrs. Gentner, sohs and
Keystone Drill Co. of
pose for which the bequest should be used,
dent at Bowdoinham.
lleaver Falls, Pa., for A. A. Pendleton
of
the trustees will invest it for a nucleus for a daughters, going from there to Tuttle’s stuThe Non-Partisan W. C. T. Alliance vv ill Islesboro.
fund for making an addition to the library- dio where the family group was photographwith
meet
Mrs.
Albert.
The
ed. On their return the children presented
Gammans, Church
opening session of the Sewing School
building, which is now crowded to such an
will be held next
street, Friday afternoon, Nov. nth.
Saturday, Xov. loth, and
extent that it has been found necessary- to her with a nice sec of furs. Another day
The next attraction at the Belfast Opera every Saturday afternoon thereafter from
dined at L. L. Centners and another
put shelves into the cloak room. The library- they
House will be November 15th, Roscoe & 12.30 to 4 p. in., in the same room as heretolias received the books bequeathed by Dr. at Mrs. Ada l’eavey’s. Sunday L. L. GentHolland’s Nashville Students, combined fore in Memorial Building.
ner took them on a buckboard ride out in
It is expected
Field, nearly 400 volumes, but the librarian
that Miss Ryan will again take
with Gideon’s Minstrel Carnival.
charge of
has not yet had time to classify- and cata- country to see the old homestead where
the classes. The
their childhood days were passed. Monday
many kind friends of the
See 2nd page for deferred correspondence
logue them.
school
consider
it
a
the party was broken up by Mrs. Eva from Palermo, East Searsmont,
great help to the girls
Troy Centre, " *10 attend
Scii. Pendleton Sisteiss. The custom
it, and show their appreciation
Blanchard, husband, son and grandson go- Freedom, Saudypoint, Centre Montville,
house officials have liuishesl their measureof having the work continued from
year to
ing to visit their daughter, Mrs. Grace Pittsfield, West Searsport, Brooks and
ments of seh. Pendleton Sisters, built
year by their contributions and
by F. York, of Wisconsin, and Mrs. Zadie Berry- Frankfort.
by their
C. Pendleton in the Pendleton
kind
in
words
of encouragement to those
shipyard
returning to her home. It w as a very pleasShipping Items. Sch. Merrill C. Hart who have it in
Belfast. She is a three-masted schooner of
ant week,
charge.
the children not having met
went to Rockland Oct. :10th to load lime for
7>ih tons gross and 704 net. Her
registered since the death of their father, which ocNew York....Sch. Mary L. Crosby sailed Beware of
length is 175 feet; length of keel 100 feet; curred
Ointments for Catarrh that
eighteen years ago.
Nov. 3d, light, for St. Simon, Ga., to load
beam 37 feet !i inches; depth 18 feet, !i inches.
Contain Mercury,
lumber
for
New
Her length over all, carpenters’ measure, is
York-Ship Wm. II. Con- as mercury will
surely destroy the sense of
ner has been classed and rated
191 feet.
She has two decks. Her frame is
by the Ameri- smell and
completely derange the whole syscan
Bureau of Shipping—Sch. Henry Whitof hard wood and hackmatack; plank and
tem when entering it
through the mucous
ney arrived Tuesday, lumber laden from
ceiling, yellow pine; stem and stern, oak.
surfaces. Such articles should never be
for Boston.
Bangor
Her masts are of Oregon pine, 93
used except on prescriptions from
feet; the
reputable
foremast 28 inches and the main and mizzen
The winter term of the E. M. C. Seminary Phj sicians, as the
damage they will do is
27 inches in diameter in the deck. She is
at Bucksport opens December 4th, with a ten fold to the good you can
possibly derive
‘hem. Hall’s Catarrh
PflEVENTED Bt
equipped with Bath steam power and windfaculty of nine instructors, Rev. S. A. BenCure, manufactured
F. J. Cheney & Co.,
lass, and has all the modern improvements.
Toledo, O.,
der, Principal. It offers courses preparatory contains by
no mercury, and is taken
internalShe has graceful lines, is of great
for entrance to the best New England col- ly, acting directly
carrying
upon the blood and
mucous
surfaces
of
capacity, and the workmanship throughout
the
a
commercial
In
leges,
system.
course, and courses in
buying
Hall s Catarrh Cure be sure
is tirst-class. The mechanics in charge of
you get the
elocution and music. The Bucksport Semigenume. It is taken internally and is made
the work were; master builder, O. R. Websis
too
well
known
in this section to call in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J.
nary
Cheney & Co.
ter ; joiner, Howes Mayo;
for commendation here, and Waldo county Testimonials free.
blacksmith, C. W.
price 75c. per bottle.
Coombs; rigger, Henry Gardner; painter,
is usually well represented in its halls.
rr
ii,
JIall
s Fannl}- Pills are the best.
4w41.
Dennis Pendleton; fastener, Geo. R. Stover.
N. J. Pottle has built an extension on the
She is to be commanded by Capt. John
rear of the Pottle cottage at the
Battery for
The most effective skin purifying and
South Montvili.e. Mr. and Mrs. W.
Davies of New York. As The Journal has
a kitchen, and is making other
improve- I!. Morse returned home last week from a
beautifying soap in the world, as well as
before stated, the vessel will be rigged on
of several weeks with their daughter,
ments
in
visit
the building and grounds. E. S.
purest and sweetest for toilet, bath, and
the stocks. It is now thought that she will
nursery. It strikes at the cause of bad
Pitcher has built a sea wall in front of his Mrs. Forest Howes, in Everett, Mass_
be launched on or about the 20th of this
Revival services began at the Church Wedcomplexions, red, rough hands, falling
cottage and has bought a piece of ground at nesday evening.Mr.
month. The work of stepping the masts
hair, and baby blemishes, viz., the clogged,
and Mrs. Ernest.
the rear where he will have a garden next
was begun Monday
Davis are rejoicing over the birth of a son
irritated, inflamed, overworked, or slugmorning, and when The
season. Coombs and Riggs kept
Journal went to press the main and mizzen
on
right
-Mrs.
Wilson
Pores.
gish
Proctor died suddenly Nov
making improvements about their cottage, 2d of Bright’s disease.... Walter
were in position and the fore was in the
Sold throughout the world. Pott** D. tin C.Cokf., >
Stoyer was
with no postponement on account of the called here
‘fopa., Boston. llov to Hxt* Beautiful
Complexion, frM
slings.
last week by the death of his
seasons or the weather.
wife’s mother, Mrs. Wilson Proctor.
A

ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK.

WASHER

ana

CLEANER

Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.
Call on him for

Cold Storage Market.
TELEPHONE 10-3.

POSTS’ WATERPROOF BELT OIL
and LEATHER

To

PRESERVATIVE.

Owners of Sherp
Islands.

on

the

All persons owning slieep on the islands of the
Maine coast are warned to provide suitable food,
drink, shelter and protection from tin weather,
as required by the statutes of Maine.
Owners of any sheep found unprovided, on or
alter the 15th day of December next, will be subject to prosecution before the criminal courts,
and the sheep may be removed and cared for
by
others at the owner’s expense.
EBEN N. PERRY,
4
Agent of the Maine State Society for the Protection of Animals.
Cw45
...

Pork
Pork
Corn

io*c.

Roasts,
Chop,

lO'c

Beef,

Tripe,
Chickens

per lb.
4 4

7c.

44

4*c.

44

at COST.

Sauer Kraut

our own make.

IMF 6 Kinds of Sausage.
D. A. McKEEN, Proprietor.

LITERARY NEWS AND

ALLIANCE FORMED.
A. A. Howes & Co., One of Our
MAKE

ARRANGEMENTS-WITH

The October “Maine Central” is

the

A LARGE

BOSTON HOUSE.

a

typical sportsman’s issue and specially appropriate now that Maine’s great
game season is at its height.
The home of the late Havard Taylor,
known as “Cedar C'roft,” at Westchester, Mass., was sold recently to satisfy
the claims of a trust company, to Eiwood Green of Kennet Square, Pa., for
$0,375.

Leading Druggists,

advances and tendencies in the
various branches of business and professional endeavor. The magazine will
retail for twenty-five cents. The publishers first planned to sell it at ten
cents a copy, but they abandoned the
idea because they could not publish the
kind of Magazine they wanted at that
price without making the advertiser
pay most of the bills and all the profit.
It is sewed like a book, so that it
will open fiat in the hand. The size of
the page, and of the type is considerably larger than in most of the monthnew

NOTES.

There were seven bidders and

bidding

was

spirited.

lies.

The December Atlantic will have an
attractive article on “Washington, the
City of Leisure,” by A. Maurice Low.
It shows the political and social characteristics of our national capital, and
is apropos of the one hundredth anniversary of the selection of Washington
as the seat of the Federal Government.

Spanish

Their object is
Can be

to

Produce

Easily

Valuable

Taken, but Heretofore

An

a

thy article in the
Form That called “The Story

Impractical—Frcm

of An Old Medicine will

Preparation
lndispensab e Auxiliary

Now On this New
Become

Remedy,

in

to

the

Medical

December Atlantic,
of a New

England

He sketches the history of
Town.”
Middletown, Conn., which has just celebrated its two hundred and fiftieth anniversary, and shows how it reflects the

larger history

of the

country.

The Quarterly Review for October—
published in Ifondon, October “4—contained an important article on “The
Coining Presidential Election,” analysdifficult matter to fool the palate, J ing the issues of the campaign and forenot a
Enterprise is one of the virtues of drug- but very
they could not fool,the patient's stomach.
its result.
The article is regets A. A. Howes A Co. often have they Even when the oil had been made tasteless casting entire in The
Living Age. Bosdemonstrated their ability to not only keep by being administered in capsules or other printed
for
November
3d. According to
ton.
the
stomach
would
rebel
and
forms,
the
of
times.
ahead
promptto
keep
pace w ith, hut
the custom of The Quarterly, the artily eject it.
Many times have tlie* people of our city had
Right at this stage of the game Howes A cle is unsigned, but it is written by Mr.
A Hisoccasion to he proud of the way these prom- Co. learned of an important discovery made I Edward Stanwood, author of
inent druggists have shown themselves to by two eminent French chemists, whose tory of the Presidency.”
been
secret
has
a
Boston
bought
by
large
he among the foremost in the country in house. VTitli characteristic
The opening article in the November
enterprise Howes
adopting the latest scientific and chemical A Co. connected themselves with them, and number of the New England is upon
succeeded in making arrangements with “The
discoveries.
Study of Housekeeping in Bosthem to directly handle this new discovery. ton.” It is written
by Mary Esther
& Even in this age of progress, the advance
Thank goodness, we now have at last,
in pharmaceutical development has been at right here in town, a preparation that con- Trueblood and is devoted to the various

Profession.

times almost of a sensational nature. The
druggist or chemist who has not had push
and enterprise has soon become a back number, and can be found to-day running a small
of
store, the appearance of which, devoid
to all.
any signs of modernism, is familiar
It has always been Howes A Co.'s ambition to connect themselves with some discovery that would not only be a source of
profit to themselves, but the means of accomplishing good to others. NYith this end in
view it is not strange that Howes A Co. in
their profession, should have been led to
think seriously concerning the use of cod
liver oil.
They, like hundreds of other
druggists, have sold vast quantities of this
valuable, but nauseating remedy.
Into tlieir ears has been poured many a
tale of woe, by sufferers who would beg
them to advise some way they might take
the medicine prescribed for them, and many
attempts have they made in the past to enable a patient to take this remedy, knowing
well that could they succeed in doing so,
they would be instrumental in restoring
health—and in many cases even in saving
life.
TIimv were obliged to give up attaining the
desired end, of disguising the taste of this
obnoxious, greasy medicine, as many others
have had to before them. They found it w as

Register of Deep Water Vessels.
SHIJ'S.

tains all the curative principles which have movements of the last dozen or twentygiven the cod’s liver its great reputation as years which have made the systematic
a remedy for wasting diseases.
Now these study of domestic science so prominent
souglit-for principles are in a concentrated and resultful in Boston. The article is
form, free from the nauseating, greasy mat- accompanied by many illustrations reter that characterizes cod liver oil "as we
to the days of the beginnings
have known it. This extract is put up in a lating
and the present day, and it will be read
most palatable and delicious form, so that it
can be taken by any one with the most delieagerly by the housekeepers.
cate and sensitive stomach. It is positively
Billy Sanders, Joel Chandler Harris’
free from any objectionable odor, taste, or
shrewd and droll Georgia cracker, who
any of the other disagreeable features that
promises to excel in popularity the Unhave always attended cod liver oil.
Howes A Co. will gladly tell any one who cle Remus of other days, makes welwill call on them, all about the discovery. come re-appearance in “The Views of
They are so pleased in regard to the matter Billy Sanders,” a monthly symposium
that they w ant every one to know about it. which Mr. Harris is to contribute to
Above all they wish it to be positively unthe new magazine, The World’s Work.
derstood that this new preparation is not a
Sanders is as wise as he is witty,
patent medicine. They will tell you every- Billy
and
his deliverance on current topics
thing in it and explain to you how scholars
have devoted their lives and capitalists their are sure to be a noteworthy addition to
money, in procuring this product to which periodical literature, and one eagerlyhas been given the name of Vinol—Wine of looked for
by every lover of pure and

Cod Liver (>il.
We think right here it would be a good
plan for any one who is so unfortunate as to
feel it necessary for their health to take cod
liver oil, to hear what Howes A Co. have to
say on the subject. What they will tell vou
w ill cost nothing.
What you "will learn you
can safely assert w ill prove of the greatest
value to you.
Fop over

Fury Tears.

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy*
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over fifty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrlnva.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold bv druggists
in every part of the world.
I'wenty-five
cents a hottle. Its value is incalculable, lie
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing
Syrup, and take no other kind.

wholesome humor.

Ill the November Forum, Mr. A.
Maurice Low speaks of the change that

is impending in European armies in the
matter of infantry. He shows that the
foot soldier is an anachronism, that he
cannot be a lighting machine as well as
a beast of burden, and that it is absolutely essential, both to mobility and to
effectiveness,to mount the infantryman.
He differentiates between mounted infantry and cavalry, and declares that
the mounted infantryman will not be a
cavalryman in any sense of the word.
Infantry tactics will be the only tactics
the latter will know, but by being
mounted bis ability will be increased,
his strength conserved, and his effectiveness trebled.
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A (. Hopes, chapman, sailed from Honolulu .1 ulv 14 for New York.
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A .! Fuller. (
Seattle Aug 27 for San Francisco.
An an. A T AYhittier, cleared from New
York April 20 for San Francisco; spoken
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(Hinton's Magazine for November
Ilangalore, at Kahului Aug 10 for New
^ hen does the In use of representatives has the
York.
following table of contents:
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This question arises in the family everytailoring, and that we have as much
Let us answer it to-day.
Alice Reed. Alanson Fold, arrived at day.
Try
Jell-0,
right to bread made by experts as we
a delicious and healthful dessert,
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Oct 7 l'oi Honolulu.
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The surf.
“New England’s Earliest Humorist” is
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Aug 25 for Para.
ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of Wilson, in the November number of
Oct
29
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New
from
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Matanzas,
Information, Seattle, Wash., 0. M. Moore, the New England Magazine, gives an
for Havana.
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secretary.
account of the life and work of Tutor
olive Thurlow, J 0 Hayes, arrived at
Vera Cruz Sept 19 from Newport News.
Why was Ruth rude to Boaz? Because Flynt, who taught the boys of Harvard
23
ork
Oct
she pulled his ears and trod on his corn.
College for many years two centuries
Penobscot, arrived at New A
Tutor Flynt's portrait still hangs
from Montevideo.
“An International Courtship” the new ago.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from and
in one of the Harvard halls, but to most
novel
Melto
load
absorbingly
interesting
N.
by
S.,
Bath, Oct l for Bridgewater,
ville Kirke, has been described by a leading of us his is an almost or quite forgotlumber for S. A.
London weekly newspaper as “a remark- ten name. It was a name loved by Dr.
Rose innis, Melvin Colcord, at Mauritius
able novel.” It is the story of marriage be- Holmes, to whom descended, we think,
Oct 7 for Singapore.
tween American
and titled English- one of the Tutor’s teapots, and the
Sachem, Nichols, at Hong Kong Sept lo men. Published girls
by The Neely Co., 114 autocrat refers to the old tutor affecfor New York.
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid $1.00
3yrs24 tionately more than once. Mr. Wilson
Thomas A Goddard, J 11 Tark, arrived at
Buenos Ayres prior to Oct. 9 from Boston
Why did the poet ask the woodman to has done a good work in reviving his
for Rosario.
“spare that tree?” Because he thought he memory, and his article, accompanied
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at was a good feller.
as it is by a reproduction of the old
Boston Oct 18 from Turks Island.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
portrait at Harvard and by other illusBRIGS.
Woolford's Sanitary Lotion.
This never trations, will be read eagerly in HarLeonora, J II Monroe, sailed from New fails. Sold by A. A. Ilowes & C'o., Drug- vard circles and with much interest by
York Oct 24 for Gibraltar.
gists, Belfast, Me. lyrll).
the general public. Warren F. Kellogg,
SCHOONERS.
When is a blow fro n a lady?
When she 5 Park Square, Boston, Mass.
strikes you agreeably.
I
Georgia Gilkey, W K Gilkey, arrived at
Herman Afelvilles’ sea stories have
Barbados Oct JO 1'rom Norfolk.
RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
never lost their popularity, and this
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Bruns“Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and Neu- year a neat and fairly satisfactory new
wick, Ga. Oct 27 for Bath.
radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its ac edition of the four which have proved
Gladys, 11 B Colson, sailed from Bruns- ralgia
tion
upon the system is remarkable and continuously popular is issued by Dana,
wick Oct <s for New York.
It removes at once the cause Kstes A Co.
from
sailed
e
mysterious.
John
Smith, Kneeland,
“Moby Dick; or, The
and the disease immediately disappears. The
Brunswick, Ga, Oct 27 for Elizabetliport.
White Whale,” “Typee,” “Omoo; a
first
dose
Louisat
greatly benefits. 73 cents. Sold Narrative of Adventure
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived
in the. South
by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
burg, C. B., Oct 20 from Boston.
Seas”, and “White Jackets; or, The
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at WilT. F. Anthony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise World in a
Man-of-War,” are here premington, N. ('., Oct JO from New York.
City, Iowa, says: “1 bought one bottle of sented in uniform editions, with the
K W Ilopkins, llichborn, arrived at BosCure’ for Rheumatism, and two
‘Mystic
ton (>ct 22 from New Orleans.
doses of it did me more good than any other same cover designs, printed in good
It F Fettigrew, Morse, arrived at Fort- medicine I ever took.”
Sold by A. A. llowes type, onpaper of fair quality. “Typee,”
land Oct 20 from Baltimore.
which is further described as “a real
& Co., Druggists, Belfast.
Sal lie J'On, W II West, arrived at New
romance of the South Sea,” contains a
York Oct. 24 from Charleston, S. C.
Why is love like a canal boat '.’ Because
portrait of the author, the preface to
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from Philadel- it s an internal transport.
the original edition, and Mr. Arthur
phia Oct 10 for Wilmington, Del.
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Beauty Tablets Stedmau’s critical and biographical inWillie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at and
Pills for the complexion; in days treatNew York Oct J1 from Bangor.
troduction, though Mr. La Farge’s picment 50c., 30 days treatment $1.00.
Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me. ture of the Typee maiden seems to be
A Card.
missing. The writer read these books
3yrs24.
when a small boy and the enjoyment
are
wooden ships (as compared with derived from them is still remembered.
Why
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
of
the
female
sex?
of
ironclads)
Because
bottle
on
a
50-cent
the
refund
money
Greene's Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails they are the weaker vessels.
The Thanksgiving number of Table
to cure vour cough or cold. We also guarJell-O, The New Dessert
Talk comes with cheery contents and is
antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
all
the
Four
flavors:—Lempleases
family.
illustrated with half-tone cuts of plain
6m42
or money refunded.
on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
and fancy garnished dishes prepared
W. 0. Pook & Sox
A. A. Howes & Co.
10
cts.
it
Try to-day. lylo
your grocers.
and photographed for the benefit of its
W hat ’bus has found room for the greatest subscribers. The illustration of dishes,
“I’m writing to Sam about his hay fever.”
number of people ? Columbus.
we are told, is to be a permanent fea“Why, what of it?”
ture of Table Talk. This bright little
“Why, when he was here I thought he
Great Luck of an £ditor.
made too much fuss about it; now that I
housekeeping magazine teaches the art
have got it myself, I want to tell him he
“For two years all efforts to cure Eczema of good cooking and of wise and econodidn't make fuss enough.” [Indianapolis in the palm o{ my hands tailed,” writes Edmical
living. The November number
Journal.
itor 11. N. Lester ot Syracuse, Kan., “then is full of choice'articles on
topics that
I was wholly cured by Bucklen’s Arnica
Why is a roomful of married people like Salve.” It’s the world’s best for Eruptions, will interest the housekeeper. Among
an empty one ? Because there is not a single
Sores and all skin diseases.
Only 25c at B. them we might mention “How Shall
We Feed the Young Ravens?” “The
person in it.
H. Moody’s, Druggist.

and has been made nnder liis per.
sonal supervision since its iiifancv
Allow no one to deceive you i a
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Jnst-as-good” arc i>,,t
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health or'
Infants and Children—Experience against Expcriim-ii!.
—

Many inquiries have been made recently at the pension office as to the
status of claims tiled for pensions by
soldiers of the Spanish-Atnerican war.
Commissioner Evans said recently that
the bureau scarcely had time to respond
to all the inquiries, but that the claims
were being adjudicated as rapidly as
possible.

Dr. John Fiske will have a notewor-

a

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which lias
i,een
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature

War Claims.

Madame Yale

s

HAIR TONIC

Ladies and Gentlemen .—It has gone on record
that Madame Yale’s Excelsior Mair Tonic is the
first and only remedy known to chemical science
found to be a genuine hair specific. It has an
affinity for the human hair for nourishing and invigorating its entire structure. It is antiseptic in
character, as well as stimulating: its action upon
the scalp and hair is truly wonderful, inasmuch
as it has never been known in a single instance to
fail to cure scalp diseases and to create a luxuriant
growth of healthy, beuitiful hai-. It stops hair
falling within twenty-four hours and brings back
the natural color to gray hair in neatly every
instance It is not a dve; it is not sticky or greasy;
on the contrary it mikes the hair soft, youthful,
beautiful and glossy ; keep* it in curl. Tt is a nerfect hair dressing’ and can be used by ladies,
or children as a d'ily toilet requisite,
ts influence is delightfully sooihi 'g.
Mail orders
All Dealers sell it,
per bott
may be sent direct to the manufacturer,

fentlemen

MADAME YALE,
139 Michigan Blvd,,

Chicago.

COUPON.
Name of paper
This coupon may l e exchanged for one
of Madame Vale's celehra’eci hooks on
health, gta- e and beauty. Please cut out
coupon and mail it to Madame Vale with a
request for a book.
Madame Yale mav be consulted by mail
Address a'i rc.mmunirafree of charge.
tions to her, 189 Michigan Blvd. Chicago
..

f

What is CASTOR IA

He added that some of the claims had
been delayed by the difficulty in obtaining the necessary official records at the
war

£

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, I1,,,
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. |,
Contains neither Opium, Morphine nor oilier
.,i
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys \\
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and \\
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipai.
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulate- 11.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural si,,,,

department.

“There have been liled 44,000 claims
on account of the Spanish-Ameriean
war, up to Monday morning, October
“Calls
■22,” said the commissioner.
have been made for evidence in 4,424 of
these claims.
Medical examinations
have been ordered by this bureau in 28,424 claims.
The difference between the
number of claims filed and the number
of medical examinations ordered, practically represents the number of widows
and dependents claims; 4,247 of these
claims have been adjudicated already.
“’When the division was organized,
having charge of these claims, all
claims of widows and claims for gun*
shot wounds and severe disabilities of
soldiers, were given the right of way.
practically making them special aiid

•.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTOR!A

GENUINE

Bears the

Signature

alw*ys

of

■

were promptly adjudicated.
“Twenty-live clerks were assigned to
do this work, and, like other divisions
of the bureau, the work is now" practically current. All classes of claims are
treated alike, as provided by law and
the established practice.”

they

The Unfortunate May

The Kind You Have Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.

Flint.

THE CENTAUR

COMPANY.

NEW YORK CITY.

TT MURRAY STREET.

Another chapter has been added to

unlucky life history of the big sailing ship May Flint, which began her.

the

recently"

in Baltimore and which
sank in San Francisco harbor. The l Tn
ted States inspectors have suspended the
license of Captain A. M. Woodside for a
year because of unskillfulness in sailing
ideas for Christmas Gifts.
The Chaf- the May Flint into San Francisco harat night without the aid of a tug,
ing Dish Candy-Bee” and many other bor
resulted in the Flint colliding
good articles make this a valuable num- which
ber. Hecent numbers of Table Talk with a United States battleship and
And the ship, one of the
will be sent free to our readers, if they sinking.
write to the Table Talk Publishing Co., three largest sailing vessels under the
Stars and Stripes, and laden with r>,ooo
Philadelphia, Pa.
tons of cargo, has been sold for the
Among the principal illustrated arti- paltry sum of $4,000 as junk. The Maycles of the Magazine Number of The Flint began her sea life as the New
Outlook for November are, "Up From York and London passenger steamer
Slavery,” the first instalment of a Au- Persian Monarch, she went ashore on
tobiography by Booker T. Washington, Long Island on her first voyage, and
with portrait and many other illustra- lifesavers took off her passengers. < >11
tions; “American Educators in China,” her second voyage she leaked and tilled
by George B. Smyth, President of the with water. She was converted into a
Anglo-Chinese College; “The Emperor sailing ship at Newport News. On a
of Austria,” by lrenaeus Prime-Steven- voyage out of New York she was comson, based partly on the recent seven- pletely dismasted somewhere between
teenth birthday celebration of the Em- Bermuda and Hatteras.
W hile in
peror; “Nearer the North Pole,” by IIong-Kong she was burned and sunk.
Sofia Bompiani, an account of
the Next, she arrived at Tacoma tiftv days
achievement of the Dukeof theAbruz- overdue and heavily reinsured. Now
zi in reaching a point nearer to the she lies at the bottom of San Francisco
North Pole than man had before at- harbor, with half of one side torn out
tained; “The Sulu Archipelago,” by of her.
Phelps AVhitmarsh, Special Commissioner of The (futlook to the PhilipA SOLDIER’S MOTHER.
pines: another instalment of -Air. Hamilton AVright Mabie’s “William ShakesHer Boy Beta rns from an Army Hospital.
peare,” dealing with the later trageHer Kxpcrieuct* Suggested a Bemeily that
dies: a story by Charles AV. Chesnutt,
Quickly Dispelled a Stubborn Disease from
author of "The Wife of 11 is Youth;"
His System.
full and numerous book notices, the
[From the observer, Utica, X. Y.
usual weekly history of current events,
When at the beginning of the war with
and editorials on important*topics comThe Spain, the Forty-fourth Separate Company
plete the Number. S3 a year.
of Utica, X. Y., became Company K. of the
Outlook Company, New A'ork.
First Regiment,
Y. Yols., Mr. Frank A.
The National Horse show focuses Sweezey of .iTi' Rrinkerliotf avenue, Utica,
was
one
of
the
first
to
volunteer in the Unitthe attention of American horsemen
and gives point to "The Making of the ed States service. As is well known, tlie
was sent to garrison the recently
regiment
Heavy Harness Hoise,” by F. M. Ware, acquired Hawaiian Islands, and Mr. Sweein Outing for November, as well as to
“The Scoring of the Baja,” a glimpse
into East India Regimental steeplechasing, from the pen of W. A. Fraser.
Next to the horse in present public interest comes “The Motorcycle,” the
wonderful horseless carriage.
November is a month dedicated to “Football,”
and Outing’s Symposium on the game,
from the pens of Walter Camp, George
11. Brooke, Percy I), I laugh ton and
Charles Chadwick, is weighty with the
knowledge of football giants. With
the autumn comes the hunter’s moon,
and “After Elk in Colorado,” “Hunting Black Tail Deer,” “Duck Shooting
Methods,”and“Practice for Field Shooting,” are each entertaining contributions of practical usefulness.
South
Africa’s doors are open wide again to
the sportsman, and Mr. Uryden’s “Game
Bird Shooting in South Africa” gives
exhaustive local details, while Mr. Baillie-Grohman, the world known sportsman, gives his abundant experience
MR. FRANK A. SWEEZEY.
concerning “Chamois Stalking in Europe.” China, the real China, and all
about it is timely, and “Chinese Sports zey went with his compony to Honolulu.
and Games,” by Isaac T. Headland, of While there he was stricken with malaria
the University of Peking, is especially which was complicated with kidney trouble.
He was in the military hospital twenty-one
instructive. In “The Confession of an
days and when discharged was in shattered
Ancient Poacher,” Maurice Thompson health. To see him
to-day, competing in the
fairly revels in ardent though stolen athletic contests of the National Guard, one
would
remark
and
in
in
“Afoot
Nature’s Game
upon his health and strength.
joys,
Preserve,” Leonidas Hubbard, Jr., deals Mr. Sweezey tells how the change came
lie says:
a lusty and artistic blow for the pre- about.
“A week after I came out of the hospital
servation of the Adirondaeks and their
the
regiment sailed for home. I was then
salvation from the lumberman. “The
in a miserable condition. The little sleep I
Conservation of Our Fresh Water
to get at night did me no good for
Fishes’ ends a number every line of managed
I was as wornout in the morning as I was
which is directed to practical ends.
when 1 went to bed. I was pale and lifeless and was reduced in weight from 175 to
One would say, before seeing “The 140
pounds.
“World’s Work,” that there was not
“My mother is a strong believer in Dr.
room for a new magazine; that
the Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People and
field was more than filled by existing she persuaded me to take them. I did and
publications, ranging in price from 50 experienced a decided relief by the time I
cents to $4 a year, and catering to a had taken three boxes. When I had taken
live boxes I was
cured. The pain
great variety o'f tastes. Yet Double- was all gone, my entirely
was good and I
day, Page & Co., New York, have had gained in fleshappetite
and strength. To-day I
accomplished the impossible, if the am a well man, thanks to Dr. Williams’
term is permissible, and the November Pink Pills.
My mother generally keeps
number of “The World’s Work,” the them in the house for they are a splendid
tonic
and
we
think
there is nothing to equal
initial issue, amply verifies this assertion. “The World’s Work” is a first- them.
FRANK
A. SWEEZEY.
Signed,
hand magazine of human progress,
All the elements necessary to give new
dealing with the vital questions of con- life
and
to the blood and restore
richness
temporaneous interest in a thoughtful shattered nerves are contained, in a conyet frank and incisive way. It con- densed form, in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
siders conditions not theories, facts not Pale People. They are also a specific for
fancies, believing that our own time troubles peculiar to females, such as supand country are good to live in, and pressions, irregularities and all forms of
that “the best is yet to be.” It is a weakness. In men they effect a radical cure
in all cases arising from mental worry, overnecessary magazine for* the men who do work or excesses
of whatever nature. Dr.
things. It is illustrated by pictures Williams’ Pink Pills are sold in boxes (never
larger than those usually published in in loose bulk) at 50 cents a box or six boxes
our magazines.
There will be clear- for $2.50, and may be had of all druggists,
headed articles on topics of vital in- or direct by mail from Dr. Williams’ Mediterest, by men who know what they cine Co. Schenectady, N. Y.
write about. The editor is Mr. Walter
H. Page, assisted by trained writers; no
Wliafc Would You Give
attempt will be made to obtain a fa- to be cured of catarrh? If
you or your
mous list of contributors—the idea of
friends have this disease, you know how
the Magazine well carried out is exdisagreeable it is. Its symptoms are inpected to win respect and interest. Be- llamed eyes, throbbing temples, ringing
sides many special articles there will be noises in the ears, headaches, capricious
each month a history and explanation appetite, and constant discharge of mucus.
of significant happenings; and further, Fortunately its cure is not a question of
a department under the head of “Among what you will give, but what you will take.
If you will take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, .the
the World’s Workers,” which will tell
constitutional remedy, which thorthe busy man in ooncise fashion the great
oughly purifies, enriches and vitalizes the
blood, you may expect to be completely and
permanently cured. The good blood which
JABTORIA.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla makes, reaching the
Hava
Yon
Kind
Always Bought
Bean the
delicate passages of the mucous membrane,
soothes and rebuilds the tissues and ultiSignature
mately cures all symtoms of catarrh.
of

Young Havens” refers to the children.
It ought to be read by all progressive
mothers. “Concerning Christmas Gifts”
by Mrs. Burton Kingsland, is an article
which will help you out on things and

.^The

career

Sheriff’s Sale.

iCoXc^vtv

STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO S3.
Taken tins 2f*th dav of o.
exeeution dated (tetoher
ran,
meni rendered by the Supreme
the Foiinty of Waldo, ai a t<
and holden on the third Tm
A. D. t'.'on. in favor of due! W !
islrator of the estate of I.. v. m
late of Sear-immt. in -aid <
e.
against .John ('. Fuller and
of Monts die. in said Fount>
lars and forty-nine rent-. >h
fifteen ddiar- and lifts -one
and svill l><- -old at puhl'ie am-i
in said .Montsdie. to the liiuli,
day of Dreemher. A. I> lano.
foimoon. ihe folloss inu de-er
all the riidit. title and inter, -t
fendanl- have or had on the _■>,
It. iskhi. at v o’clock in tlm
svhen the same sva- attaela dm
ill the -ante -nit. to ss il
a .■.• ;
estate -n ware in Monts die.
hounded ea-terly by and <•! Vand d<iscie I >o\vne- soul i
No: ton
w,-terlv hv lam
a
Warren Fox: northerly 1
diehard ililman and Ann
tile foi III,
hotne-fead of -i-i.
i11u iul:t\ -five iicris. more
SAMI'FI. <■. Ni
( tetoher 2”>.
..\\4-t
1

CoU
Aead
ELY’S CREAM BALM Is a positive cure.
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail.
ELY BROTHERS. M Warren Su New York City.
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Century
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kiohu

u. m-

Will flake
“A

Year

of

riii.

Wuin.i*"

1901

Romance”

illustrated artia
I)
the ],’h i><
.loin; P.aeli Me o.-ofi-’s aroup of irtielesou 1 >;mu*!
\\ rlotel'.- eolor pictures. rie..
p-.. The < mtUI'V
will present. ;o• ^11s11iniz with N veiuber. laoo. the
lirst issue of the new volume.
T)ESII>KS
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Short Novels and Complete biories by
Rudyard Kipling,

F. Anstey,
.~lrs. Burnett.
Geo. VV. Cable.
Winston Churchill,
Edwin Asa l)ix,

Ian laclaren,
S. V\ eir .Mitchell,
I'homas Nelson Page.
Bertha Runkle.

Hamlin Garland.
David Gray,

Flora Annie Steele,
Frank R Stockton,

Joel Chancier Harris,
Bret Harte,
W. 1). Hcwel/s,

Ruth .McEnery Stuart,
lien. Lew Wallace,
Chari: s Dud'ey Warner,
E. Muart Phelphs Ward,
nary E. Wilkins

Henry James,
Sarah Orne J. wett,

“THE

Collector's Notice oi

great program
suj)erl- paiiorama

a

I'lip.till

HELMET OF NAVaRRE”

1 he

subscribing.

Century Co., Union
New York.

Something New
for Girls and

a

intere-f an.i .-liat
are
r• a !
ilnieii Ot t:
-t;M
!
pay tile "I no; 11 : line r>. •;
and eliat m -. w II In -old 1'
Had
Harvest Crai
hr inu tile Idler w ijeiv tile
tow n niertim_i ot -aid tow n w
Moml iy oi he nil'- r. laini ;■
.1. s. i, lin.ore.
Wad- p:
al
()|
rea i e-t a I.
'll. ! a
l.'o
.M -. 'la ra N k-m -,-n
V aim-. >lno
tax on
aeres. 1
Mr-. I.. la Hiek.w
l-o,- o
• '•I. \aiiie. .-.-.Vi; tax on real
.lolm Fomin. Ilawkin- p...
d
loo. \alue. SS.-,;,. tax on
A. J. SIMMONS.
For tlii' Town >i \\ ,d.
.v
Waldo, tfetolwr l'>. f»oo

Boys

URINli tlu* past year "St. Nicholas" Magazine. which lias been for nearly thirty years
the leading children's monthly magazine of the
world (and now the only onei. has introduced
seveial new departments which have been extremely attractive ami have greatly increased the
circulation. One of these is

“NATURE and SCIENCE”
“Don't bother me—I’m too busy” is too often the
remark from a grown-up person to a child who
really wants to know. Tin* editor of "Nature and
Science” gives careful attention to every question asked by his young readers, and "We will

write to‘St. Nicholas’ about it" lias become the
motto of the department, which contains intertell
esting short articles, beautifully illustrated,water
ing of four-footed animals, birds, insects,
anim; Is, plants, and whatever pertains to Nature.

“ST. NICHOLAS
LEAGUE”
is an organization <>f those w ho read I he magazine ^whether subscribers or not ), without dues,
and it offers prizes each month for the best draw
ings, photographs, poems, stories, puzzles ami
puzzle answers. Some of the work sent in by
young folks shows surprising talent.
No one who does not sot* "St. Nicholas" can
realize what an interesting magazine it is. ami
and how exquisitely H
is illustrated ; it is a surAND GIRLS !
prise to voting and old. BOYS
conOf literature it
\vho read this advcr
tains the choicest, and
tisemont and who
in art it has never been
wish to find out more
surpassed by any grown about The St. Nich
The
folks' periodicals.
olas League and its
new volume begins with
system of monthly
November. 1000. and the
prizes may address,
subscription price is without cost. The St.
$3.00 a year. If there Nicholas
League,
are
children in
your
Union Square, New
home, you can hardly York.
afford to be without it.

J

The Century Co., Union Sq.,New v ork.

Notice of Foreclosure.
Whereas A. P. Carver of Lineolnville, in the
County of Waldo and State of Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated the 12th day of December,
A. I). 1801, and recorded in the Waldo Registry of
Deeds, Hook 230, Page 367, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, a certain parcel of land situated in
Lineolnville aforesaid, and bounded as follows,
as per plan of the estate of the late benjamin
Carver-Braekett lot, as follows: Lot No. o, beginning at the, McCobb road leading from Duck
Trap to Cobb town; lot No. 4. running from east
ern boundaries to Duck Tran stream; also the
home farm as per plan, lots No. 1,2, 3, and onehalf of lot No. 4 as per plan, one undivided half
of pasture. Also my right and title in house and
workshop. And whereas the conditions of said
mortgage have been broken, now therefore, byreason of the breach of the conditions thereof, 1
claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Lineolnville, Me., October 30. ifloo.
JASPER LINDSEY.
3w45

1

••
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STATE OF MAJ

s

Ask for the free numbers when
$4.00 a year.

u

Tile following list of taxes
re-id* in owners in tl.e low
yeai 1e.aiiiniUiai to an

iow n. ..a il.. in -:r dn> oi
paid and mdi'-e i- Imre|.\

A great novel, full of life, adventure, ami action,
the scene laid in 1-'ranee three lumdr.-d .warsago,
began in the August, moo. Cent ur>. ami u ill continue for several months in l:mi. IT it ie-% every
where are enthusiastic over the opening chapters
fame is
of this remarkable story. "The author
apparently established with this, her ma.d.-n effort." says the Boston Transcript. The Critic
calls it "A remarkable performance."
Nev. Subscribers to The (Vnturv Magazine who 1m- gin
with the number for November, 1000. will receive free of charge tin- three
numbers.
previous
August. September and October, containing the first chapters of "Tin- Helmet
of Navarre." or. if tlu-se numbers are entirely
exhausted at the time of subscribing, lhe\ will
receive a pamphlet containing all of the chapters
of "The Helmet of Navarre" contained in the
three numbers.

|I

taxes on lands -it
in the (lit\

Waldo,

\V.\ EDO

ss.

Taken this J:;d day of Orioh
A.
execution dated (tet’ober
oil a judgment renden d by rh« >
Coin i. for the < ounty of \\ od
of begun and held .n the third
tetnbei A. I>. 1SHI0. to w It. on Hitember. in favor of Fted \V. I'o
said County.against Elizabeth 1‘
fast, to wit. Rockland, foi one 1,
ty-eighl dollars and oglu -dx
age.and twenty-two doilai s and
costs of suit, and will be sold ,r
on the premises in said I•• ::
bidder, on the lirst da\ of 1 ien n.
at one o'clock in the uftei iiooi
scribed real estate, and all tin i1
terest which the said Elizabeth I
in ami to the same, or had on
October. A. I>. lS'.ts. at lo..'.u o'.
noon, tile time when the same
the writ ill the same suit, to wit
land and messuage,situate in sih
County, and hounded as follow
north by Washington street on
of benjamin brown in lsn4; >>i: n
brown's land in tsi;4. and on
batterson’s house lot in lst'd. 1
and one-half feet wide and tiff >
being the present homestead o
belli l’>. Wliittaker.
belfast. OctoberA. h. idoc
hw4h
SAMl'Kl. d. N<‘|.
■

■

Notice of Foreclosure
Whereas Walter I*. Hesse ot I
Count y of Waldo and State of M
gage deed dated May Jo. is* is.
vValdo Registry of Deeds. Volun:
conveyed to me. the undersigned
of land w tli tin hnildmgs
in Cnity. and hounded as tollowerly by the road leading from .1
tier in said Cnity t«* Harriet Wii!
land in said Cnity
westerly by 1
Williams; northerly by land ot t
Five estate, and easterly by lain!
pied by Hlisha Mosher and Fin\Y
ing Fifty acres, more or less.
ditions' of said mortgage have
remain broken, now therefore. I'breach of the conditions them*!,
closure of said mortgage.
W'ASlll NCTON.
Cnity. Oct. t:>, C.khi —:j\vi

parcel'

1
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Established in
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83ft

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

$33,000
nsrosiTs.x

Sate

depositgboxes for
#8

reni at
a

$3, $5

year.

Our
and

new vault is unequaled m 1
UNEXCELLED in security

end

burglary in the country.
renting boxes can have
riviloge of taking ttioir boxes t »
Those

bank.

NOTICE
All persons indebted to me prior :■
15*00. are requested to settle at the
ell & Trussed, 115 High street.
M. L. MIT*
Belfast, Me., June 25, 15*00. -26tf.
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li\ the use of these great
J-,,m's California Waters of
that lie deems it advisable,
ninanity, to place in these
i»i ds and testimonials, se-

Woodbury of Portland,
great credit is due for
veritable Waters of
ade quite a degree of talk
Mr. Woodbury tells
M out of the brow of
'.Mia*
feet elevation,
.: la ast of San Diego, Cali.i. Mined, so Mr. lsliam beat resort of tliose who
health. The country is
these

wonderful,
spring never

: what is more
b’ .Might this

Woodbury showed

\|
!

me a

Robinson of Bowdoin

C.

analysis of lsliam’s Cal.

!

below, and endorses the
wonderful solvent, and I
the effect of an ante acid, i
also purgative, causing
poisonous collections to
i! increase the appetite;
lectric properties that it
,m:\ tin id to excite a cur-

1

Aimlysis being, grains

-iliea d.09, carbonate of
ol manganese 0.17, car-

ttr

•. aluminia o.oh, sulphate
■blonde of calcium
•'Him in. 10, chloride of
ride of potassium 1.98,
:. bromide of sodium
-datruee, phosphate of
-t C. S. gallon, 49.75.
natural solvent and re'm11 the deposits likely
tin1 health, and sure
it decay, and what we
\r.-ss of 'lime is removed
well as tin* uric acid,
; ;- claimed
on other
i.'iii'i* v ill accomplish,

at<*r is

drinking the first bottle, it gave me great
relief to my stomach and kidneys, from
which I have long suffered. 1 have now
drank about a half a case and my troubles
are entirely leaving me, but shall continue
the use of the water a while longer, as 1
wish to make sure of my cure.”
Dr. W. V Philbrick of Worcester, Mass.,
writes a most remarkable letter that his
wife lias been a terrible sufferer, being confined to her bed half of the time for years
with rheumatism, llis medicine, as well as
all noted specialists, had no effect whatever.
Tile water lias entirely cured her, and
furthermore the doctor writes that lie is
drinking and using it on his bald head and
it lias started a new growth of hair, now
hall an inch long.
Mr. Henry Dodge of Portland, Maine,
was cured of a cataract on the eve.
Mr. N. G. Stone of Portland, Maine, suffered 20 years with gall stones,
in five
days time after drinking the water he passed twelve gall stones, and now lie is entirely cured.
Mr. Geo. Burnham of Portland, one of
the greatest business men in Maine, whose
operations extend not only all over the
country but all over the world, w as cured of
a very bad case of Salt Kheum : besides improving liis sight and making him feel young
again, and he is of the belief that people
could live to be 100 years of age bv drinking this wonderful water, it is' also a
natural Gold cure, Mr. Woodbury having
many testimonials, but the names lie wished
held in reserve, as he had been requested
not to publish them, but could use as reference on application.
These cases referred
to are only a few that Mr. Woodbury has
in his possession, and lie personally investigates every bad case reported to him. The
water cured him of rliematism, anil caused
a new growth of hair, and he is a
great believer and enthusiastic over the water.
From his personal experience, and what
others have told him, lie joins w ith Mr.
lsliam, the owner of the springs, in his belief that the lsliam Springs may have been
the traditional fountain of perpetual
youth
for which Ponce de T.eon sought, and Mr.
lsliam had the good fortune to discover.
Poor W Son, druggists, have secured the
agency for this water for Belfast and vicinity, and have it on sale.
on
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Fact That It Makes
rt I’ositive

undoubtedly

ac-

and wise people wherMr Woodbury says it is
;is well as reeommendthing, 1 learned tliat
-•ops falling hair and
ili to come.
Below 1
nials and remarkable
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Dyspepsia is difficult digestion, due to t-lie
absence of natural digestive liuids. Hood’s
Sarsaparilla restores the digestive powers.
Brooklyn Thoughtfulness. Mr. Prospect
Hites: “My wife is very good to me. She
never goes shopping without bringing home
something to please me." Mr. (Ireenwood
stone: “That is awfully nice in her.”
Mr.
Prospect Hites: “Yes; see this nice bottle
of oil she just gave me to oil the baby-carriage wheels!” [Puck.
What’s the secret of happy, vigorous
health .' Simph keeping the bowels, the
stomach, the liver and kidneys strong and

.iuy witnesses testify,
few of the voluntary

a

Mr. Woodbury:
(Jen’l Agt., Portland.

\.

me

pleasure

to in-

of tin1 Waters of
!:
ed me of a very had
duey trouble. I have
:m! have tried all known
the slightest result,
nies when 1 have been
i was in -ueh pain, and
! have had dizzy spells
1 would have to -it
-insted. 1 was always
■o take
anything tliat 1
••; !>m- my trouble : every
•u been taken, 1 heard
> this
Water of Life
e -tailed in to take it.
■a.-e

'.idly

tin- tirst

lew

active.

dings."

Might 1 >o There- “Maude thinks of applying for a position as soprano in a church
choir.”
Well, there's a church for the
deaf upon seventh street.”
[Philadelphia
livening Bulletin.

days,

I
now
onee and
had such ii troubh
.-he,-. Yours truly.
(i KK l-.N.
M >- 1
i:i-. Mang. of Rockland
!
k and. Me., say
m's California Waters
d'-«
receiving the half
-i t oy ed the dandruff
i,red falling hair, and
: it w ill make my hair
nr its u.-e a.- 1 think
!"■; a*nee 1 have had that
.I ui water.

“Little Colds” neglected-thousands of
lives sacrificed every year.
Dr. Wood's
Norway Pine Syrup cures little colds—cures
big colds, too, down to the very verge of

consumption.

The Ravages of Time- Mrs. Waile: “I'm
sure tlie constant anxiet> must have been
terribl\ wearing.” Mrs. Luers: “Wearing:’
Why in the last three years I've grown to
look at least six months older.
Life.
Years of suffering relieved in a night.
Itching piles yield at once to the curative
properties of Doan's < hutment. Never fails.
At any drug store, f>0 cents.
He: “Oh, pray, Miss Dalrimple. don't call
me Mr. Brookes.”
.she: “Oh, but our acquaintance has been so brief. This is so
sudden-" 'Sweetly' “Why shouldn’t 1
call you Mr. Brookes'.
He: “Oh—only be-

says:

from Pczema for
Lord 1 am perfectly
i.\e bottles did it.
It is
ii water 1 ever knew. 1
eei immcnd it to all sul'.liit-rer

No ii<M Atlantic Ave.,
1 have hesitated a
this letter, from the fact
not believe my statement:
w
and y ou are at liberty
\-iness. and you may also
or, 1 will meet anyone
bt yonil a doubt the truth
y ear.- 1 had an attack of
.matism. and another at
-. and
tin* doctor is now
i me in my hist sickness,
Avon. Mass. Prom the
kness until lour years
"■:n tree from rheumatic
’- of
my body, tliat was
Mi. lsliam, and he told
iff would (-lire me, and
it and commenced to
m about four months

[Puck.

Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas’ Kclectric
oil. At any drug store.

at

Bangor, Maine,

Burdock Blood Bitters does it.

The Matrimonial Lottery—Miss Askins:
Do you believe in church'lotteries
De
Witte: “Well-er-1 rather like church wed-

cause

my name’s Somerset!

! Punch.

Drying Preparations simply develop dry

I catarrh: they dry up the secretions which
adhere to the membrane and decompose,
causing a far more serious trouble than the
ordinary form of catarrh. Avoid all drying
j inhalants and use that which cleanses,
soothes and heals. Ely's Cream Halm is
such a remedy and will cure catarrh or cold
in the head easily and pleasantly.
All
druggists sell it at r.o cents or it will be
mailed by Ely Krothers, .“>«> Warren St., N. Y.
!

Alibi. “I hear that the crowd assailed
you when you appealed at the 1‘lunkvilie
An

opera-house.” ‘‘False, me boy, false,” replied the eminent tragedian,* Mr. Haines

’.Former. “All false. There was no crowd.”
Imlianapolis Journal.
not had an ache or
■I state there were times Chamberlain'*
Cough Remedy in Chicago.
fars that 1 could not
Ilisgen Bros., the popular South Side
I'd of a cam* and could
druggists, corner until street and Wentworth
as the joints were swol- i
“We sell a great deal of
avenues, say:
m
now perfectly limber,
Chamberlain’s Cough Kemedy, and find that
y, and am ii»> years of it gives the most
satisfactory* results, espechildren for severe colds and
Master Car Builder cially among
\f

croup.”
Portland, Maine, says: I
In Chicago. “I wish a pair of rubbers.*'
with chronic indigestion
:1 \
“What displacement, miss.’”
Truth.
years, trying every
specialist heard of, but
A Great Medicine.
Pe* years passed on, until
“1 liave used Chamberlain's Cholic, Chol1 of Isham’s California
era and Diarrhoea Remedy and lind it to be
ii.d started to drink it. I
relief after the first six a great medicine, says Mr. E. s. Phipps of
two cases were drank I
l’oteau, Ark. “It cured me of bloody tiux.
The remahing, rest perfectly at 1 cannot speak too highly of it.
distressed in any way, edy always wins the good opinion, if not
in perfect condition,
praise, of those who use it. The quick
higher of Dover. N. II., was cures which it effects even in the most
aide with Bright’s disease, severe cases make it a favorite everywhere.

STOCK AND THE SILO IN WALDO
CO.
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T From the Board of Agriculture Bulletin.
]
South Brooks. When my cows and
cattle that 1 am fitting for
market
come to the barn first, I
begin to feed
straw and other coarse feed at
night
but when they come to the barn
for

1

^/I T

A STORY OF THREE DOGS.

IS

It is a woman’s medicine, possessing the
precise ingredients needed by the delicate
Her dull, dragging
organs of her sex.
pains and exhausted feelings simply cannot remain after taking TANCIN for a

good 1 feed all good feed, green corn
turnips, small potatoes, pumpkins ap’
pies, etc. I feed straw, coarse hay,’ and
all kinds of rough fodder the
last'thing
at night, and it is all
gone in the morning. On my farm the corn crop is the
best fodder crop with the
exception of
grass, and it will stand the drought the
best of any crop. Hungarian
grass is
being sown in this vicinity very much
this year.
The farmers like it
very
much for milch cows, and I think it
will be a great help to the hay
crop this
winter. I think we should raise all of
the grain we can on our farms, such as
corn, oats and peas, barley, Hungarian

McKinley’s physician
ing Isham’s California
: four weeks, which was
the doctor, the albumen
m
20 per cent, to 2
per
afterwards wrote to Mr.
>. I list. A tty. of N. V.,
'-•11 ing him that with the
in

of

i

a>

Life his father was
lie was improving in

•i''mation
--my,
iti-r.

one

was

of

conveyed to

the

owners

of

a

bully time.”

[Chicago

Colds Relieved In 10 to
60 Minutes.—One short pull of the breath
the
blower supplied with each botthrough
tle of Dr. Aguew’s Catarrhal Powder diffuses this powder over the surface of the
nasal passages. Painless and
delightful to
use.
It relieves instantly, and permanently
Catarrh and

will suffer a.fter she
ha.s ta.ken it
TANGIN works hand in hand with

nervous, run down, weak

feed in the fall to all kinds of stock.
This will grow your stock and increase
your manure pile, and the next year
you can raise a larger crop because you
will have more manure. [Joseph

Ellis,

searsjiont. I never had success in
keeping stock in a satisfactory condition when fed on straw, swale or
meadow hay, when fed long and dry.
Some forty years ago, 1 had quite a
little stock to winter, and among them
a yoke of oxen with which 1 wished to
do a heavy winter’s work in
lumbering;
and was threatened with a shortage of
At
that
I
cut
some meadow
hay.
time,
hay (water grass) on my own land, and
after 1 had cut that. I had a chance
where I could cut some two tons of
coarse swale grass, including some “bull
grass,” in a neighbor’s pasture, about
as hard a lot of
looking stuff for stock
feed as could well be found. I made me
a box of convenient size and
shape, and
cut that coarse stuff into it with a
hay
cutter, poured boiling water enough
over
it to thoroughly wet it, then
sprinkled corn meal over it and completely mixed it with a fork, then covered the box with a thick blanket and let
it stand some fifteen minutes before
feeding. This I fed to my oxen morning and night, giving them a feed at
noon of long upland
hay. The result
was that every particle of it was eatoxen
en, —my
looked well, felt well, and
came out in the spring in as
good a condition as I ever had working cattle do.
I have reason to believe that the cooking (such as it was) imparted but little,
if any. benefit as far as nutrition was I
concerned; but it softened and tlavored !
it, so that it was eaten with avidity, and |
left no waste.
For the last thirty years
1 have had so small an amount of waste !
fodder that I have had but little occa- I
sion to continue the practice; but to
who have, and are short of hay, I believe that the method will weil
repay
the trouble. |Otis 1). Wilson.
I mtv.
1 have no silo, but think of
building one the coming season. 1
plant some sweet corn for the factory
and supplement pasture feed with the
sweet corn fodder, together with some
meal, usually gluten and bran. This
season we have cut several tons of oats
1 think that during the
green tor teed.
shortest days in winter, cows are better
off not to be fed at noon. Give them a
liberal feeding in the morning, of hay
and grain, and leave them alone until
four or half-past in tiie afternoon, then
repeat the feed. I should do the same
with sheep. |Geo. W. Varney.
Bhooks. The most economical way
I to feed stock is to keep them in good
| condition at all times. It costs more
to feed a half starved animal than it
does one in a thrifty condition. [A. B.
Stantial.
Monroe. ] think oats can be profitably fed unthreshed, to a limited extent, but where the crop is large and
the use varied, it will
pay to thresh.
All animals upon the farm can be most
economically fed bv giving a full meal
at once and allowing them to eat it
up
clean, rather than to extend the meal
time
over
two
or
three
as
is
|
fodderings,
the practice of some. Horses that are
doing light work and receiving a grain
j ration can be fed some straw with a
j protit, thus leaving the hay for the cows.
Hoots are a good feed, but hardly protit—
abl to raise expressly for stock feeding,
t se the small potatoes and some
apples
when you have them, but do not
put
too much time and money into growing
I
l roots for feeding purposes. As a rule, we
are buying too much grain for our own
good. The margin of profit from feeding purchased grain is not large enough
to warrant any slack business methods
either in buying or feeding. [K. 0. Bow.
Grange. Keep your stock in a good
warm place, and feed them
any kind of
rough fodder which you may have, and
it
with
some kiiid of roots
supplement
and 1 think you will have no trouble in

j

\

cures

catarrh, hay fever, colds,

sore

throat,
Sold hy

tonsilits and deafness. 50 cents.
Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes A Co.—“1

Clergyman—“My child, beware of pick-

toadstool instead of a mushroom
They are easy to confuse." Child—“That
be all roight, sur.
Us bain't agoin to eat
em ourselves—they’re
agoin’ to market to
be sold.” [Tid-Hits.
ing

a

-n Station Rwy. Mail
M> wife lias taken only
ham's Cal. Waters of Life,
-'ii prised ms well as pleasSpeechless and Paralyzed—“1 had
; --niirely relieved of a very valvular disease of the heart,” writes Mrs.
h< loach
trouble; as she V S. Hoode of Truro, X. S. “I suffered
-'
many different things terribly and was often speechiess find
I
won’t say -she is entire- partially paralyzed, fine dose of Dr.
Agrelieved from past feel- new’s Cure for the Heart
gave me relief,
lnit w it li a few more bottles and

and perfectly well.
--nderful water and I will
mmnend it for you.”
conductor of Boston A:
r,
says: “I have been
-rvousness, indigestion,
fact conditions were so
have been at home instead
‘ii'cd by the grip. I tried
without any relief, and
times by my friends to
LI 'in's Cal. Waters of
Life,
the idea, thinking I want[u
'l«s water to do me good.
v
remedies had been exliaustpersuaded to try a couple
aters of Life and I must
;
!l!'st 'lay a decided change
1 at once
bought a case of
1 mi now
drinking it regularly.
I' l") appetite, indigestion has
me, 1 have no longer a tired
nil
certainly myself once more,
■'
) gaining in weight, so there
"* doubt that the Waters of
.wonderful remedy; and I
have been obliged to lay
Sorl< had not this water come
us it did.”
,L>t
•> cured

1

before 1 finished one bottle I was able
to go about. To-day 1 am a well woman."
Hold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
A Co.—-2

■

■

!

11
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Incomprehensible. Walker: “Poor Woo-

life was one ong failure." Isaacstein:
“Ami yet he died poor!"
[Philadelphia
,N ortli-Americaii.
zer’s

4'iil-osopby.—There are pills and pills—
but Dr. Agnew’s Liver Pills at 10 cents a
vial lead in demand. The sale borders on
the phenomenal. Sluggish liver,
constipation, or irregular bowels are the precursors
of many physical disorders. These little
wonders remove the cause. 40 in a vial for
10 cents. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A.
A. Howes A Co—23.
Parr (aged sixtv): “I don’t feel
any
older than when I left college.”
Synex“Probably not; and you don’t think you
know half as much.” [Boston
Transcript.

Itching, Burning Skin Diseases Cured
35 Cents —I)r. Aguew’s Ointment relieves in one day, and cures Tetter, Salt
Rheum, Scald Head, Eczema. Barber’s Itch,
l leers, Blotches and all eruptions of the
skin. It is soothing and quieting and acts
like magic in the cure of oil
baby humors.
36c. Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A.
Howes & Co.—34
lor

indulgence, or overwork quickly cured
by (>ld Dr. Ilalloek's Wonderful Electric
over

rills.

Thoroughly

tested for 50 years. Nervous Trembling,, Tired
out, Discouraged,
before
the
specks
Eyes, Dizziness, rush of
blood to the head, Weak Nerves, Thin
Blood, pale, haggard countenance, Fluttering Heart and all Nervous troubles cured
by Dr. Ilalloek's Wonderful Electric Pills,
for weak, worn-out, nervous people. Try
them ; they cure after all else fails. The verv
medicine you have been looking for. Si per
box, or <5 boxes, sufficient to cure most obstinate cases, 85. Sold at drug stores or sent
from laboratory, all charges prepaid, on reDescribe symptoms and
ceipt of price.
Free personal medical advice given. Address IIALLOCK DRUG .CO., 110 Court ;
st., Boston, Mass.

nature

and

generally debilitated.

Buck Hollow, Vt., June 26,1000.
Dear Sirs: I will write you now and tell
you how much good your TANGIN has done
me, and also thank you for your good ad
vice. No one can tell what I have suffered
from leucorrhoeaand kidney trouble during
the last ten vears. Before I began to take
TANGIN I could not do my own work, but
now I do all my work alone, washing and
all. I spoke to my doctor about TANGIN
and he said it was all you claimed it to be,
that it was splendid for me and to keep on
taking it. TANGIN is a blessing from God,
for it relieves me. Yours, with respect,
Mrs. Frank L. Courtemarsh.

Get a free sample and try it. Even a few
doses will convince you that it is just the medicine to cure
you. Mention this paper.
Address:

TANG1N. New York

Oyster and Clam Farming.
An oyster and dam bed lias points of
advantage over a gold mine, and farsighted persons who look to the general

interest believe it would be well to
the planting of these succulent
bivalves in favored spots where none

promote

growing.
The llaltimore Trade, which speaks
for the oyster canning interests, says:
are now

iiot thii k it is putting it too
to say that no other property
of equal
in the United States is
natural value with the oyster beds of
Chesapeake bay. It is also true that
there is no industry or property value
in the United States that is so much
neglected and injured as those same
oyster beds. Even the great Consolidated Virginia Mine, which has proved
in modern times a wonder of the world,
lacks a quality which the Chesapeake
oyster beds possess. AVe mean the ability of recuperation.
"A gold mine, no matter how valuable. may be exhausted, and even if it
is not. it becomes steadiiv more costly
to bring the ore to the surface as the
burrowing is done deeper and deeper
The
into the bowels of the earth.
oyster, on the other hand, if given the
merest chance of a summer’s vacation,
will restock and replenish the beds in a
manner that is astonishing, and which
returns such an immense percentage of
value annually that it is difficult to
compute it.
•'It is this remarkable quality of the
oyster itself, the silent and shiftless
worker creating values steadily for the
general owners, that is being most of
all overlooked by those who are most
interested in observing it. The oyster
harvest of the Chesapeake bay, as that
harvest comes to this city, or through
its merchants or packers, instead of being only about .">,000,000 bushels, as it
was last season, should be nearer .">o,‘‘AVe do

Strongly

000,000.”
To which we will add that clam tanncomes next to that of oyster farming. It is true that the price received
from oysters is much more than clams,
but we believe this is offset to a great
extent as clam farming is not near so
expensive as that of oysters. The experiment has been made within the past
two years on the marsh at Jones' Creek,
Anuisquam river, where an acre of
marsh land was prepared for dam farming, and the seed sown in the most approved manner. A guard house was
built and the premises have been thoroughly guarded at the time when it was
possible for any one to interfere with
the bivalves.
The beds have been
opened recently and a line crop is assured: so satisfactory has been the result, that it is proposed by the experimenters to put a still larger tract under

ing

cultivation.

Only let the clams alone and give
them a chance to recuperate, by letting
them remain in their beds, aiul like the
oyster,they will give an abundant yield.
The trouble with the clam crop, hereabouts, is that the mud liats have been
dug over and over again, and in consequence, the clams have been almost exterminated, and have no chance to re-

When quail ou toast is fiat and stale,
Roast duck begins to pall,
Rich cream and ices fail to please
And salads not at all.
When gay champagne no longer brings
A sparkle to the eye.
My sated palate yearns again
For yellow' pumpkin pie.
When trees

are stripped and gardens bare
waiting for the snows.
It glimmers on the pantry shelves
In golden row's on rows.
The farmhouse door is left ajar
And hungry passers-by
Are greeted with the spicy smell
Of yellow pumpkin pie.

And

I hasten homeward once a year
When nights are sharp with frost.
To mossy roofs and old red barns
In rolling meadow s lost.
There scattered globes of shining gold
In fields of stubble lie,
And there I taste once more the sweets
Of yellow pumpkin pie.
[The Criterion.
That Throbbing: Headache
Would quickly leave you, if you used Dr.
King s New Life Pills. Thousands of sufferers have proved their matchless merit
for bick and Nervous Headaches.
They
make pure blood and build up
your health,
back
no* CUT#d.
e
Mi?5
rSe?iS\r
M?neX
Sold by R. II. Moody, Druggist.

«ii
Portland, correspondent
('lobe, has used the waters
,! ’“Hilts, improving his bodiiti*
;U| ways, strengthening the
and says, the most pleasMamma “Ethel, I must really forbid you
m
j m V V'-dm ing of his hair.
that lobster—you know it does not
La
Prosperity Eluded Him. “I thought you
Shan Chief Clerk, 1st Div. touchiug
agree with you.” Ethel (resignedly): “Very
yousaw prosperous times ahead."
Mari,.,;
V‘e’ Portland, Maine, says: well, mamma, but it does seem as if every- said,
W ell, 1 thought 1 did, but the
Waters
of
Life
in
^r^"ic*a!L.
thing in the world that is nice is either had my eve on wouldn’t have me." heiress I
,e.
[ Chicago
liuth, but I was surprised wicked or indigestible.” [Life.
Evening Post.
<i\

,

be full of love.”

What deep, expressive brown eyes he
liad! They seemed to speak, although
lie did not utter a sound. I patted his
head, and he rested against me with the
confidence of a trusting child. I stood
a moment and petted him.
He seemed
to expect it.
Presently I bade him
good-by, and walked on.
i^It was not long before I met another
dog. He was a little black fellow, and
his small eyes fairly danced with mirth
as they peeked out from under their
hairy lids. He was evidently desirous
of play.
He darted toward me, and
circled round me, bouncing and waghis
tail.
He was soon off to the
ging
road again. I threw' up my gloved
hand, and called, “Come, little doggy'”
He came, only to be off again like a
flash, looking back every moment, as
he ran, as if to say, “What are
you
walking at that snail's pace for? You’ll
never catch me in the world!”
He did
not come to me again. I think he was
disgusted. So I walked on.
It was some moments before I saw
another dog. but just as 1 was turning
into the broad, fir-bordered avenue lead
ing to the hospital, I spied a big,spotted
fellow trotting toward me. As lie neared me, lie looked up with a forbidding
eye, and began to tuck his tail close to
his hind legs. lie came on. and as he
was passing I grasped a fold of
my dress,
which was dragging on the ground. My
motion seemed to frighten him, for
with a bound, he commenced to run
down the road. I looked back, and he
stopped at some distance, and seemed
to watch me, probably to see if I had
meant to strike him
“I’ll learn something about the home
life of these dogs,” I said to myself.
I found that the brown-spotted dog
was called “Pete.”
He was the pet of
an invalid,
she could not jump, and
frisk, and play; she could only love
him, and he had learned to be a gentle,
loving little dog.
The little black follow was “Bounce.”
lie was the pet of a family of boys and
girls. lie played with them all day
long, and at night he was put to sleep
in a nice warm bed.
The last dog was
Dick.” Poor Dick !
He belonged to a rough, unkind family,
lie was not half fed, and feared to put
his head in at his master’s door, for fear
At night he sought shelter
I of a kick.
from the cold and snow anywhere he
could lind it.
When 1 met him he was
doubtless returning from the hospital
back yard, where good Christine, the
j!
cook, is ready to feed all the stray dogs
and cats that come to her.
And such
dogs as poor Dick are quick to find anybody with a kind heart like Christine’s.
So I have begun to think dogs are like
looking-glasses, reflecting the manners
j of
their masters in their own.
If 1 had
| a ilog I'd want him to be like Pete; but
j if 1 were a boy or girl I'd want him to
be like Bounce.

Companion

Every issue of The Youth’s Companfor tiie nine week- of November anil
December will be enlarged, and the HolidayNumber will be double the usual size, with
richly decorated covers. From now until
the end of the year The Companion will
be crowded with articles and stories sufficiently varied to please every taste in both
old and young—men and women, boys and
ion

girls.
Among the contributions announced for
early issues are “How 1 Acted the Missionary/ by Sir Henry Stanley; “With the Pretoria Guard,” by Rider Haggard ;
A Historic Game of football,” by Walter Camp;
“norse Sense,” by Frank R. Stockton;
‘Pulpit Eloquence,” by Dean Farrar: “Days
of Long Ago,” by Ian Maclaren; and “A
Baritone Among Famous People,” by Victor

Maurel; in addition to which there will
be serial and short stories bv
Margaret Deland, Elizabeth Stuart I’heips Ward, Bliss
Perry, Charles W. diesnutt and other
writers of delightful fiction.
Those who subscribe now for 1901 will re!
ceive The Companion for the remainder of
1!KX) free from the time of
subscription, in
addition to the “Puritan Girl” Calendar for
1901, lithographed in 12 colors from exquisite designs painted expressly for The Com-

THE YOUTH'S

COMPANION,
Boston, Mass.

“There’s very little difference between
us,” said the History to the Novel.
.“Oh, yes, there is,” replied the latter.
“We are both liars, to be sure, but 1 am
proud of it.” [Tom Masson, in November
Century.

Kineo Coal Furnaces,
Kineo Wood Furnaces
....WITH

Late

Improvements

ALI.

of the Best Material,

M ANTFA( Tl'IIK I >

1IV

NOYES & NUTTER
I1ANGOH,

R. P.

MFG.

Such quiet sleep lias come to them !
The springs and autumns pass,
Nor do they know if it be snow
Or daisies in the grass.

MAINE.

For

But down their dream there drifts no sound,
The winds may sob and stir—
the still breast of Peace they rest,
And they are glad of her.

On

They ask

not any gift—they mind
Not any foot that fares:

I’nheededly Life passes by,
Such quiet sleep is theirs.
[Arthur Ketclium, in the November At-

Belfast.

AND VITALITY
DR.

Sale

R.

by

H.

Moody,

Era's Phonograph
Collector’s Notice of Sale.

-i• •:.t owners n tin town
BelThe following ii-n of l;i\f- on real estate of icsident and nonmont for the war 1$'.*'.'. committed to me t'or collection hu an’, n>w n on t i-• 71 n day oi.luh. \ 1 • iv*i».
an
charws r-• m»t pc woii-Iy
remain unpaid, aial notice is licrch\ given tliat if ^.tid ta\<paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to p:;\ id. Min n' i in thoivfni-. im-ludiu- m-aid town, on the first
tcrest and charges, will In sold at public auction at M\>t;c Drang-- 11a
Monday ot December. V.nio. at nine o’clock \. >1.:

Story

Pain-Kitter
(PERRY DAVIS'.)

Capt. F. l.oye, Police Station No.

5, Montreal:—“We

frequently

Perry

use

pain# in the stomrheuntatisvi, stiffness, frost bites, chil-

Davis’ Pain-Killer for

blains, cramps, and all afflictions which
men

in

our

position.

I have

no

hesi-

tation in
best

saying that Pain-Killer is the
remedy to have near at hand.”

Used

Estate Taxed.
_

.1
+•
5*41 M» IN,
S7.68
Wilbur L. Clark.North part of.
1
4.35
Cora E. Clark.. .Home farm.
Iihn'.ihi
!'■
24.00
Gilbert Greer.Home farm.
UM
;:ti.4b
Mrs. Dora M. Morrill. Easterly part of.i
"NI.INI
an
1.20
E. S. Morse..Northeasterly part of.
2.40
.Southwest part of ...an
l'J
1.20
.Northerly part of.
4'
7.08
Wm. G. Newbert.South central part of..
.Vni.ini
»12.20
Warren Newbert. .Home place, northerly part of.
..Easterly part of... .aa
30
•_'40.<NI
5.76
Phineas Pillsbury .Home place in northerly part of..
in
JII.INI
.48
James A. Sprague. Easterly part of..
•.aa
10.S4)
Home place.
4t*i
7.20
4s
Wilbert Clark .East part of.
V». S. 1'ON.s. Collector of JLuxox tor sanl town.
Belmont, Oct. 19. A. D. 1900.—3w43
••

••

••

..

...THE...

Great Cluing; Offer

Internally and Externally.

Two

.•

V.

Name of Owners.

befall

-•

letter about

one

ach,

Maine.

Belfast,

■

From

MOTT’S

Better tlian a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—hand or orchestra—t* idstories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is always ready.
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is ort every machine. Catalogues oi all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., New York.

lantic.

in

iml.'

STICKNEY, Agent,

HEALTH

All day the birches bend to hear
The river’s undertone:
Across the hush a fluting thrush
Sings evensong alone.

The Whole

GO.,

rue great
organs of

Sizes, 25c. and

50c.

bottles.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL
...AND...

JOBBERS OF

Ssrm^home

GRAIN,

6s<;

FEED.

Safe. A1 wavs reliable. Ladiea. ask Druggist for
and
CHICHESTER'S ENGLISH in Red
Oold metallic boxes, sealed with blue ribbon.
Take no other. Refuae dangeroua nubatiof
tutiona and inaltationa. Buy
your Druggist,
or send 4c. in stamps for Parti“ulara. Teatlmoniala and “Relief for Ladiea." in tetter,
by return Hall. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by all
Druggists. CHICHESTER CHEMICAL CO.
PH I LA., PA.
Hadiaon Square.

SEEDS and
The Best

GROCERIES
Importers
dealers in the finest

Anthracite
Worms?
rfo?«rmj!dMvV^4,iindo»e.e*„1feCt
*°

tart''

*">

‘tej

expelled.

of Salt.

quality of
.

LOd.iS»

33,35. 37 Front St.. Belfast, \[>
TELEPHONE 4-2.

HORSES,

FOR

SALE.

We offer for sale about a dozen good horses
and several carriages and harnesses.
We also have a lot of SHOtTS and PIGS for
sale.
BELFAST LIVERY CO.
Belfast, Sept. 21, 1900;—39tf

Itf

MEETING OE CREDITORS.
U. S. District Court
for the
District of Maiue,

In

Bankruptcy.

The first meeting of the creditors of Jason 8.
Richardson of Freedom, Maine, adjudged bank*
nipt upon his own petition, to prove their claims
against him and choose one or more trustees of
his estate, will be held at the office of the referee,

Belfast, Maine, on the 23d day of November. A.
1900, at 9 o’clock a. m.

D.

Bills for Cemetery Work.
All bills against the city of Belfast for work in
any of the cemeteries should be left for approval
at the office of the Belfast Livery Co. on or before
noon of the Saturday preceding the first
Monday
of the month in which said bills are payable.

WATER G. HATCH.
DANA B. SOUTHWORTH,

..

Belfast, May

Trustees of Cemeteries.
12.1900.—tf20

State*.

given below.

Lack of space forbids but a brief
of the contents of Farm and Home
which is unequalled for variety and excellence
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Farm and harden, Market Reports,
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, The Apiary,
Talks with a Lawyer, Around (he hlobe, Live stock
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, The Question Box.
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and

description

Fancy Work,

CARRIAGES
and HARNESSES

Family Paper in the

Believing that every one of our readers should
nave at least one good agricultural and family
journal, we have perfected arrangements whereby
we can send that practical and instructive jour-

as

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

A bermleee

and]
(Tinted

Farm

nal. Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ Ion remarkably liberal terms

and

Blacksmith

™K’S P,M WORM ELIXIR
>>'■”»*
will be

panion.

Illustrated Announcement of the volume
for 1901 will be sent free to
any address,
with sample copies of the paper.

Range
Alpine Range.

2YERVER.I1VE I?IDLS
remedy lor nervous prostration and ail diseases or tiio gene ran v«
either sex, such as Nervous Prostration. Failing or Losr Manhood,
Impotency, Nightly Emissions. Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excessive use
of Tobacco or Opium, which lead to Consumption anu Insanity. With every
ICTED IICIMC $5 order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at $1.00 per bos.
nricn UOinUe 5 boxes for $5.00. I>K. MOTT’S CIIli.TIK AL CO., Cleveland, Ohio,

Roadside Rest.

twenty minutes.
This proved the fact that the banks
had been dug out and the proper thing
to do was to give them a rest, or what
would be still better, let the right parties secure suitable places along the
river and go into clam farming.
They

for the Best of 1000.

Our Pearl

—

after some two hours digging had the
satisfaction of getting a peck basket of
clams. We had got them heretofore in

The

New. Kineo Range.

j
|

afternoon, to get sufficient
We dug and dug, here and there and

would have to wait a w hile for returns,
but when they did begin to come in it
would pay good dividends, and prove
that clani farming as well as oyster
farming,was worthy of attention. |Cape
_i Ann Advertiser.

The Yellow Pumpkin Pie.

but I want you to love
know you will! Everysure the world must

am

v\

Oh, I’m having
Evening Post.

towards me.

No woman need suffer
who you are,
after knowing about me,
and oh, I
no woman body does. I
TANGIN

getting a satisfactory growth, especially if you see to it that they have a good
supply of pure water at regular inter- cuperate.
We proved this to our entire satisfacvals. All kinds of stock eat bog hay
with a better relish this fall than I ever tion one afternoon this summer while
medics were exhausted. He
We
She was an Immune. “I should think remember to have seen them before, on down cruising on 'Squam river.
York to a specialist.
took a clam fork and basket along as
mother would punish you for that," account of the
drought, I suppose. we were wont to do in the
—f lie was advised to try your
said the neighbor's little girl to the one who
days agone,
[Oscar YV. Gould.
ife, and in three months had disobeyed.
She can’t," was the confiwhen there was no trouble in getting a
rireh, and is now intro- dent reply. “I've been
sick
and
I’m
not
one
of
the
basket
full
at
digging
any
through the West with well
to be spanked yet, and she
Nervous Debility Cured.
tors who had treated his can’t enough
places. We tried" it on this occasion,
keep me in the house, because the docNervous Debility, Lost Vitality, effects of ! and were bound, if it took the whole
tor says 1 must have fresh air and exercise.
Baldwin of
for a mess.
Canton, Ohio,
■curable of Blight’s disced by J)r. T. II. Phillips,

wearisome hill, a dog came walking
lie had a coat of whiteand-brown shaggy hair, clean, and soft
as silk.
He did not hesitate, but came
right up to me, and, standing on his
hind feet, put two soft paws up to
my
waist, and looked into my face as if lie
would say, “Good day! I don't know

a

short time.

pumpkins, turnips, beets, silage, and revives the enfeebled organs to full vital force. It is
above all a good lot of green corn to just the medicine nature intended womanto take when
and

(Member.!

Mary Dameron tells in the November St. Nichols a story of three
clogs.
The other day, she says, I was
walking
from the city to the
hospital. It is a
long walk, and I was alone. Just as I
had cleared the city, and was
climbing

TANGIN

Household Features.
Farm and Home is published seini'monthly
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, tlie whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with
all the latest and most reliable information that
experience and science can supply.

By special arrangement we make for a limited
following liberal offer:
who pay for The Republican Journal on
year In advance, 92.00, Farm and Home will be
sent for one year tree. The regular subscription
time the
To all

for Farm and Home Is 50 cents
Address all orders

WILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
Referee for Waldo District.

lw45

THE
4,1150

Dr. John
OPERA
O F FICE

HOLRS

Stevens,

HOUSE BLOCK.
:

11 to 12 A.
and

Sundays

fl.; 1 to 3 P. M
11 to 12 A. M.

a

year.

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.,
Belfast. Me.

FOR SALE.
.The

house and lot on Wilson Hill, Main Street,
Belfast known as the Avery place, will be sold at
bargain. For terms, inouire of
DUNTON & Dl'NTON.
4

a

Belfast, August 30,1000.—3m35

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

SEARSFORT LOCALS.
Mrs. J. W. Edwards of Island Falls is

Tisiting friends in town.
Dr. II. II. Sellers recently moved into
office

on

an

the Main street.

Henry Alger of South Framingham, Mass.,
is visiting friends in town.
Capt. C. C. McClure is spendingtwo weeks
in the woods near Willimantie.
Evangelist Welch is holding
meetings in the Advent chapel.

series of

a

Mrs. I. N. llarriman has gone to Boston
to spend the winter with her son.

Capt. I). S. Goodell returned from a visit
to Dr. F. A. Davis and wife Friday.
Geo. T. Bead is putting a Gurney heater
into the residence of Mrs. J. C. Nickels.
News was received here Saturday of the
death of Fred L. Waterhouse in Montville.
I apt. 11. E. Sellers went to Bangor Tuesday to cast his vote for McKinley and Boose-

Te.it.
Dr. F. S. Eveleth is taking a two week’s
clinical course at the Homeopathic hospital,
Boston.
Schooner E. L. Warren, Capt. Israel Closson, sailed, lumber laden, for Boston Tues-

day morning.
We are indebted to chief officer 1). S.
Goodell for a fine photograph of the transport Hancock.
Peter Monroe and wife, who have been
•visiting friends in Jersey City, returned by
steamer Saturday.
Mrs. Minnie Bullard of Melrose Highlands, Mass., is here settling the business
of the John Carr estate.
Geo. E. Merrill, who has been in Massachusetts on business connected with his mill
repairs, returned Tuesday.
Pike Bros. Grain Co. expect another load
corn daily, and it is coming none too
quick, as they are already short.

of

Capt. Sewall Lancaster, wife and daughter, arrived from Boston, Tuesday, just in
season for Capt. Lancaster to vote.
Maurice

Woods

will have charge of
Eugene Hathaway’s barber shop while he is
absent on a three weeks’ trip, hunting.
Chas. E. Averill, 1st officer of schooner D.
II. Rivers, is at home for a short vacation
while the schooner is loading at Portland.
Don’t forget the M. E. society’s supper,
which takes place this, Thursday, evening,
from 5.30 to 7.30, with an entertainment to
follow.
Patrons of the telephone were much
pleased with the service rendered them
Tuesday night in getting the returns from
the election.

Waldo. The school is Dist. No. 1 will
hold a ten-cent sociable at Silver Harvest
Grange Hall Friday evening, Nov. 9th. The
funds will be used towards getting a flag
for the school house.
All are cordially invited.

tea.

possible.
vigorating

For

some

Thirty members of Searsport Lodge, I. 0.
O. F., visited Monroe Lodge Friday evening
and witnessed work in the second degree,
which was performed by Garfield Lodge of
Winterport, and of the third degree performed by Monroe Lodge. The boys were
much gratified with their reception and will
never be satisfied until they can reciprocate
by having the. two lodges visit Searsport.
T. It. Howe, at his rabbitry on the back
road, has probably the finest collection of
Belgian hares in Eastern Maine, as he has
of the finest blooded stock breeders
introduced into this State. Ilis bucks,
Fersliodia and Banbury Boy, are two of the
best specimens ever brought into the State.
He has one litter of seven, two weeks old,
and one litter of five, two months old, in
addition to his old stock. All are of good
color and marks and will no doubt bring
high prices as breeders, as they are all from
the best imported stock.
He recently sent
Hr. W. L. West of Belfast two line does
and a buck.
some

ever

SEARSPORT ITEMS.

SOUTH

Miss V. Thompson was at home from Belfast the first of the week.
Mrs. John Hutchins of East Belfast
of this week.

was

in town the first

\V. N. Dow, who lias been quite ill
for the past two weeks, is improving.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Leonard of Waldo
in town last Sunday, visiting relatives.

were

Miss Myra Scribner lias returned from
Belfast, where she visited her aunt, Mrs. F.
11. Hoag.

Quite a number from this vicinity went to
the baptism at the Partridge stream last
Sunday.
The neighbors and friends of J. W. Smart
sympathize with him in the loss of one of
his fine team horses.
Miss Bessie Nickerson of Swanville was
in town recently, the guest of the Misses
Ethel and Lillian Smart.

This

signature

Laxative

is

cn

every box of the genuine
Tablet.

Broom-Quinine
cold in

remedy that cores

a

one

day

teas

have great

air-tight lead forms.
taste

If you

want

of native tea, try

pound of Orloff.

to
one

Limit

We

We

Ladies’

Orloff (Formosa Oolong).
Koh-i-noor {Eng. Breakfast).
Orange Pekoe (India & Ceylon).

to show

always glad

are

Have You

Made from the BEST OUTINGS at lowest

Thorndike. Bethel Lodge, Good Templars, have elected the following officers
for the ensuing quarter: C. T., Henry
Small; V. T., Vesta Hasty; P. C. T., Elva
Hasty; Sec., Bessie Higgins; Chap., George
Small; F. S., Fred Hasty; T., J. D. Higgins;
M. Gustave Ward; G., Charles Wren; Sent.,
Grace Higgins.. .Thorndike Lodge installed
their officers Saturday evening, Nov. 3d,
after which cake and coffee were served....
Julia, wife of Howard Small, died at their
home Sunday night. Mrs. Small was held
in high esteem by her many friends, and
great sympathy is felt for the bereaved
family. She leaves a husband, two sons
and two daughters to mourn their loss.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Files and infant daughter, who have been visiting at V. N. Higgins, returned to their home in Bangor
Nov. 3d... .Ira Pitman and wife, who have
.been visiting friends in town, returned to
Belfast Monday.Bert Stevens and wife
passed Saturday and Sunday with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Prentiss, in
Pittsfield
J. 11. Stevens and wife and V.
N. Higgins and wile attended the Waldo
County Veterans'* Association in Freedom
Nov. 1st, and report a good time—The
new school house is nearly completed, and
the grounds have been graded and put in
good order. All are much pleased with the
location and surroundings.Mrs. A. II.
Higgins passed Saturday and Sunday with
her mother, Mrs. Caroline Ward.H. S.
Ward and wife passed Saturday night and
Sunday with their daughter, Mrs. Lena
Russell, in Freedom.Miss Hattie Cornforth passed Thursday in Augusta.Mrs.
Henry Far well of Fairfield was the guest
last week of Mrs. Jennie and Lizzie Cates.
Miss Flossie Gilelirest of Knox is with
Mrs. Porter Hurd for a few weeks.Miss
Annie Bryant of Knox has been dressmak*ing the past week for Mrs. Jennie Vose—
Miss Mattie Johnson of Freedom is passing
a few weeks with her sister, Mrs. F. N.
Vose.Miss Grace Higgins is passing a
few days in Jackson, the guest of her aunt,
Mrs. J. T. Hatch.Bertie Dyer visited in
China several days last week. He returned
home Saturday, accompanied by his sister,
Mrs. Willie Philbrick
George Sherman
and wife of Burnham passed Saturday
night and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
—

Fred II. Bagley and wife gave a
reception to their friends Tuesday evening,
Oct. doth.
The house was tilled with those
who came to wish them a long and happy
life. Refreshments of coffee and cake were
served, and the evening was spent in a most
happy manner. Among the many presents
given were the following: silver sugar bowd
and spoon-liolder combined, and half dozen
silver teaspoons, Mr. and Mrs. William
Knowles; silver water pot, Mr. and Mrs B.
F. Harding and daughter Katrina; set
orange spoons, Fred K. Carter and wife;
berry spoon, Miss Mamie Stevens; silver Cilley.
bread tray, Albion Piper; silk doilies, Miss
East Knox. A very pleasant and profitGertie Bates; hand painted fancy plate, able term of
school, under the instruction
Mrs. Maggie Parsons; set of nut picks,
of Mr. Bert Payson of Brooks, closed Oct.
Clyde Harding and lady; glass butter dish, 2tith. In the evening the teacher and pupils
M. R. Ferguson and wife; fancy fruit dish,
gave an entertainment in McGray’s hall.
Miss Maude Clark ; salad plate, Misses AuThis was the first attempt of the most of
vena and Belle Myrick; butter knife and
them and as the time was very limited they
sugar shell, Mrs. Abbie Newell; handkercertainly reflected much credit not only
chiefs, Miss Millie Stevens; sugar shell,
upon themselves but also upon their teacher.
Mrs. Julia Mitchell,Worcester, Mass.; plate,
Each one rendered his or her part in a very
and
Mrs.
J.
E.
saucer,
cup
Pierce, glass
easy maimer, showing that we have plenty
cake plate, Medwin Fernald; water bottle,
of good material in our school, if we only
Arthur Bagley; reticule, Merton Bagley;
have the right kind of teacher. Following
one year's subscription to the Christian Enis the program: Tableau—“Our School”,
deavor World, Carrie Weymouth; table
teacher and pupils: dec., “Farmer P”, Edgar
cloth, Mrs. J. II. Bagley; one pair towels* Douglass; song, “When Dinah blows the
Mrs. Susie Myrick; towels, Miss Laura Tibhorn”, Gladys Wentworth and Minnie
to wake the young
betts ; alarm clock,
Crosby; rec.. Harold Wentworth; dialogue,
in
the
Hr.
and
Mrs.
morning,"
couple up
Cassie and Carrie Rogers; rec., “Aunt TabM. T. Dodge; cold meat fork, David Piper
athy,” Lottie Douglass; song,“Sunny Tenneand wife; handkerchiefs, Frank Piper; one
see”, Minnie Crosby; tableau in four scenes,
pair towel.-,, Mrs. Caroline Piper; fancy
Midnight Courtship; dec., Robbie McGray;
plate, Mrs. M. R. Ferguson; one pair towels, dec., George Farren; rec., “Entertaining My
Mrs. M. F\ Leathers; pair pillow shams,
Rig Sister’s Reau”, Cassie Rogers; dec.,
Mrs. Israel li. Stone; pillow shams, Miss
“Evening Bells”. Sammy Maiden; tableau,
Addie Ward, East Thorndike; one pair
“The Rising Son”, Tommy Woodbury;
towels, Miss Ethel Stone; one pair towels,
song, “The Drunkard’s lone child”, Minnie
Miss Addie M. Stone; one pair towels, Arand Lottie Douglass; stump speech, Edgar
thur Linseott; one pair towels, Leroy W.
Douglass; dialogue, “Appearances are deKnight; one pair towels; Mr. and Mrs. A. ceitful”, with the following characters: Oc
C. Myrick; three pairs towels, Miss Erdene
White, a beggar, Edgar Douglass; Judsy
Pierce; towels. Mrs. Mildred Piper and sons, White, a bootblack, Chester Kenney; a
Seavey and Harold; sugar shell, Miss Ivy pompous old gent, Roland Kelsey; a dude,
Rollins; two bread and milk sets, Mr. and Robbie McGray; apoliceman, Rert McGray;
Mrs. L. E. Prentiss and daughter Leora; an old
lady, Carrie Kelsey. Mr. Harry
large braided rug,Mrs. Elizabeths. Knowles, Littlefield of Brooks was present with a
of
the
grandmother
groom, eighty years old: graphoplione and gave several very laughbureau scarf, friend unknown; set of oat- able selections. The entertainment closed
meal dishes, Mrs. Zimri Carleton; money with remarks
by M. W. Swett, superintendgiven, J. II. Bagley, $10; Newell Bagley ent of schools. A temporary stage made
and wife, East Thorndike, $2; Rufus E. for the occasion was very prettly decorated
Stone $2; Mrs. Sarah L. Rogers, Pittsfield, with
evergreens and bright red berries, the
Maine, $1; other friends, $5.50_The Meth- school flag and smaller flags forming part of
odist Quarterly Conference was held at the the decorations. The words “Our School”
church, Friday afternoon, Nov. 2nd, with were made of the evergreen and berries and
services in the evening by the Presiding placed above the stage, and when the teachElder, Rev. J. W. Jones. A picnic supper er arranged his pupils on the stage it presentwas served at the church for those remained a very pleasing scene to the audience,
ing for the evening service which was much and one to be remembered with pride and
enjoyed by those present_Mrs. Inez M. pleasure by the parents. The exercises
Harding has been quite ill with tonsilitis, closed with singing “Red, White & Blue”
but is much better now.Miss Katrina by teacher and pupils. After the entertainHarding has returned to Temple, to teach ment those who wished took part in dancing
the winter term of school there—Miss to music furnished by the “Tin Pail OrchesThe musicians were too numerous to
Auvena Myrick has gone to Bangor to take tra.”
mention, Brooks. Morrill, Thorndike and
a course of study at the business college.
Knox were well represented in the band.
—

Centre Moktville.
While F. L. Waterhouse was sitting on the well-curb, on
his piazza on the morning of Nov. 3rd, he
was observed by .1. J. Clement to fall over
backward. Mr. Clement got to him as soon
as possible, raised him in his
arms, and he
Mrs. Waterhouse
expired immediately.
was in Searsport at the time.
It was a terrible shock to his relatives and the community. He was a good citizen and will be
greatly missed. He leaves a widow and
two married daughters to mourn their loss.
Mrs. James 0. Bartlett has gone to
Washington, D. C., accompanied by her two
little grandsons, Cliff and Bartlett Richards, who have been here during the past
summer-Mrs. Ariadne Bryant and her
eldest son, Frank, of Pittsfield, have been
visiting Mrs. Eliza Bean.Mrs. F. B.
Johnson recently visited Miss Lulu Mason
in Belfast—C. H. Clement has gone to
Camden
There will be a dance at the
Grange Hall the evening of Nov. 13th_G.
A. Gordon, who has been quite sick, is improving in health.All those who threshed at M. C. Gordon’s, and whose sudden illness was reported last week, are
improving.
.George Edmunds shot a fox recently.
He has an extra good fox hound. In twenty
minutes after he started the dog he shot the
fox.Alfred Crockett has lost a great
many of his hens and chickens this fall by
foxes.Mrs. Cora A. Goodwin of Palermo
and Mrs. Hattie A. Clough of Liberty visited at T. t?. Hatch’s recently. They also
visited relatives in Brooks and Jackson_
It is said that some of the enterprising
citizens of Liberty are endeavoring to get
capitalists interested in a corn factory. If
they should succeed in having a factory
located there it would be a great benefit to
the farmers of this town. It will be just as
essential for the farmers to be interested as
it is for the men of means to be interested
sufficiently to launch the enterprise_J. .J.
Clement has recently completed a large hen
house.
SHIP

NEWS.

seen our new

US,

DIRECT FROM THE MILLS TO

GRAYS, BLUES and BROWNS,

IX

56 Inch Wide Novelties
to-day $1.62

per

$1.25 Tapestry

yard, only

Fifty

Gray and Blue Zibilene
56 inches

wide,

Suitings,

56 in.

92c

$125

wide,

S4oq

25c. I

Boys’

40C

lulenvear,

.’

15c

Wool Waists.

very

pretty

shades in

We guarantee lowest prices. Black and
at #1.37, while they last only

>

>

good values

Imitation French Flannel.

Red Venetian

Cloths,
Serges, Broadcloth, Etc.
19 Steamer Rugs
a

Covers

co

Broken sizes in Gent’s Underwear, soc. g..

They
genuine, Polka Dots and Plain, also Figured
Cashmeres in the lightest colors, very dainty and just
the thing for waists.

Capes.
bargain.

Elegant

Underwear

are

For

just received.

$1.25 Black Grenada, 56 in. wide $1.25

French Flannels.

now some

of them

_~

Pebble Cheviots at

We have in stock

Turkish Table

-

98c. to

....

EXTRA HEAVY BLACK

Exact patterns of the better goods.

"-“t

Chea

$125

each.

All Wool Flannel Waists

ALL THE FALL STYLES to be sold at
We X EVE It SOLD THEIR EQUAL

[ii reds and

blues, excellent style

for

gg

FOR TIIE PRICE.

10 Pieces

Wrappers.

Only

of NEW DRESS GOODS, 39 inches
actually worth 39c. per yard, only

HO dozen just received,
manufactured
for its. They are made well, TV KA I! TV I I
T\ KKL. but best e»t all. our
prices on ;
OI AUTV roNslDKKKh are the lm

wide,

2t)C

A Towel Realm.

Blankets!

50 dozen Damask Towels—each one marked with the
lOo.
landing of the Pilgrims,
20 dozen Damask Towels,
j»<dozen Turkish Towels, extra
25 dozen Cotton Iluek Towels,
20

50

pairs good

Damask Towels,

large size,

for

X£75<‘

hemmed,

%£75a.

2

Sts.

fringed

or

Ladies’ Fleeced Vests.

Gents’ Fleeced Shirts.
1

1.

dOC.

want to sell them

an

so

here they

are

at

£M

assortment, all I.AliliK s!ZI>
at 51.37, $1.49 and $2.GO pe

a;r

Ha

parr wool, and they would not he hie
pair, hat cheap at
per pair, a.
we are selling them for

Case Cents’ extra heavy Fleeced Shirts and
worth 75c., at
50c.

Better

French Flannel Waists

qualities

per

pain,

$3.00, $4.00,

$2.50, $2.98, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00, S6.00

;

This price is made for you HO pairs'
t'ts, ll-4 white we warrant tinm

Drawers,

At

n>

07 paint .heavy 11-4 Blankets, purchased 1>»
low. Tans, grays and white, well worth -!

17c.
'45c.

j-/»..

Blankets! Blankets!

100 ]>airs 11-4 i’dankets in grays and Ijrou
worth to-day *l.l-"> per pair, at

Here is

1 Case Ladies’ Fleeced Vests worth 25c, at
1
33c., at

<

1 p to our standaid—down to vour pr

we

ARRIVED.

Bangor.

are

Flannels for waists, same styles as the better goods,
polka dots and stripes, 34 inches wide, only 17c. per yd,

PORT OF BELFAST.

Nov. l. Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Nov. 3. Sell. Maria Webster, Turner,
Rockland.
Nov. i>. Sch. Henry Whitney, Welch,

^

17c. Per Yard.

—

—

we

-r,

straight front Corset, the

prices.

BLACK FANCY ALL WOOL EXTRA HEAVY
Fkeehom. Rev. T. P. Williams of Winslow preached at the Congl. church last
Sunday. lie was accompanied by his
daughter, Miss Edith.The fall term of
the Academy closes this week, Friday. It is
pronounced a very successful school. There
will be a vacation of one week. The winter
term will be under the instruction of the
same principal and assistant, Mr. and Mrs.
Perkins—Mrs. A. J. Billings returned
from Portland last week-The friends of
Mrs. R. J. Wiggin will be pleased to know
that she is in our village for a few weeks.

goods—that’s what

Outing Night Robes,

FACKAGB

TEAS.

Opportunities

now

are

want to pay.

That are worth
ORIGINAL

the

to

offering. Our stock moves, vou get the benefit. Our count
crowded with good, honest, seasonable merchandise. Come in and look ^
Don’t buy a cen’s worth unless you see exactly what you want at just the
prjt

in-

Take, for example,
the “original package” teas of Chase &
Sanborn. These are almost a partial
substitute for food, being of exceptional
strength. They are grown to private
order and delivered hermetically sealed in
know the

No

power.

—

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement and Mrs.
Prudence Johnson leave to-day, Thursday,
for Daytona, Florida.
Mrs. Johnson is ‘>2
years old, and the trip might l>e considered
quite an undertaking for her, but she is enjoying good health and stands the journey
much better than some women half as old.
This will be the fourth time Mrs. Johnson
has made the trip.

..Fred A. Johnson.

on

who knows how to select
Then it would be physically im-

days.
Appleton.
Two telephone companies,
the Xew England and the Union, have extended their lines to the village....Clarence
Ames recently shot a white mink.
The
mink had been seen several times in the
river near the bridge_William Gay and
wife of Medway, Mass., have been in town
a few days, guests of Capt. Frank Ilall and
wife-Miss Grace Demuth, who has lived
with her uncle, John Wellman, several
years, has gone to Thomaston, where her
home will be with Mrs. Emery Keller_II.
1’. Murray shot a deer last week that dressed
about 200 lbs. Mr. Murray is 75 years of age
and feels very proud of his success_Fred
Demuth is up from Warren, the guest for a
short time of his uncle, John Wellman_
Ulysses Gushee is buying apples to ship_
Geo. X. Wyllie and wife of Warren were
guests Saturday and Sunday of G. II. l’age
and wife.

live

man,—one

—

Thoy.

Everett P. Curtis, who spent the summer
here, returned to his home in Goldburg,
Idaho, last week. lie was accompanied by
his sister, Mrs. E. 1). P. Nickels, as far as
Poston, where she will remain during the*
winter.

woman can

but bread and tea. We
doubt it unless she is an intelligent wo-

Morrill. Charles Merriani and family
from Lincolnville have moved into town
and taken rent with Robie Mears, in his
new house.Miss Emma Murch came
home from Augusta last Thursday on a
week's visit—Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Winehenbach made a visit to Washington, Me.,
last Friday and Saturday—Mrs. Carrie
Daggett and children went to Waltham,
Mass., Monday on a three weeks' visit.
The village schools are having a two weeks’
vacation.J. F. Vickery has a full crew
at work in his steam mill and is turning
out apple barrels for all who apply. Merriams, Daggetts and Dickey’s mills also
have all they can do
Miss Millett of
Belfast preached here last Sunday morning
and evening—The Methodist society is at
present without a pastor, but will hold services at the usual hour on alternate Sun-

—

the

a

IT nothing

Skabsmont. M. 0. Wilson has gone to
Boston for the winter.Edwin Crawford
and wife of Warren were the guests of J.
W. Crawford last Sunday.Mrs. MaryMoody of Franklin, Mass., is visiting
friends in town... .Dr. P. A. Crooker of Augusta was in town last Saturday- and Sunday.H. E. Miller has gone to Boston to
spend the winter—B. F. Fuller has improved the looks of his buildings with a
very handsome piazza....W. L. Wilder has
returned from a three weeks’ visit in Boston— C. Q. Brown went to the Islands last
week to buy lambs.

Sandyj'OINt. Mrs. Abbie Nickerson has
closed her cottage and gone to Massachusetts
for the winter—Mrs. Robert French has
Captains W. V. and Amos Niekols, who closed her house at the
Point, and after a
hav«.-been absent on a hunting trip in northshort visit in Brewer and Waterville will go
ern Maine, returned home Monday evening.
to Roxbury, Mass., for the winter-Mrs.
They secured one deer.
Henrietta Griffin has been very sick the
.lolui H. Ames lias bought the Xoy?s past week with rheumatism_Rev. C. W.
lield east of their residence, and will move Fisher of
Dexter, a former pastor, is exhis black smith shop there, giving him a tine pected here this week for a
visit... Miss
location on Main street.
Mabelle Paul of Belfast, who is teaching in
< Hir mail free
delivery route is giving the Brook district, visited here with friends
great satisfaction, and when the new boxes last .Saturday and Sunday.Miss Addie
arrive it will be one of the most thoroughly Partridge from the Narrows is dressmaking
for several here—The school in the Narequipped routes in Maine.
K. s. rpliam and wife left Monday by rows closed last week, as several of the
scholars were obliged to stay at home to
steamer Penobscot, and after a short stop
in Saugus, Mass., will return to their win- work. The two weeks will be added to the
next term,that all may attend... .The Ladies’
tor home at Weirs Lake, Florida.
which was organized here
W. Fred Kllis, who recently bought the Sewing Circle,
last summer, met with Mrs. L. S. Perkins
< apt. A.
I). Colcord place, is remodeling
last Wednesday.
Sixteen were present.
and rebuilding the house, which was parThe sewing done that day was on a cpiilt
tially destroyed by lire a year ago.
for Mrs. Witherel to give to the Missionary
As the polls closed promptly at four o'clock
society in Boston, she paid the circle live
afternoon
several
of
our
citizens cents for each member
Tuesday
present.('apt.
missed the opportunity of voting for Mc- Isaac
Berry has sold his little craft, Poor
Kinley by being a few minutes late.
Jim,” to Mr. Sanford Libby of Prospect,
C. F. Hill has a crew from Kelfast raising who took possession at
once_During one
and moving liis house on Mt. Fphraim ave- of the recent gales the Hag staff at Dr.
nue.
He purposes to move it back about l'."» Wailings’ cottage was broken off close to the
feet from the street and raise it one story.
Mr. Steward from the Bangor
ground
Willard Whittling who has been employed Theological Seminary preached here last
at Perkins’ mill, Hucksport, met with a
Sunday... A little daughter arrived at the
severe accident last week.
A thumb was home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Clifford Oct.
crushed in a heavy machine he was run- Hist.

ning.

is said that

$5.00 and S6 00

Drummers' Samples, TO pairs, all
ly soiled. Lots of good values.

good oiu

SAILED.

Oct. 31. Sch. Merrill C. Hart, Gilchrest,
Rockland.
Nov. 2. Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Nov. 3. Sch. Mary L. Crosby, Trim, St.
Simon, Ga.; P. M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinalliaven.

FRED A. JOHNSON,

(Hr) Amsbury, Yokohama (to finish
loading for New York.)
Havana, Oct. 24. Ar, sch. Etta A. St impNew Y’ork, Nov. 2. Ar, sch. Annie K. son, Hogan, Fernandina.
Black River, Ja., Sept. 21. Sid, sch. Laura,
Lewis, South Amboy for Bangor; cld, sch.
Norombega, San Juan ; sld, bark Matanzas, Larrabee, Chester, Pa.
Havana: schs. Jose Olaverri, Charleston;
Sydney, N. S. W., Oct. 27, Sid, ship Win.
Electa Bailey; Norfolk; .3, ar, sells. Hattie II. Macy, Groth, Honolulu.
Buenos Ayres, Sept. 27. Sid, bark Ethel,
C. Luce, Long Cove; Maggie Mulvey, Bangor via Bridgeport; cld, sch. Sallie 1’On, Rosario.
Oct.2. Sid, bark Mabel I. Meyers, !
schs.
Rosario,
Andrew
Fernandina; 3, ar,
Nebinger,
Bangor; J. V. Wellington, Frankfort; Post Ceara.
San
Juan, P. R., Nov. 2, 6 A. M. Ar,
Boy, Bangor; sld, sch. Noromhega, San
steamer Ponce, Dyer, New York.
Juan.
St. John, N. B., Nov. 5. Cld, sch. M. B.
Boston, Oct. 31. Cld, sch. J. Manchester
Haynes, Fernandina; 2, ar., schs. Levi S. Stetson, Bucksport for Bay of Islands, N. F.
Andrews, Pensacola; Laura M. Luut and
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Lizzie B. Willev, Fernandina; A. Ilayford,
Green Island Seal ledges whistling buoy,
Nat
Winterport;
Ayer, Bangor; Theoline, black, nun-shaped, marked G. I. in white,
Brunswick; sld, schs. It. W. Hopkins, has been removed for the winter season.
Turks Islands; Young Brothers, Philadel- The report that Egg rock whistling buoy
phia; Nimbus, Brunswick; Pendleton had been removed is an error.
Bro s, Brunswick; J. Manchester Haynes,
It is reported that the Chesapeake & Ohio
Fernandina; 3, sld, brig Harry Smith, railroad and certain eastern capitalists in
tan

AMERICAN PORTS.

Grand Lahon.

Philadelphia, Nov. 3. Ar, sch. Edward T.
Stotesbury, (new) Bueksport,
Baltimore, Nov. 1. Cld, sell. Maggie S.
Hart, Farrow, New Orleans; 2, cld, bark
Doris, Masterton, Rio Janeiro.
Portland, Nov. 1. Ar, sch. Lizzie Williams, Candage, Bangor for Boston, leaking;
2, sld, sch. It. F. Pettigrew, Philadelphia.
Bangor, Oct. 31. Sld, schs. Annie Lord,
Trim, New York; E. L. Warren, Closson,
Boston ; Nov. 1, sld, sells. Geo. B. Ferguson,
New York; July Fourth, Boston; 2, ar,
sch. Henry Whitney, Welch, Salem; sld,
schs. It. F. Hart, New York; Grace Webster, do.; II. Curtis, Boston; 3, ar, sch.
Winslow Morse, Weymouth, Mass.; sld,
schs. Wm. B. Palmer, Newport News, Delaware, Edgartown; 4, sld, schs. Maud Briggs,
New Y'ork; Odell, Port Jefferson, L. I.; 5,
ar, sch. Nat Ayer, Boston ; sld, sell. Henry
Whitney, Welch, Cambridgeport; (i, slu,
sch. Kit

Carson,

New Y'ork.

Galveston, Oct. 30. Ar, sells. Humarock,
Baltimore; John E. Develin,lliehborn, do.
Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 30. Ar, sch. Win.
11. Sumner, Yeaton, New Y'ork ; 31, ar, sch.
Senator Sullivan, Portsmouth; Nov. 2, ar,
sch. Wesley M. Oler, New Y’ork ; cld, sch.
Viola

Boston.
Fernandina, Oct. 30. Sld, schs. Herald,
Keyes, Port Spain, Trinidad; Lizzie E.
Dennison, Koss, St. Pierre, Mart.
Jacksonville, Oct. 30. Sld, sch. Scotia,
Kennedy, Sanchez, San Domingo; Nov. 3, ar,
sch. F. C. Pendleton, Ferguson, Philadelphia; cld, sch. Jessie Lena, New Y’ork.
Sabine Pass, Tex, Oct. 30. Sld, sch. Wellfleet, Jacobs, Port Antonio.
Port Townsend, Wash.,. Nov. 1. Ar, ship
Great Admiral, Sterling, Honolulu.
Norfolk, Nov. 4. Ar, sch. Electa Bailey,
Clay, New Y’ork.
Newport News, Nov. 2. Sld, schs. Sarah
W. Lawrence, Carter, Portland; Mary E.

Reppard,

Palmer, Haskell, Bangor.
Port Reading, Nov. 5. Ar, sch. Annie P.
Chase, Ellis, New York.
Vineyard Haven, Nov. 5. Ar, sch. A. W.
Ellis, Ryder, South Amboy for Rockland.
FOREIGN

PORTS.

Ar, sch. George V.
Jordan, Harding, Rosario for New Y’ork,
Rio Janeiro, Oct. 30.

leaking.
Hiogo, Oct. 29.

Ar, previously, bark Puri-

Masonic

Boston and elsewhere will build at a cost of
$2,000,000 twenty 5-masted schooners to
carry coal to foreign countries. The coal
will be loaded at Norfolk and Newport
News. This will undoubtedly give Maine
shipyaids some contracts.
Portland, Me., Nov. 1. Sell. Hannah F.
Carleton, Hardy, from Bangor for New
York, which returned to Bangor Tuesday,
damaged in collision, lost her foretopmast
andjibboom. The schooner which collided
with the Carleton was the Menawa, from
Bangor for New York. The latter received
no damage, and proceeded.
Boston shipping brokers report a steady
inquiry for sail tonnage for the offshore
trades the past few days. Bates are unchanged anu the offerings we re light. Bates
for coastwise tonnage have been steady and
the demand moderate. Coal shipments to
Boston and other eastern ports are delayed,
owing to the diftieulty in obtaining cargoes
at loading points.
Bates for the time are
nominal, though the indications are regarded

as

CLltKEM.

/‘rices Paul Product

r.

2.40
20to22

Barley p bu.,

Cheese p lb,
Chicken p lb,
Calf Skins,
Duck P lb,

40^45
lli

10tol2

Eggs p doz.,
Fowl p lb,
Geese p lb,

50^75
14<&15
20

8@10
13<&15

Retail Price-

Beef, corned, p lb, 8@10
Butter Salt, 14 lb, I8to20
Corn p bu.,
50
Cracked Corn p bu., 55
Corn Meal p bu.,
56
Cheese p lb,
14
Cotton Seed p cwt., 1.50
Codfish, dry, p lb, 5@8
Cranberries p qt., 8tol0
Clover Seed,
10@14
Flour P bbl.,
4.75t05.25
2.35
G.H.Seed pbu.,
Lard p lb,
10

|

Belfast

STATE OF MAIN
COUNTV OF WALDO SS.
To the Honorable the .lustkv>

Signature
of

Judicial Court, now liolden a! 1
and for said County of Waldo:
BORN.
Carter. In Stonington, October 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. William L. Carter, a daughter.
Farnham. In Penobscot, October 26, to Mr
and Mrs. Frank J. Farnham, a son.
Cross. In Stonington, October 28. to Mr. and
Mrs. .John E. Gross, a daughter.
Jameson. In Warren, October 26, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer E. Jameson, a daughter.
McTaoc.art. In He If as t. October 27, to Mr.
and Mrs. William McTaggart. a son, Horace I..
MAUUiKD.

Byarp-Bloixjktt. In Sedgwick, October ‘J.r>,
Edward J. Byard of Sedgwick and Miss Alice S.
Blodgett of Brooksville.
Butman-Thi its'n»x. In Brewer, October ‘27,
George A. Butman and Helena 1’. Thurston,
both of Brewer.
Kkxwick .Iackscn. In Belfast, November r.,
by Key. K. T. Canen, Fred Fenwick of Morrill
and Miss Lillian M. Jackson of Montville.
Emkksox-Emkhson.
In Hampden, October
JO, Lawrence M. Emerson and Miss Nellie V.
Emerson, both of Hampden.
Gkotton GniMiKi.i.. In Belfast, November
J. by Geo. J. Grotton, Esq., Carl J. Grotton and
Miss Carrie M. Grindell, both of Belfast.
S< <»tt-Ck<»< ki:tt. In North Door Isle, October L'4, Capt. Wallace Scott and Kate Webb Crockett, both of North Deer Isle.
Si knckk-Bkown. In Hampden, October J1
Robert Janies Spencer of Somerville, Mass., and
Miss Carrie C. Brown of Hampden.
Tayi.oh-Wooi>waui>. In Bncksport. October
121, George H. Taylor and Miss Mabel Woodward,
both of Bncksport.

Cole.
In Kocklaml. October 20. Frederick
Joseph Cole of Deer Isle, aged 74 years. •; months
and 29 days.
(Jramtrek. In Winter Harbor, October 20.
Charles Henry Crabtree, aged 3 months and 4

days.

Eaton. In Stonington, October 22. C.eorge W.
ns years, li months and 2S days.
Fi ller. In Appleton, October 24. Zenas Fuller, aged 84 years, a months and 2 days.
!
Gray. In Penobscot, October 25, Mrs. Maggie
Mutton p ft.,
t; ! L. Gray, aged 24 years.
Oats P bll., 32 tb, 25(235 1
Hoikjdon. In Somerville. Mass., October 25,
Potatoes p bu.,
50 Capt. Benjamin E. Hodgdon of Tremont, aged 58
Round Hog,
6 years, 8 months and 27 days.
Straw p ton,
Harris. In Little Deer Isle, October 27. Wil6.00@7.00
liam Harris, aged 03 years and 5 months.
16(217
Turkey p tb,
Tallow p lt>,
1.V23
Jameson, In Kocklaml, October ai, Cordelia
Veal p tt>,
ci@7 (Tolman), widow of Charles Jameson, aged 84
22 years.
Wool, unwashed,
Leach.
In Penobscot, October 29, Norman
Wood, hard,
3.00g4.00
Wood, soft,
3.50g4.00 Leach, aged a years and 11 months.
Stinson. In South Deer Isle, October 28, NelRetail Market.
lie, daughter of Jonathan and Lois Stinson, aged
Lime p bbl.,
90(21.00 18 years.
Oat Meal p tb,
4(25
Sylvester. In Sunset, Deer Isle, October 20,
Onions p tt>,
2£23 Mrs. Ann Sylvester, aged 78 years, 8 months and
Oil, Kerosene, ga!.,13(ai4 20 days.
Pollock p tb,
42
Pork p lb,
10
Stops the Cough
Plaster p bbl.,
1.13
3
Rye Meal p tb,
and work* oft the Cold.
Shorts p cwt.,
1.05
6£@7 Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
Sugar p tb,
35
Salt, T. I.. pbu.,
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
Sweet Potatoes,
3
Wheat Meal,
3
5 cents.
Iyr36

25 to 50 II ay p ton,
l2.uo« 11.00
Apples pbu.,
dried, p lb, RaO Hides p tb,
2.40 Lamb p lb,
12
Beans, pea,
“.
2.40 Lamb Skins,
252 35
medium,
Yel’ eyes,
Butter p lb,
Beef p lb,

Always Bought

DIED.

[Corrected Weekly for The Journal.]
Produce Market.

the Kind You Have

;

favorable,I
BELFAST 1‘KICE

CASTOHIA.
Bears the

Temple,

Eaton, aged

Respectfully represents Willi..
Islesboro. in said County that In
title of a certain parcel of r--al
said Islesboro. and bounded as :
Beginning at tin shore of IVnoe
by the land ot Isaiah Boardman
thence westerly by said Boardma:
formerly of Henry Boardman t
tifty (250) rods or thereabouts to
merly of Rebecca Dodge ; theme
Dodge land, to said last describe,

••

said last described lot to the -la
Bay; thence by the said Bay to
ginning, and containing forty-thles this being the same land deDodge by Joshua Dodge by his (!•••
dated March 8. lS5s, and from l.\
mill Dodge, dun--. A. D. lstis. 'Ll a!
title of said real estate is eneumn

discharged mortgage given by yon
said Hosannah Dodge then of
dated January
A. D. lsTu. and
Waldo County Kegisti > of Deed-.
Page is. upon the condition that
should pay to tin said Ko-annah
of eight hundred dollars with :m
to certain notes of hand of e\ n
mortgage, which said notes were
for three hundred dollar- eaeii. a
hundred dollars. payal>le re-peeti\.
and three years from date with
un
your petitioner has been in
session of said real e-tate !'->i l\\
the e\[)iration of the tine line',
gage tor the full p* .. »i
thereof; that said mortgagoe died
February. A D. isto. lia\ mg 1
uueathed all her estate io on-- 1 :•
tlien a minor, who now. as ymn p
formed, resides in Collin-, :u the
ton and State of ( Mvgoii. that thwill of said Hosannah Dodge has
ceased, and that said Freeman 1
only person interc-ted iu -aid nun
said mortgage has been fully paid
Wherefon your petitioner pray
notice as the court ni.ty -Ineei.
hearing, may liter a decree settinin tins ease, and its finding- in rela:
accordance with the provision-of
of the Public Acts of the stab of At
year of tsar..
Dated this eighteenth da\ of s- p;
Wf 1.1.1 AM
1000.
By Josf.imi Wit.t.i At son. his Air
>

ST AT K OF MAIM
Waldo

ss.

Si

pkkaii-

.It

i>i«

September 1 '•
l*poll the foregoing petition <-rdnotice
to Freeman
petitioner give
the pendency thereof by causing a:

thereof and of this order thereon tthree weeks successively in The lb
nal, a newspaper printed at Beifa^i
tv of Waldo, the last publication
thirty days, at least, before the term
next to be holden at Belfast, withn
County of Waldo, on the tirst Tues
ary next. that, the said Freeman 1
then and there appear and show ca
bas, why the prayer of the petitionbe granted.
Attest—TILKSTON WA1H !
A true copy of the petition and oid
3w45
thereon.

Attest—TILE8TON WAD1.IN

